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PREVENT BEINC

KILLED
BY ONCOMING TRAIN

HOTEL

NARRAGANSETT

DINING ROOM
Will be opened with a Banquet

MONDAY. JANUARY 26
At 6 P. M.

Following is the Menu:
Chicken Creole

Cream of Tomato with Rice
Hearts of Lettuce

Mixed Pickles

Queen Olives

Boiled Penobscot River Salmon, Court Bouillon

Julienne Potatoes
Boiled Spiced Ox Tongue, with Vinegarette

Boiled Premium Ham, with Jelly
Roast Native Chicken, Cranberry Sauce

Roast Loin of Pork, Apple Sauce

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef, Dish Gravy

Baked Macaroni and Cheese
Spanish Puffs, Custard Sauce
Fruit Salad

Lobster Salad

Whipped Potatoes

Boiled Potatoes

June Peas

Boiled Onions

Squash Pie

Apple Pie

Mince Pie

Custard Pie

Whipped Cream Pie

Lemon Walnut Jello, Whipped Cream
Strawberry Ice Cream, Cake

Milk

Coffee

Tea

EUROPEAN PLAN

NOTICE !

Senator Carleton Clearly
Outlines Bridge Proposi
tion—Other Matters.

and Milk Cans to

144 CAMDEN STREET
AND HAVE TILE SAME TESTED AND STAMPED IN AC
CORDANCE WITH THE LAW
SECTION 12—Before anj' weights and measures, scales,
steelyards, beams or balances are used,they shall be
sealed by a public Sealer of Weights and Measures.
SECTION 25—Whoever sells by any other weights, meas
ures, scales, beams or balances than those which have
been sealed as before provided, shall forfeit a sum not
exceeding Twenty Dollars.

EARLU. CHAPLES
»
SBALBK OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Tel. 472-2.

•

Rockland, Maine

Newbert’s Cafeteria

North
National

’ Bank

ATWATER KENT TO BEGIN
TUNE

IN!!

Beginning Thursday evening. January 22, during
the hour between 9 P. M. and 10 P. M. the AT
WATER KENT RADIO ARTISTS will go on
the air broadcasting through stations—
WEAF—New York City, N. Y.
WFl —Philadelphia, Pa.
WJAR—Providence, R. I.
WEEI —Boston, Mass.
WGR —Buffalo, N. Y.
This will be the first of a series of weekly concerts which
will be given. Exact dates of following concerts will be an
nounced later.

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
AUTHORIZED ATWATER KENT RADIO SERVICE

643 Main Street.

ROCKLAND.

Tel. 661

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 80................ Number 11.

BROOK HAS BAD FIRE SCARE
Blaze Originating In Carr’s Market, Sweeps Block—Fire
men Put Up Game Fight.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

To

the

Women

of

Rockland and

sur

Special Officer Edward Heath was but the extreme fold made the lines
eating supper last night nt his board- i hard to handle. The frozen hydrants
,,
. had been tested the day before and
ing place over Harry Carrs market (he freea„lg conslated only „f fr„st
will be of particular interest.
at The Brook when he smelled smoke. in the operating head which yielded
and opening a rear door found the readily to a quart of hot water or
loft over tlie Carr store room, filled a dash of ignited kerosene. A nozzle
The afternoon of Feb. 24 at Community
was taken Into the G. A. Wooster
with smoke. Chemical 2 replied to
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
•••
store for thawing and found to be
the telephone call and her crew carry filled with a solid mass of ice which
Fair, Arcade, Rockland, will be devoted to
•••
A stout heart may he ruined In
♦ ♦ ♦ ■*
ing the line Into the rear of the shop formed during a momentary shut
•— fortune but not In spirit.—Victor •••
found a lively blaze in progress be down.
Measures in favor of Lincoln!
a style show.
Special arrangements are being
••• Hugo.
tween the storeroom wall and the
••• county were prominent in the House!
Chief Havener took a headlong
.»• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 8^ Thursday. Bishop of Boothbay pre - !
main wall behind the stove. Capt. plunge down the icy rear stairs at
made
to
have
it
the
the
most
effective
and
Hodgdon with Chemical 1 laid two the height of the blaze but f< rgot
sented an act authorizing the clerk'
1 lines from the Grove street hydrant It until this morning whene lie found
of courts of the county to act as
YOUR INCOME TAX
artistic exhibition of style and fashion that
but some delay was experienced due his right shoulder exceedingly lame.
clerk of the Lincoln municipal court.
I to a frozen operating head on the With a reporter from this paper and
He also put in an act increasing the j
this
city
has
ever
witnessed.
Ladies
and
Nutshell Information That salaries of the county commissioners
I hydrant.
In view of the stiff wind the fire commissioner he went over
j blowing and the extreme cold which the scene of the fire this morning
Will Help You In Prepar from $300 to $500. Bisbee of Damari
made the functioning of all streams and explained two causes of its
scotta had in a bill to Increase the1
ing Returns.
uncertain. I hief Havener immediate stubbornness. One was the fact that
Misses Wearing apparel, millinery, hosiery
salary of the clerk of courts of the ;
ly ordered two lines laid from Beech between the Carr store and the store
county from $1200 to $2000, another!
[Twelve brief articles covcrtnit essential to boost the register ol' deeds from',
| street und an additional pair from room was a narrow boarded-in space,
and footwear will be displayed on living
in,hits of income tax laws. Begun In .Ian.
i Llmerock street hydrants. Auxiliary both sides shingled as the smaller
$1000 to $1400 and to raise the al- i
13 Issue I
models on a specially constructed stage with
' lines were laid from Granite street building was moved there. The other
lowance for clerk hire in the cferk of
lint not used. The six streams poured was the tws tar roofs over tlie Ken
|
WHO? Single persons who had net courts office from $400 to $G00.
full demonstration and opportunity for in
•♦•*
a great volume of wuter into the nedy rear store with about a foot
Income of $1,000 or more or gross
blazing building, lint could not pre between. This provided an ideal
Wing of Auburn wants the State to i
Income of $5,000 or more, and mar
vent It spreading betweeh the double place for the fire to work und gave
spection.
ried couples who had net Income of provide public libraries with the au- 1
tarred roofs over the W. A. Kennedy a situation hard to meet. Between
$2,500 or more or gross income of tobiography of Elizabeth Oakes Smith 1
confectionery store where it burst the Kennedy store and the C. E.
the Maine writer and pioneer woman |
$5,000 or more must tile returns.
forth with a terrific burst of flame Havener block was a 10-inch open
WHEN? The filing period Is from platf( rm speaker, as edited by Mary i
It is Worthy of note that new heating
that looked extremely menacing. At space.
Alice Wyman of Newcastle, and he
The clapboards and siding
January 1 to March 15, 1925.
this particular minute the Llmerock boards of the block were burned
arrangements are in prospect eliminating the
WHERE? Collector of internal rev- presented in the House Thursday a
street
streams
came
In
and
the
lire
through, but no great damage done,
nue for the district in which the resolve appropriating $450 to pur
failed to make a showing after that though It was filled with smoke wljieh
possibility of discomfort from cold by either
person lives or has jiis principal chase 150 copies. These are to he
though
the
firemen
continued
their
distributed by the State Library to
penetrated even the Masonic Temple.
place of business.
work for several hours and Chief
• • o o
HOW? Instructions on Form 1040A public libraries.
models or spectators.
* * * •
Havener with a feyv tnen stayed on
Mr. Carr valued his stock and fix
and Form 1040; also the law and
with one stream all night.
Senator Roberts of York will pre
regulations.
tures at $10,000, and feels them pretty
....
WHAT? Two per cent normal tax sent a bill in the Legislature next
well ruined. Be also owned his sec
There were many human interest tion of the building wnich was quite
on the first $4,000 of net Income It. week relative to motor vehicles and
excess of the personal exemptions the law of the road. This measure any public monies to any hospital, in by the elimination of a new boat and features to the fire aside from the badly damaged. This was fully cov
and credits. Four per cent normal will require the Secretary of State to firmary, school or college unless un slips together with $36,000,
the extreme menace of the high wind and ered. Mr. Kennedy will suffer a total
tax on the next $4,000.
Six per issue automobile registration plates der State controL The Hplmes meas amount of annual depreciation at the cold. In the midst of the excite loss. $2,500 and is protected. He w-ill
ment the family of Wong Yuen, pro reopen at the old stand as soon us re
cent on the balance of net income in the future to date from Jan. 1 to ure provides that in distributing pub eight percent.
Surtax on net Income in excess ol Feb. 1 of the succeeding year. The lic monies for educatlcnal purposes
This would give a total Income at prietor of the Oriental restaurant pairs can be made. Wong Yuen suf
purpose of Hus measure is to do the attendance of pupils in other savings of $141,000. From this must who occupied the tenement over the fered considerable damage to his
$10,000.
away with the yearly rush
fora. regis , than public schools shall not be be deducted $7,500 for maintenance Kennedy store, was discovered stand household goods t^tid,’ id no insur
* • • ♦
,
tration
Willing hands ance.
His Iobs wnulid have been
n
. plates .in ,lhe ‘’1.0slnB da>s
counted in fixing the amount to which and $8,500 for operation, with interest ing on the icy roof.
Number 6
ol. lnuni,.ipallly where- of $68,000 on the $1,700,000 bonds, a brought the mother and her four greater had not Chief Havener of
The taxpayer must include in his December so that a driver using old
, ,
. "7 year in
'h pupils reside shall receive,
total expense of $84,000. This would children down and into the warm fered his truck which salvaged some
incc-me-lax return for the year 1924 ‘ n
will not lie liable to arrest. Senator
r
....
leave to he added the sinking fund to offices of The Courier-Gazette where of the furniture. Mrs. Wood's loss
all items of gross income specified by
Roberts said that this law would
they were cared for until Capt. and
law. In the case of a storekeeper,
Atwood of Portland introduced an be created by the retirement of the Mrs. George Simons of the Salvation on furniture will be largely from
cost the State nothing and would be
water and smoke. It could not be
bonds
$57,000
annually.
When
the
gross income usually* consists of
a convenience to a great number of act to provide a jeweler's lien. The bonds have been retired, added Sena Army took them over to the hospit ascertained whether or not she car
gross profits on sales, together with
art amends the present law to pro
people.
able
Army
citadel.
ried insurance. The Kennedy section
income from other sources. The re
vide that any person, firm or corpor tor Carlton, thereby doing away with
• « • •
Meantime the family of Mrs is owned by Pierre Havener and is
interest charges, the State would l>c
turn must show the gross sales, pur
A bill having for its purpose the ation engaged in performing work receiving at least $95,000 per year Asenath Wood, including her daugh covered by insurance. The damage
chases, and cost of goods sold. The
making possible of more cimpetent upon any waich, deck or jewelry for from the bridge over the Cost of oper ter, Mrs. Helen Smith, was experi to the C. E. Havener block, owned
professional man, lawyef, doctor,
encing some difficulty in getting out by Chief Albert R. Havener, is not
highway constructors for the small a price shall have a lien upon such ation and maintenance.
He esti
dentist, mVt include all fees and
places was introduced in the House property for the amount of the work mated that the bonds would all be owing to the famous 19 inch stair serious.
other compensation received from
way, built as the result of a petty
Thursday by Leland of Sangerville. or materials furnished.
As Is always the case, there were
• o o o
retired in 23 years.
professional services. The farmer
scrap. Mrs. Wood, who is unable to some observers who felt they could
The bill would make it legal for mu
o
o
o
o
must report as gross income the nicipalities to join together in the
Senator Carter of Androscoggin in
move about freely, could not be car have handled the stiff fight better
proceeds of sales or exchanges of
The bill making daylight saving il ried down this front way, so had to
employing of a superintendent of troduced an act making uniform the
than Rockland's fire laddies, but It is
products raised on the farm
registration
of
married
women
as
legal
and
providing
a
$500
penalty
for
pass down the smoke filled rear stalrbridges as they arc now permitted to ,
whether purchased by him and re do in the matter of school superin voters. The act provides that every violation will die in the Senate is the wqy, and she too with her family safe to say that Chief Havener’s boys
sold. He must report also gross in tendents.
married woman now registered, or common belief about the State House. found shelter with the Salvation made an excellent stop, and it is
rather doubtful if any of the croak
come from all other sources, such as
Merle J Harriman o* RenlAcld, Army.
The act provides that not less than
’ shaI1 hereafter
a
ers would have cared to take a line
rentals or profits from the sale of three or mere than five adjoining v?je-r. ,haH
under her author of the bill, was not in
Charles H. Nye, Jr„ a member of of hose into the smoke-filled, pitch
farm lands.
towns may unite in the employment ,n™ surname. Whenever an nn- his seat yesterday afternoon when ---the N. —
A. ---Burpee
Hose
Co. —
fell —
from dark, sub-zero inferno, taking the
.— —
- —
Net income, upon which the tax is Of a superintendent of wavs and' married woman registered voter shall
“"K
r Ca;r building and J long chance of suffering what hapassessed, is gross income less cer bridges if they have been authorized a,sum# through marriage a new sur- has created considerable Interest, es sustained injuries which necessitated pend to young Nye. or worse.
tain deductions, for business, ex
at town meetings.
The selectmen name, she shall notify the registra pecially on the part of those mem his being carried to Silsby Hospital.
penses, losses, bad debts, contribu
of the towns in the union shall form tion board of such change in person bers from places where the plan pre He will probably be able to return
It is Interesting to note that the
and the board shall vails.
tions, etc. To take Full advantage of a joint committee to meet annually or in writing,
home today.
, .
hot coffee which came in so handy
When the bill was presented it was
the deductions to which entitled tax on the first Tuesday of April. The tl,en reK,ster her
Some criticism was heard as to the was put «tut by workers from tne Ku
referred to the committee on com delay in getting water^to the blaze, Klux Kian and the Salvation Armv.
payers should read carefully the in committees shall determine the rela
Speaking before a joint gathering merce for some occult reason which
structions on the form under the tive amount of service to be per
heads of ‘income from business or formed by the superintendent in each of members of the Senate and House no one appears to understand. It
profession.”
town, tlx his salary; apportion Wednesday Senator Frank W. Carl was tabled in the Senate by Powers
“MARRIED FLIRTS"
PARK THEATRE
amounts paid by the several towns ton of Sagadahoc county, leader in of Aroostook.. When It is brought
<".........for the superintendent’s salary, in the movement for a bridge over the up. It is understood that an amend
Originally Written Under Name of
“The Narrow Street" featuring
the proportion of each town's valua Kennebec river at Bath, explained ment will be offered reducing the
“Mrs. Paramor,” at Strand The
penalty to a nominal sum.
Dorothy Devore and Matt Moore will
tion made by the State assessors in some of the details connected with
atre Next Weew.
If this amendment should prevail, have its last showing today.
This meeting was
Tlie
the next prior year. The superin the proposition.
It the general feeling is that -it would action moves rapidly from the nar
tendent, elected for three yeafrs, may entirely informal and unofficial.
The cast of "Married Flirts,"
was just a getting together of the virtually kill the bill, for a law with row street to the office, where Simon
j he removed by a two-thirds vote.
On approval by the governor and members for the purpose of hearing small penalty, it is thought would has been promoted to managership, which comes to Strand Theatre Mon
and as the story progresses the love day and Tuesday, comes in the cate
council, payments shall he made by Senator Carlton explain Hie project, be unlikely to be enforced.
The commerce committee to which theme furnishes wide scope for some
the State treasurer to the treasurers learn some of the figures and ask
gory of “notable."
Besides Miss
the
measure
was
referred
is
com

really fine acting on the part of both Frederick, it includes Conrad Nagel,
to the several towns of a sum equal questions.
posed
of
Senators
Carter
of
Andros

Senator Carlton explained that the
Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore.
to one-half the amount expended for
coggin, Lane of Androscoggin, Dem
Mae Busch, Hilntly Gordon, Alice
the superintendent’s salary by each tentative plans which had been pre
Jacqueline Logan, who played op
ocrat,
and
Case
of
Washington,
and
Hollister,
Patterson Dial and Paul
town, provided that the total amount pared contemplates a bridge of an
posite Richard IJlx in his first star
upper deck type having a 20 foot Representative Hallett ot Ashland
shall not exreed $1000.
ring production
for
Paramount, Nicholson.
McDonald
of
Hast
Machias,
Gauvln
U N D A Y dinner—you
The story is something new in the
The superintendents shall have had roadway and two five foot sidewalks
"Manhattan" ugaln heads the cast of
practical experience in construction on the uPPer deck and a single rail of Lewistin, Hagg-ett of West Bath, "A Man Must Live," Dix’s latest, way of love complications, for in
have liecn thinking it
Lewis
of
Cumberland,
Mears
of
Mor

The
and maintenance in highways and road track on the lower deck.
which plays here Monday and Tues stead of the usual triangle, there is
over and wondering what
rill and Benoit of Brunswick.
bridges and devote their entire time roadway would have a two incli
day.
“A Man Must Live" is the first a quadrangle, with each side equally
The whole Democratic strength of
you could have that would
'The triangle idea has
to supervision in the towns compris pavement placed on reinforced con
work
for
the screen ns a director of involved.
crete slabs. Tlie walks would lie of the Senate/ one member, is on the
differ from your former
been done ao often," says Vignola,
ing the union.
Paul
Sloane,
veteran
Paramount
kyanlzed spruce.
Senator Carl- committee and three of the seven
* • • *
Sunday dinners. You want
scenarist.
The story presents the “that one can usually close his eyes
,
,
j ton said that the draw would members of the House, are Democrats.
and feel instinctively what is taking
Senator Maher o
to please him?. Suggest
ennebec am ))e o£ tj)p
type similar ,to that The politics of the members of the star In the role ot a newspaper re place on the screen Unless a pic
porter.
—
adv.
Representative
Holmes
lines
of
Lewiston
...
'*
.......
.............................
coming here !
placed In the memorial bridge at committee Is, however, of less sig
ture, as well as a book or play, is
A’lll each introduce in the legisla
Kittery.
It would have a clearance nificance than the localities which
full of unusual surprises it loses its
ture next week a resolve proposing
EMPIRE THEATRE
Gat acquainted with our
of 200 feet between fenders and would the members represent. Two of the
j real value. The four
characters
in amendment to the constitution
be 135 feet above the high water three senators, Including Mr, Carter,
ubout which the story of 'Married
“Bill O'Fars"
prohibiting the use of public funds
Today will be the Inst opportunity Flirts' revolves puts an entirely new
mark when raised to the full height. nre from I-ewiston which has day
for other than public institutions and
It would be operated liy electric light caving. A minority of the to see 'The Marriage Cheat" fea light on a plot of this sort, and gives
au-blic .purposes, The Maher resolve
House members are from places hav turing Leatrice Joy and Adolphe a twist to the picture that makes it
motors.
x
lermits an appropriation for the Uni
The plan.' call for five spans 365 ing daylight saving, hut the com Menjou.
absolutely unique."
versity cf Maine nnd free public
position of the House members is of
Rockland's Finest Eating Place
The Ieet
'"'lg. one of 253
feet and
Nelly Wayne, known under the pen
The management announces
a
lbrarles in cities and towns. The
,
...
,, the less r-igniflcance than is that of the
.. ,
,
, ... ...
,.r draw span of 217 feet. It would rest
| screen attraction of unusual merit name of Mrs. Paramor, is trying
Ho mes resolve forbids the giving ot
c
.
Senate, for if the hill is defeated it
_______ upon granite faced concrete dams.
and interest as the big teature Mon to combine a writing career with
The estimated cost of the bridge, must be jn the upper branch.
day and Tuesday. It is the William that of man-led life, and in neither
The general feeling Is that the
sold
Senator
Carlton,
is
$1,270,000
for
Fox special production of “It Is The is she too successful. In her quest
sunr*i7ti,^ni7T>itf »™°-"icti^imiii0
ay the . ST an
Senate
will
kill
the
bill,
for
it
is
the superstructure and $1,179,000 for
Law," adapted to film form from one for fame she has neglected her hus
North NfttiOnhl JBank the sulwtructure. a total of $2,429,000 known that Cumberland will lie solid of
Broadway’s most recent dramatic band, Pendleton Wayne, a wellagainst
it
in
that
body,
that
York
is
for the main river bridge.
Ap
successes of the same name.
"It Is known lawyer of forty, and has not
divided
and
that
this
is
true
also
of
proaches would cost $115,000 to which
The Law" is sheer drama with its attempted to appear attractive in
some
of
the
rural
counties.
The
would be added $40,000 for the right
theme based on one of those queer Jits eyee.
most common argument against the
BANKING BY MAIL
of way, $120,000 or five percent for
As a result he becomes infatuated
quirks of the law that ordains that
measure
is
that
if
passed
it
would
contingencies, $100,000 for engineer
a man cannot be tried for the same with Jill Wetherell, young and beau
lie
unenforceable,
especially
if
the
FREQUENTLY it is inconvenient to call in
ing costs and $126,000 for Interest
crime twice.
Besides a thousand tiful, who has been enjoying, what
during construction, making a total penalty should he made only nominal, thrilling moments throughout the en is to her, only a flirtation. When
person. In such cases we remind our read
as
appears
likely.
cost of $2,929,000.
actment of the drama, tt has one of Nelly discovers Pendleton kissing
v ers that Banking By Mall is one of the well
Senator Carlton explained that to
Jill at a social function at the Tanestablished methods of doing business with
The house committee of Winslow- the most startling and thrilling cli
call the cost of the bridge $3,000,000
giewood Club she begs Jill to re
Holbrook Auxiliary will meet in Le maxes ever written into any story
, which is the amount figured by the
lease her husband, but the girl de
gion hall Monday afternoon. It being lor screen, stage or novel.—adv.
J. A. Wardwell Engineering Co., as •
fies her, saying, ... "a woman who
BY THIS method our safety, service and
sisted by Holbrook, Cabot & Lodge the regular meeting night of the ************** can’t hold her husband doesn't de
Auxiliary
all
members
who
wish
to
facilities are afforded to all depositors, irre
which firm built the Kittery bridge
• serve to have him."—adv.
The Aux •
would be a fair proposition. He be can take picnic lunch.
spective of where they may reside.
W. Scott Young of Matinicu* it *
iliary has also made arrangement to *
lieved that $250,000 of the Federal
Dean's orchestra w.lll play for the
* believed to own a cow which holdt ♦
road money coming to the State give a supper for Winslow-Holbrook * tho State championship for pro- * dance at Temple Hall tonight.
Post and its guests at 6 o'clock next
We invite you to open a checking account with us.
could be diverted to use in construct
* geny. Inside of 19 months the ♦
ing the bridge each year during the Wednesday night.
Limited United States Depository
* hat given birth to five calvet— * YOUR FAVORITE POEM
next four years, thereby providing
* one tet of twint and one of trip- *
$1,000,000 of this $3,000,000.
Con47! INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
* lete. It ia now up to tome horny *
If I had to live m.v life again I would
struction of this bridge would obviate
* handed farmer to produce a cow * have made a rule to read some poetry and
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
listen to eotno mucis at least once a week.
the necessity of putting in new drop
* which has done better,
* The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
slips and securing a larger boat by
*
• ness.—Charles Darwin
the State ferry at Bath at a cost of
*»«****»*«*e**
at least $350,000.
Adding this to
A GLEE FOR WINTER
the $1,000,000 to be secured from Fed
Hence, rude winter, crabbed fellow,
Never merry, never mellow !
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
eral aid and there would be provided
/Member
Well-a-day! in rain and snow
I $1,300,000 of the amount necessary to
What will keep one’s heart aglow?
Consolidated Stock Exchange’
Gov. Brewster Thursday announced
construct the bridge, leaving $1,700,Groups of kinsmen, old and young.
•Oldest they old friends among :
the committee appointments of the
of Mew York
000 to lie provided liy a State bond
Groups
of frtends, so old and true
Executive Couneil for the coming
issue.
That they seem our kinsmen, too;
two
years.
Guy
E.
Torrey,
who
repSTOCKS
and
BONDS
These
all
merry all together
Against this cost Senator Carlton
Chanu away chill Winter weather!
sents the district embracing Knox
estimated there would be an annual
Publishers of the
j county drew these committees: JuI income of $100,000 from the Maine
What will kill this dull pld fellow?
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
' venile Institutions, Military Affairs,
Ale that’s bright and wine that’s mellow 1
Central Railroad Cq., for the rental
\VoiUU TUF EtfTRA CENI OR T\Vo
Dear old songs forever new ;
Agriculture
and
Forestry,
State
which
is
sent
free
to
of the lower deck of the bridge and
true love and laughter too;
j Charities and Pensions, State Library. Some
investors upon request
$500,000 under other utilities, tele
Pleasant wit and harmless fun.
1
Printing
and
Binding,
and
State
And
a
dance when day is done.
phone, telegraph, water company and
Music, friends so true and tried.
Sanatoriums. The members of the
such which might make use of the
10 STATE STRUT BOSTON ; committee
Whispered
love by warm fireside,
on State Prison, Reformabridge.
There would also be the
Mirth at all times, all together.
i
tories
and
Pardons
are
Councillors
Make
sweet
May of Winter weather.
bond Investment of $150,000 at the
-You'Ll TELL OlULL-r ro TOO
-Alfred Domett, (1811-1887)
Folsom, Linnell and Stearns.
| state ferry and a saving of $300,000

g

You are requested to bring yotir Seales. Weights and Measures

144 Camden Street.

THREE TIMES-A WEEK

When Legislature closed shop for
its third week Thursday afternoon the
ship of State was well under way.
Many bills have already gone into
the hopper, and some very interestdug committee meetings are foreseen. ■
Beat of all is the fact that the at- j
mosphere is becoming clarified with i
••• 8F reference to the Kennebec Brdige'
proposition.
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LOOK

AT THE CAPITOL

i
Subscription $3 00 per year payable In
j advance; single copies three cents.
! Advertising rates based upon circulation
; and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER niSTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846.
In 1ST4 the Courier was established
and consolidated wfcth the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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rounding towns the following announcement
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THINKS IT NOT FAIR

THREE TIMES A WEEK

But Senator Carleton Will
Support
Toll
Bridge
Rather Than Go Without.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

and get in line for those flashes
given at the door at COMMUNITY
FAIR this year. There never was
such an array and they include
everything from a table lamp to
an easy chair, and all new, too.
So hurry and get a season ticket.

Rockland, Jan. 24 . 025.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath declares that he la pressman in the
office of the RocklanR Pnhllshing Co. and
that of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
Senator Frank W. Carlton of Saga
Jan 22. 1925, there was printed a total of
dahoc county, leading proponent of
6.470 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
'he State-built free bridge over the
Notary Public.

Oh that tr.cn would praise the
Lord for his goodness, and for his
wonderful works to the children of
men,—Psalnt 107:21.
THE BOYS OF OUR CITY

Konnelec ri’-er between Bath and
Woolwich, will support a proposal
for a toll bridge on the same loca
tion, if that action becomes neces
sary to procure the passage of the
Kennebec Bridge hill at this session
of the Legislature.
Declaration by Senator Carlton to
this effect is believed by many nt»m- |
hers of the Legislature who dis
cussed the question Wednesday, to he
a step which will result in the com
plete unification of all the forces in
favor of the building of a bridge
across the Kennebc river between
Bath and Woolwich.
The question of whether the bridge
is to be a free bridge or a toll bridge
is "still in the air,” Senator Carlton
told the members of the Senate and
House in an informal conference this
afternoon in the Hall of the House of
Representatives.
"I will say that the principle of the
toll bridge is not fair.” he said, “but
rather than have no bridge at all I
would consent to it. and there are
some who say we will have to have
a toll bridge.’’
• • • •
In response to an inquiry by Rep
resentative Cyr of Waterville as to
the length of the bridge. Senator
Carlton said that it tvould be 2200
feet from wharf to wharf.
After Senator Carlton had ex
plained his financial plan and said
that it provided for the retirement
of the bridge bonds in 23 years.
Representative Snow of Brunswick
inquired if the life of the railroad
bridge was not about 30 years.
The Senator replied that many
bridges had lasted longer than that
and that the rebuilding of some rail
road bridges after that length of
time had been caused by increase in
the weight of engines and size of
trains.
"What is the source of assurance
as to the amount the Maine Centra!
will pay for bridge rental?" asked
Representative Hale of Portland.
"Mr. McDonald told me that he was
willing to pay from $75,000 to $100,000 for rental."
Senator Carlton explained the fig
ures of the financial plan for a pri
vate corixiration toll bridge at a cost
figured at $3,000,000.
He also
showed that the net annual income
from the bridge outside of taxes, if
any, would be $320,206.24. or ten and
two thirds percent on the investment.

Every-Oth$r-Day

JURIES ARE

Pleasing the whole family !

The boy picks for ‘looks.”

DISCHARGED

But Supreme Court Has Several Days To Run—Dispo
sition of the Criminal Cases.

Lei
t
an EASY Washer \
begin

Dalton E. Baynes a Matinieus 1 fired from the small boat, and judged
Mother looks for Quality.
The Rockland Boy figured as the
i farmer and rt.-hermen was convicted from the flash that his father was
to help you
chief subject of discussion at yester
Thursday of assault upon Clyde S. holding the gun at an angle of about
Pa, the price.
day’s luncheon of the Rotary Club.
4 degrees. His father returned to
, Your.g. The indictment had charged the power boat, and decided to stay
George B. Wood, chairman of the
this winter—
When we can please all three, | assault with intent to murder but in there for the night. Witness went
boys' work committee, called atten
charging the jury Justice Wilson in ashore. There had been trouble
tion to the fact that among the
our beys' clcthes must be right!
structed that it could render a ver about the moorings, he testified.
highest ideals entertained by Rotary
Dalton E. Raynes told of hearing
dict for a lesser crime although not
his son's signal and of seeing the
siiecificd in the indictment.
International is the achievement of
Big values at $12.50. $15.00.
This case which was the outcrop searchlight. He went aboard and
universal i>eace through the practi
ping of a Matinieus feutl of many ran a line from his boat to another
cal assistance to be wrought in the
Plenty of Tim's Caps for this
months' standing was opened to a boat, the owner of which had given
gradual interpenetration of every
drawn jury, of which Albert M. him (>ermission to do so whenever he
cold snap. 11.50, $1.65.
Hastings was designated as foreman, desired. It was a stormy night and
country with the Rotary scheme of
it was again necessary to select a he wished to make certain the boat
active brotherhood. First, the multi
talesman from the audience, und was securely fastened. After re
Sweaters, too.
plication of groups in this country,
Sheriff
Thurston
again
named maining aboard about 10 minutes he
then slowly hut surely the exten
took his gun and the oil cans and
L’lysses G. Wincapaw of Union.
Clyde S. Young, the complainant, started for home. He didn't know
sion of the process to the other na
---- the first w itness, and told of w here the searchlight was located, but
was
tions of the world, a process, it is
keeping tabs on night operations in ** continued to play on him. and he
pointed out. that has already reached
While an EASY electric clothes washer
Matinieus harbor by means of a ®scharged the gun In the air twice
—at least
a gratifying stage.
Because this
does the average family washing, breakfast
powerful searchlight, the ohject be to attract the attention of whoever
work will necessarily be of slow de
ing to sec that nobody meddled with was doing it. thinking the party
dishes can he washed, the rooms upstairs put
try one washing
• he moorings as put down by Har might be asleep.
velopment it must look to later gen
"I had no intention of shooting
in order, or dinner started.
bor Master Teel. Mr. Young's -home
erations to carry it to a complete
Phone, write or call at our
is on the edge of the harbor, so close an>body;,Jf I had I would have gone
conclusion, therefore the necessity of
After filling the washer with water, put-^
in fact that the water comes up
' sa*<* 1,r' RaFnes.
local store fcr an EASY to do
under it at high tide, and by watch-,
Why did you stay aboard instead
beginning with the boy of today.
lug from the window on the upper of Boing home, as you started to do?”
ting in the clothes and pressing the button, you
Sofne of the ambitions of Rotary in
your next washing.
floor he can command a view of the as*ced County Attorney Campbell.
can go about other things. In the nexl 25
this direction are set forth in the
"I wanted to make sure there was
whole harbor.
One washing will taka less
program which every club *is ex
no
monkey
business,
lines,
cut,
etc."
minutes the vacuum cups in the EASY will
tatives Spear of Portland, Thompson
On this ixirticular night. Jan. 12.
Mr.
Raynes
judged
that
he
was
pected to put into active operation,
of Rockland and Leland of Sanger- he saw a man on board Raynes’
than 5c worth of electricity,
draw every particle of dirt from the light or
ville and Lucius B. Barrows of the power bout al>out 200 yards' distant about 125 yards from shore when he
with reference to conditions as they
and you can sco how much
but could not distinguish wlto it was. discharged the gun into the air.
heavy soiled garments, bedclothes, towels or
State Highway Department.
may exist in any given community.
R *^e shots hit the house at that
Ex-Judge George L. Emery Of He played the searchlight on the
table cloths.
easier, quicker and better an
We think our readers will be inter
Biddeford, who has been selected to boat ;ind soon heard the report of a distance." said he, “I must have had
ested in certain features of this pro
draw the new Kennebec Bridge bill gun. A little later somebody i»ut off better s-heHs than I ever did before."
EASY does it. You will be
Early in the forenoon the washing is on the
From the jury -panel Foreman
when aH of its details are agreed from the power boat in a rowitoat
gram as presented below:
under no obligation to keep
upon, also was present.
and pulled toward the shore. When Hastings interrogated the witness us
clothesline—and much of the housework out of
To make a common sense survey
• • * ♦
he had come within about 100 yards to the number of shots.
of the boy life of the community and
the
way.
_
the
washer.
Mr. Raynes had testified as to hold
The Richmond Proposition
witness saw that it was Mr. Ray nes
the conditions affecting the boys
ing the gun in his lap when he dis
the
respondent.
Mr.
Young
contin

No
indication
as
to
w
hen
the
ques

which will reveal the facts that
tion of a Richmond bridge across ued to play the light on him and charged it in the air. but Clyde
should be known. The findings of
the Kennebec should have its innings Raynes hied two shots. An exami- Young, recalled to the stand testi
this survey should be used by the
in the State Legislature was forth natk>n next morning showed that fied that he held it straight front the
boys work committee of the Rotary
coming from those interested in tlje seven shots had lodged in the side of shoulder.
Club as a basis for formulating its
The Jury returned a verditt of as
project when asked regarding the the house one being in the casing of
plan of l»oys work for the year. The
•
matter Thursday morning. It is be the window from which the witness sault.
findings of this survey should also be
* * « «
lieved that the leaders of the move was playing the searchlight. A sec
sulgnitted to the public during Boj-b'
A verdict of "guilty" was returned
ment are hut ho-idir.g off for a favor tion of one of the shingles contain
Week—April 2G to May 2.
Stores at
in the case c{ Axel Erkkala of War
ing a bullet was put in evidence.
able moment.
To actively encourage and assist
On cross examination Young testi ren. who was tried on the charge of
It is the opinion, however, that
Guilford
Augusta
existing boys work agencies.
following the talk Wednesday after fied that the searchlight was of 21 illegal possession of intoxicating
Lewiston
BaW
To promote acquaintance between
liquor.
noon Sy Senator Carlton of Wool candle-power and would show ob
Mechanic Falls
Belfast
the Robuians ar.d the Hoards of Ed
"If
this
is
to
be
taken
over
by
the
wich in favor of the Bath Bridge jects at a distance of a quarter of a
Norway
Boothbay
ucation and all school authorities
At Any of Our Stores
State vs Ralph Stahl of Camden.
Brunswick
Pittsfield
and teachers through associations or State ten years hence and the price project, that the Richmond bridge mile.
Respondent
was
indicted
on
the
"Didn't you know that kind of am
Richmond
Camden
ganized f. : the purpose of bringing to be set by the court." he said, "the question and tlie naming of a bridge
Dexter
Rockland
alout a closer co-operation tfbtween earnings will be an important factor commission, introduced earlier in the munition wouldn't kill anyliody In,- charge of operating a motor vehicle
between Rockport and Camden while
Dover-Foxcroft Skowhegan
parents and teachers. To arouse a in establishing the price which the session by Representative White of side of the house?" asked Mr. Mont
intoxicated.
The
State
’
s
testimony
With such Bowdoinham and referred to the gomery attorney for the defense.
Waterville
greater public interest in school af State will have to pay.
Freeport
“1 wasn’t sure of it." replied the 1 that Stahl was intoxicated in a Rocka showing as this, what is the State Committee on Ways and Bridges, had
Winthrop
Gardiner
fairs
land restaurant before leaving for
To continue the “back-to-sehool" likely to have to pay to get this re eived a set-hack at the hands of witness.
Herbert Teel who also lives on the home on that occasion was controcampaign in a more vigorous manner bridge back into its own hands?”
the Sagadahoc senator.
Senator Carlton said that private
It is not altogether impossible, de hartior's edge testified that he heard verted by witnesses for the defense,
than evir before, to the end that a
maximum attendance may be had individuals were so anxious to se clared one man highly active in the three reports of a shotgun, and saw The Jury was out about six hours.
cure the franchise from the Legisla Richmond bridge proposition, that it Raynes when the latter tired twice and then reported a disagreement,
wheel exploded and sonic of the
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
following vacations.
Honor
’
fragments went into Rolfe’s eyes.
To encourage vocational training ture two years ago that they kept a a toil bridge should be erected at from his boat, fie was familiar wilh County Attorney Campbell for the
His sight was nut gone, but tlie
PUBLIC UTILITIES
as a fundamental i>art of the edu lobbyist at Augusta throughout the Bath a similar bridge might be built the respondent’s style of rowing be- State: Emery for the respondent,
Love
T'i Con’mlttee on Public Utilities will give
session.
"The franchise is worth at Richmond by private interests.— cause he uses short stroke- different
surgeon told Rolfe he must do no
• • , •
cational systems.
•
a turb’le hearing in its rooms at tlie Staio
from the other fishermen. Witness
State vs Harry Ludwig of Rockclerical work for at least a year.
By AUGUSTUS SHERWIN
House, in Augusta, on
To urge each community to pro millions," he said.
Kennebec Journal.
Rolfe sought a position as man
Representative Hamilton of Cari
went next morning to Young's land.
The Resjxjndent who hud
THURSDAY. January 29. 192". 2 P M. on
vide physical clinics in connection
the following :
Want
came
as
an
armed
man
bou
asked
Senator
Carlton
if
he
ager
of
a
store
where
his
strength
j
house
and
saw
evidence
of
nine
been
Indicted
for
assault
with
a
with the schools and spare-time
P No 20. An Act to amend Section
STRAND THEATRE
and not keen eyesight was tlie e» 1 1 II.
would guarantee to get the bridge
shots, one in the casing of the mid- dangerous weapon, pleaded guilty to upon the Rhodes family when its
of Chapter ft of the Private anti Special
agencies.
head
died,
leaving
little
besides
sential.
At
the
end
of
a
month
Ids
built
for
the
figures
he
had
men

Laws
of 1887, relating to the Camden and
die
window
and
the
ethers
around
it.
simple
assault
and
was
sentenced
to
To develop a community interest
11-12
Roaring Rails.” today's
feature,
arm was broken In the fall of a Rockland Water Con»pa#.v
Oscar F. Ames testified as to the six months in Jail.
Sentence was debts.
in schqol athletics and activities, tioned.
EL.'.n'R J. BURNHAM, Sec.
There was the old house belong
tier of heavy boxes.
“I wouldn't wa^tt to do it,” replied with Harry Carey as the hero, is bullet laden shingle, and identifica suspended, and he was placed on
stressing the importance of group de
indeed a thriller.
ing to a brother of tin- lawyer, and
It seemed as if tlie last sacrifice '
tion was finally completed when probation.
SALARIES AND FEES
velopment and the true objectives Senator Carlton, "The price of ma
• • • •
The dread flames of the growing Leon Young, father of the complain- ,
given to them rent free, but that , he could make was reached when
The Committee on Salaries and Fees will
of all sport, namely, the development terials might go up."
give a pulxic hearing in its rooms at the
forest fire leaped madly all around ant. testified that he saw the shingle
was little to an extravagant mother
lie
was
obliged
to
work
as
a
night
Fijpnk
Bolduc
charged
with
illegal
The
Senator
read
a
letter
from
the
in the boy of the ideal of fair play
House, in Augusta, on
them! There was no time for hesita taken from a point about a foot possession of intoxicating liquor, was and her two spoiled and indolent
watchman, and the family thank State
TUESDAY. Feb. 3, at 2 o’clock P. M , on
and sportsmanship so essential to J. L. Waddell Company stating that
daughters.
tion! In a flash. Big Bill Benson with above the middle window.
lessly
took
the
last
cent
he
earned.
sentenced
to
two
months
in
jail,
and
the following:
the
unit
prices
used
in
the
estimate
good citizenship.
House Paper. No. 21. An Act Relating to
the woman he loved at his side, start
‘It is dreadful!" mourned Mrs.
Florence Bol
Then came great news. The uncle Clerk
The defense op?ned with the testi- , fined $200 and costs.
To interest each Rotarian golfer are in general all right at the pres
Hire in the Office of Clerk of Courts,
Rhodes, after the funeral. “We have
ed the engine and headed through rn.ony of Elton f >. Raynes. 16-year- i duc was placed on probation.
had died suddenly without a will. Kn«x County.
in the welfare of the caddies of his ent time, but that the price of
•
*
•
•
nothing
left
to
us
but
debts.
We
the
smothering
flames!
Did
he
make
II
I
’
. No 22. An Act Relating to the Sal
structural metal is figured nt about
Tlie estate ivent to Mrs. Rhodes
old-son of the respondent. He testicommunity.
of the Clerk of Courts, Knox County.
his way through? Did he arrive too lied that he had been aboard his fa
The indictment against
Philip shall have to dispense with tlie
and Honor. equally, as the nearest ary
To encourage each community to ore-half a cent a pound too low. Sen
-H.
P.
No 49 An Act Relating to the
late to save the blinded little waif? ther's boat since early morning. The Howard, alleging
forgery.
was maid.”
heirs. The family were nt once in Saary of the Judge of the Rockland Police
make ample provision for supervised ator Carlton declared that the labor
‘
And
cousin
Honor
is
coming
to
This
great
black
beast
flying
madly
great fettle. They prepared to Force.
flash light was turned on about 6 quashed, it having developed that
spare-time and recreational activi- prices were probably figured on New
H P. No ‘.0. An Act Relating to the
over the roaring rails, snorting fire p. m aril was so blinding that -he two witnesses were admitted before see us!” grumbled Eva. the eldest
leave the old liotpe with extrav Compensation
Rotarian individually to York prices, where skilled laborers
of the Judge of Probate for
of
the
two
daughters.
In
the
midst
smoke
and
fury
is
a
spectacle
you
’
ll
agant
ideas
of
their
grand
future.
receive
one
dollar
an
hour,
hut
that
the
grand
jury
at
the
same
time.
could
net
“
ee
anything
unless
he
Knox
Count? .
lnteres
’ elf in some such activi
never forget.
The greatest forest looked away from it. He lired the There was also a flaw in the indict of theft predicament Rolfe Daniel*
FREDERICK W HINCKLEY, Hialnnan.
“
You
have
been
very
helpful
to
In
Bath
men
could
be
secured
to
do
ties as
. vised playgrounds, gym
HAROLD \Y. BISHOP, See
called one evening to see Mrs.
fire filmed since “The Storm" and a gun or.ee as 'a signal to dad." His ment.
us,” said Mrs. Rhodes Io Rolfe, “anti
nasiums. swimming i>ools and sum the work for 36 cents an hour.
Rhodes.
we will allow you to occupy the old
He spoke of the interest of the city hundred other thrills will hold you father came in about 15 minutes,
mer eamps.
"Your husband took me Into his
house here free of charge uulil tlie
of Bath in the proposition, declaring breathless all the way through!
The juries were discharged last
bringing some coal and other sup
We highly commend the ambitions that no one in locating the bridge
Have you ever seen a picture and plies for the boat.
estate Is settled up.”
Fhortly after night, but many matters remain to office employ close to him. He wor
ried
greatly
at
the
condition
of
Ills
suggested in this program. They would want to dodge that city and felt every minute that you were liv ward Mr. Raynes. senior, started to be disposed of. and final adjourn
It was Honor that Rolfe would
finances. He implored me to see
miss; Humbly lie accepted the fate
contain the germs of a strong and place the bridge two or three miles ing it? Has a production ever car ward shi re an angle flam where the ment will probably r.ot lake place that his family did not suffer. Mrs.
up the river where it would not be ried you away with its realism and
before next Tuesday.
awarded him. The morning of tlie
definite supixjrt of work for boys so convenient for the highways and even tempo and left you with an im light shone. Witness heard two shots
Rhodes, I am ready so far as I am
day wlten tlie departure was due
able
to
contribute
to
the
support
of
such as our city has not known since the railroads.
pression as vivid as though it were
found Idm seated In tlie garden lie
this
family
until
you
can
see
your
JOINING THE ARMY
LIBBY IS “CANNED”
"I have nothing against the people a chapter out of your own life?
, had so carefully tended. His. head
tile Young Men’s Christian Associa
way
to
more
permanent
conditions.
”
was bowed, not dejectedly, hut in
tion closed its doors here and to the of Richmond for Wanting the bridge.' "Married Flirts,’’ the Metro-Goldwyn“I presume you expect my hus
thought of the sacrifices of
he said, but added that if that loca
suTe: Pacifist Leader Must Deliver Corporal Percy Slater, who is in band's business?" Mrs. Rhodes inti sober
general regret went out of business. tion were selected the State would ELy
ambition, sight, limb, love—and ail
charge of the Army recruiting station mated to Daniels the following day.
Since that time there has been a rec still have the expense of maintain screen drama.
As someone said, it
tills thanklessly.
No More Addresses To in this city, yesterday sent Rowland
"I cannot do that, madam.” re
is not the eternal triangle, bbt the
He looked up as Honor ap
ognized lack of community-wide ef ing the Bath ferry.
plied
Daniels,
“
for
I
have
not
quali

unending quadrangle.
There are
• * * V
Pupils of Washington, !w- A,nes to Fort Williams, where fied for it. I fear I shall have to proached him. Her breath came
fort of the sort that the Association
four principals.
A husband and
quick. Her face bore a strange, new
the Rockland boy will take a final
Government Man Coming
stood for. ’ To all ettizene who were
give up that ambition. Again, nu.st
YOUR MONEY
D. C.
expression.
wife, Nelly and Pen Wayne.
They
examination for admission to the of Mr. Rhodes’ business was from
A
representative
from
the
United
supporters of that work and with
“Is this yours?” she asked, ex
are happily married, comfortably so
clients
who
were
his
close
friends
Army.
It
is
understood
that
he
will
States
War
Department
will
inspect
Frederick J. Libby, formerly of
tending a little memorandum book,
SHOULD BE
at least, and she loses sight of the
sorrow Raw it almndoned, as well as
and'which I could scarcely hope to
the site of the proposed state owned
be assigned to service in the Phil
ami Rolfe blushed ns lie recognized
all others who have the city's best bridge across the Kennebec River fact that she is growing fat and Maine who arranged several years
secure.”
It as his secret diary which he (tad
slo^nly and he all unconsciously
ippines.
USEFUL TO YOU
“Then—”
interest at heart, tlie announcement between Bath and Woolwich prob has fallen under the spell of a girl ago to deliver a series of pa<4*irt
lost a week previous.
'Piat
enlistments
are
now
avail

“
I
shall
seek
work
In
The
town,
ably
next
Wednesday.
that a represent alive body of busi
many years his* junior.
This girl, speeches in various Maine cities and
“I have read it,” said Honor,
The proixisal met with the fave fearful of showing too soon her re then was prevented from doing so able for service in the Philinnimp and If you will give me a room nt
ness men us pledged to lend its sup
frankly. "If wlint you wrote is
4’
INTEREST PAID
the house herrf It will minimize my
Island is good news to those men wh
of those at the recent conference gard for a gay Young bachelor, turns
true," she said, "I shall not go away
when most of his speaking dates
or»
port to every activity directed in | and IM-esident Buzzell of the Senate
own personal expenses, and 1 can
to poaching on another woman’s pre were cancelled upon publication of are desirous of service in overseas help in tlie work necessary nhout
from
here.
I
have
a
dream
of
a
8
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
any measure toward tile welfare of and Senator Hinckley of Cumber serves.
stations and those men who make
Nelly comes to an awaken
noble
man,
cheered
and'beloved
by
the boys of the community is a piece land agreed that there would be in ing, pleads with the girl. Jill Wetli- his record as an extreme pacifist immediate application with regard tlie place.”
It did not take Rolfe long to dis a woman who would lay her fortune
to this quota will assist themselves
of news that will be hailed with sat troduct-d in the Senate Tuesday an erell. for/the return of her husband with Bolshevist sympathies, is in
cern
that the mother and her daugh imd devotion at his feet, and have
In order to be useful to
mutually in obtaining an assignment
order calling for the appointment of and receives only an insolent reply
trouble with the public school au in the Philippine Islands.
isfaction by every citizen.
ters
were ixior samples of woman him arise from the dregs lie sought
a committee to meet the War Dc- The climax is withheld so as not to
fou, also to others, your
out
of
loyalty
and
resume
his
7,
lace
thorities of the District of Columbia
At this writing there is a large va hood. They were rather distant
l?artment representative.
among men. Shall I stay?"
money should be working
spoil the imtron’s interest.—adv.
riety Of vacancies in various hands with Rolfe, but they could not help
Senator
Carlton
explained
the
and
ordered
not
to
deliver
any
ad"Oh. forever! forever!” cried
at interest.
Exactly as advertised, at two min
but
realize
his
devotion
and
selfbridge plan to theGovernor and Coun
in various stations throughout the
j dresses to the pupils.
Rolfe, as he clasped to Ids breast
THE OFFICE TOWEL
utes past eight o'clock this morning cil and others present at the confer
Army.
A few qualified musicians sacrifice. Every Saturday night lie
the only woman he ever loved.
Give it the advantages
He
is
the
executive
secretary
of
handed
over
to
Mrs.
Rhodes
the
the biasing disk of the sun began to ence and both he and Senator Hinck
are desired for the United States Mil
’When I think of the towel,
(©, 1921, Western Newspaper Union.)
] a pacifist organization which has
money
to
pay
the
household
exof Safety and a fair yield
The
old-fashioned
towel,
veil itself behind the encroaching ley answered clearly many questions That used to hang up by the printing-house i changed its name several times to itary Academy Band, West Point, N
at the Rockland National
Y. and in this organization as in lienses.
Tempered Criticism
do »r.
moon, and as this paragraph is writ which were asked by the Governor
1 avert criticism but which h is lately other Army Bands a man who is bent
Within a month the family had
as to the location, the borings which
I think that nobody.
Bank.
'
He was only twelve, hut he con
! adapted the name The National on making music his profession.will accepted these unusual services
ten the Obscuration has reached a had been taken by the Worcester
In these days/of shoddy.
trived to throw the iqiple of dis
Can hauinier out iron to weYir as it wore
from
a
comparative
stranger,
as
I
Council
For
the
Prevention
of
War*?.
point that must be highly satisfac Engineering Company and other de
readily see the advantages of enlist
cord into the bonnling house to
Mr. Libby, in furtherance of his ment in one of these organizations though he were a son 01 brother.
The tramp who abused it,
tory to every person who had pre tails.
Then tlie cousin. Miss Honor which he had been sent for conva
pacifist
doctrines,
sought
permission
The
devil
who
used
it.
The Governor made it clear that he The cim»p who got at it when these two were
and the experience which he comes
lescence after influenza.
pared a iiit of smoked glass for the
, to address the children in the Wash in contact will be very valuable in Bright, came. The first moment he
was seeking to obtain all the infor
It came about because they all
gone.
set
eyes
on
iter,
Rolfe
Daniels
fell
ington
public
schools.
The
way
had
better observation of this great mation possible regarding the bridge
The makeup and foreman,
this profession anfl the course in In love with her. To all of them,
read the postcard he bad left on the
been
paved
for
his
request
by
a
wo

The
editor,
poor
man.
piece of heavenly phenomena. Any project and to obtain whatever ad
hall table.
music which he will follow under the however, the visitor was apparently
Each rubbed some grime off for the heap they man who is connected with his paci
He had written: “There are
supervision of very capable Band cold and out of place. She did not
nervousness entertained here and vance information might be had as
■put on.
fist organization, who formerly was
leaders will be most valuable to him
tell them, but her heart had been three extraordinary old geesers
there lest the intense zero cold of to the attitude of the War Depart
a member of the Board of Education.
In.
over
and
under
stopping here, lint one of them is
Enlistments for Field Artillery
ment uiion tlie Broad Street location
It was blacker than thunder,
But the Board decided to make an Hawaii, were discontinued during the chilled over a wretch wleo broke
t!ie morning should in any way in- in regard to which there had been
Twas harder than poverty, rougher than sin,
their engagement anti married an rather a decent old geeser as gees
investigation
of
the
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propa

ers go”
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From the roller suspended
interfere with the exhibition, per much discussion.
present w^ek as the quota has been other.
ganda against the maintenance of an
never was bended,
Representatives of the Maine Cen And it It flapped
haps call for its postponement, van
Her distant manner stilled the
on the wail like a banner of American Army and Navy, .and some filled.
Your Ration of Oxygen
tin.
Men who intend on entering the budding lover in her silent admirer.
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Nitrogen does not support life,
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the
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And harder and tougher,
sult was that a special committee of in touch with the local Army Re tle memorandum hook Rolfe wrote
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porting power on earth. It is the
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Nature kindly supplied a clear sky he asked to he present at the 1ns|>ee- It fell to the floor and was broken hr two.
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WITH THE CHURCHES

TALK OF THE TOWN

ANNIVERSARY
SUNDAY
10:30

‘The Unrecognized Christ’
‘Take the Sunshine Route’
At

Former
Price
65.00
Short Hudson Seal Plush Coat, size 36 ................ -............................................
...... 65.00
Short Hudson Seal Plush Coat, size 18 ...............................................................
.... 39.50
Short Pccco Plush.Coat, black opposuin collar, size 18 ...........................
3=
.... 55.00
Black Camel’s Hair Coat, black fur collar^lze 18 ........................ ........
.... 39.50
Navy Veldyne t’i,at. red flannel lined, black teal collar, size 17 .........
... 45.00
Brown Velour. Muskrat trimmed, misses’ size ...............................................................
.... 55.00
Brown Bolivia, brown fur collar and <uffs. size 18 ...............................................
.... 45.00
Tan Camel’s Hair, crepe lined, muskrat collar, size 18 ...........................................
.... 39.50
Heather Mixture, tun striped lining, muskrat collar, size 18 .............................
.... 59.50
Green Downy Wool, chinchilla collar of black seal, size 18 .................. a................
.... 55.00
Green Kz^vnia—Cloth, American opposum trimmed, size 42 ......................................
.... 55.00
Brown Block Velour, fur edged collar and facings, size 44 ............ ......................
... 35.00
Brown Zibeline, cony fur collar, size 45 ............................................ ..............................
.... 35.00
Black Zilieline. cony fur collar, size 43 .............................................................................
... 39.50
Blac k Bolivia, gray moullnn collar, size 47 ........ -.......... :......................................... .......
.... 29.50
Black Block Polaire, black fur collar, size 43 ........................................ . ....... ............
Gray Polaire Cloth, silver rat collar, pluid lined, size 36 ........... .........................
.... 29.50
... 39.50
Green Cut Kryma, fully silk lined, size 18 ..........................-..........................................
.... ,39.50
Dark Cut Kryma, fully silk lintd. size 18Mj ....................................... -.....................
.... 39.50
Brown Cut Kryma. fully silk lined, size 20*4 ...................................................................
Gray Heather Chinchilla, plaid back. size 18 ........................................ ........................
.... 45.00
.... 35.00
Gray Block Polaire cloth, size 47 .........................-................................ „...........................
.... 25.00
Brown Polaire Cloth Coat, size 43 .................................................................,................. ..
Drab Striped Polaire Cloth, sizes 43 and 45 ....................................... .................. ».
.... 25.00
.... 55.00
Brown Kryma Cloth, size 40. furlrlmmed ....................„............................................... ..
Tan Polo Cloth, sizes 41 and 43 ..................................... _...............................................
.... 25.00
Brown Suede Cloth, dyed squirrel collar, size 40 ...................................................
.... 95.00
.... 50.00
Rust Chinchilla, fully crepe lined, misses size ................................................. .... .......
Navy Chinchilla, gray striped collar and facing, grey crepe lining, misses size
.... 50.00
.... 29.50
Brown Invisible Blocked Polaire Cloth, sizes 18-46 .................................................
Dark Greeq Blocked Polaire Cloth Coat, size 40.............. . ....................................
.... 29.50
.... 23.50
Navy Blocked Polaire Cloth, size 38 ...................................................................................
.... 29.50
Brown Bolivia Cloth Coats, sizes 18-44 ..................................... ......................................
.... 39.50
Brown Kryma Cloth, size 44 .................................................................................................
Rust Kryma Cloth Coat, size 18*i ........................................................................................
.... 39.50
.... 55.00
Black Lustrose Cloth Coat, size 36 ......................................................................................
.... 39.50
Black Bolivia Cloth, self striped, size 36 .........................................................................
.... 29.50
Black Bolivia Cloth, self trimmed, sizes 36-38 .............................................................
.... x35.00
Black Blocked Zibeline Cloth Coats, sizes 45-47 ...................................................
Navy Bolivia Clcth Coat, size 41 .................................................................. .....................
.... 29.50
.... 85.00
Medium Brown Suede Cloth, wolverine collar and cuffs and border, size 18
.... 75.00
Saddle Brown Suede Cloth, wolverine collar and cuffs, misses size ..............
Reindeer Suadine. .Muskrat trimmed, misses size........................................................
.•... 85.00
Tan Block Imported Tweed, throw scarf, misses size ..........................................
.... 55.00
Reindeer Camel’s Hair Throw Scarf, dark bmin trimming ..............................
..... 50.00

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
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stock and fixtures on Park street, has
been sold through L. W. Benner, real
estate dealer to Mrs. ilary Chap
man.

The Narragansett Hotel dining
The Maine Central offers special
excursion fares for next week on ac room "ill open with a banquet Mon
count of the Maine Federation of day night featuring the cuisine ot the
Women's Clubs, which meets in Wa new management. P. A. Camp
bell, for several years connected with
terville.
Hotel Rockland and neighboring
Much more weather like yester summer hostelrles, will be in charge.
day's and folks will be reviving the The banquet will be served at 6
story about Martin Kiff walking o’clock.
across the ice to Vinalhaven, or
J. H. Graham has been in the city
wherever it was?
the past week calling on dealers and
The city of Saco has'also been try making arrangement for an automo
ing the experiment of a motor plow bile and radio show to he given in
Mr.
and likes it so well that It will prob- the Arcade, March 18 to 21.
■ ably buy a machine to break roads in Graham is a professional in this line
winter and haul gravel in summer. has put on similar expositions all
over New England, and gave Bangor
Lewiston Journal: Maine has not its first automobile show.
yet produced a rival for that Rock
land church-goer, who never missed
A conference and banquet for all
a Sunday service in 50 years.
In a American Legion Post officers and
few more generations, we wonder meml-ers is to be held in Rockland
what the record will be on.
next Wednesday.
The afternoon
meeting will he held in the City
S. W. Hapgood, traveling passen Council rooms at- 2 p. m. and the
ger agent of the Maine Central Rail lsinquet and evening meeting will
road was in tlie city yesterday', and be at -the Legion rooms, the banquet
his genial presence at The Courier- to start at 6 p. m. All Lcgloiy qjifti
Gazette office helped offset some of are cordially invited.
the day’s Arctic temperature.

Ppdley W. Smith's sloop Bonita IV
is at t^e ('muien Railway being re
built.
John Alden, u Boston naval
architect, furnished the plans tot
the reconstruction, ami ('apt. Seiivey,
master of the sloop, is supervising
the work.
-----On account of the storm and travcling conditions it was found necessary to postpone the “Old-Fashioned
Dance” at Pleasant Valley Grange
hall to next Friday evening, Jan. 30.
Gives a whole week of anticipation
of a good time.

Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley has com
tnenced the work of copying the old
deeds in Waldo county, which cov
ers property in Knox county.
This
work is being done for the State and
it is expected will take about two
years.
Miss Kelley is finding it
quite interesting, and states that she
is getting quite a vocabulary of ob
solete words.
One peculiar won
which she came across was “cord
wainer,” a kind of shoemaker.

j
. Penobscot View Grange at Glen
J cove held one of its excellent meet
|ngS Thursday evening and served
ane o( its delicious suppers.
Tin
work begun on four candidates was
finished.
There were visitors from
Wessaweskeag Grange. South Thom
astern and Pleasant Valley Grange
RocklSnd.
Mrs. Harold Coombs
acted as lecturer pro tem’and pre
The Elks meet Monday night— sented a fin^Vrogram.
Rev. E. V
the second January session—supper Allen's remarks were greatly enjoyed
at 6.30 preceding the meeting. by* everyone.
Mr. Allen is a new
Members of the Lodge are looking member, but is already very populu
forward with interest to the visit in with the Grangers.
The new Mas
Portland of Grand Exalted Ruler ter of Penobscot Grange is also
Price, Feh. 17.
It is planned to meeting with favor and doing good
make it a State of Maine Elks' night. work.

Motorists who arc anxious to give
somebody a lift, and who were gently
chided recently for unconsciously
hurting the business of the Street
Railway can find an avenuZfor their
benevolence by taking thq Red Cross
nurses‘aboard when they find them
on the highways and byways. These
nurses have a great deal of territority to cover, and are obliged to
do it afoot unless some kindly dis
posed motorist helpH them on their
way.
A. T. Thurstim has been awarded
the contract for furnishing the elec
tric light fixtures in the new High
School building, and will begin tlie
work of installation within a fpw
weeks.
The system calls for 138
lights and the glass will lie of the
special design which was just made
for the New York Board of Kducn
tion.
This consists really of three
layers of glass—blue, opalescent and
transparent.
Those eliminate red
and yellow rays and fdrnish what
comes nearest to daylight.

The positive program of
the Ku Klux Kian:

To honor -the one Flag.
To promote the Public
School.
To serve the Protestant
church.

To fight for the sanctity
of the Home.
To promote respect for

Sale
Price
$ 39.50
39.50
25.00
27.59
25.00
25.C0
35.03
29 50
25.03
39.50
39 50
35.00
25.09
25 00
25.C0
2C.90
19.50
26.C0
25.C0
25 00
/ 25.09
25.00
1850
18.50
35.00
18 69
59.53
35.00
35 00
19.50
19.50

19 50
22 50
25.00
25.00
35 00
25.00
22 50
25.00
22 50
59.50
49.50
55 00
39.50
35.00

CARRIED FROM OTHER SEASONS

REAL BARGAINS

Black Bolivia Coth Coat, size 18 ........................................................................................
Black Kersey Cloth, belted model, size 45 ............. . .....................................................
Black Velour Clqpi. size 43 ............................ ....................................................................
Brown Marvella Coat, kimono sleeve, size 38 ...........................................................
Black Marvella Coat, size 38 ............. '................................. ........... „................ .................
Navy Marvella Cloth Coat, raglan sleeve, size 36. belted ................................ ...

39.50
25.00
35.00
45.00
45.00
45.00

$ 18.50
15.00
18.50
20 00
20.00
20.00

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
It was definitely announced this
morning that- the Modern PantF
Company is to leave Rockland and be
transferred to a Boston factory.
This means not only the loss of a !
most desirable industry, but that j
quite a number of local persons will |
go with it. Too bad

TOLL OF THE THIN STICKS
y

City League Having Wonderful Race At Star Alleys
Teams 2 and 4 Now Tied.

When Team No. 4 wop its sevenpin vtcti ry over Team No. 2 Thurs,
day night it tied the lutter for first
place, and made the race much inure
interesting.
It is anyl ody’s prize,
Ias a matter of fact for ti e other two
teams in the league are only on«l
game behind the leaders, and it
would he a mighty wise prophet who
can foretell who will he out in front
This is how they
week hence,
tand now:
Won
Lost P.
IT HAPPENED
Team No. 2 ........ 3
Team No. 4 ....... 3
The eclipse came off this morn- * Team No.
1
2
ing according to schedule, and * Team No. 3 ....... 2

“Not bad,” said Dr. II. W. Frohock,
public health officer, yesterday.
He
had reference to the fact that only
one case of mumps has thus far been
reported, and one of meningitis. This
unusually healthful situation
for this season of the year, and in
marked contrast to Bath, which is
having an epidemic of mumps.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

while Rockland was not fortunate enough to be in the totality
zone, the show was a veey satisfactory cne, favored by an almost
cloudless sky. At one time it
looked as if the moon was going
to shut out the sun altogether,
in spite of the scientists, but Old
Sol got out of the strangle hold,
a-.d eventually was on its way
to the zenith, smiling in accustamed style.
The eclipse was
about 85 or 90 per cent American,
as Rcckland saw it, and the resuit was a weird light, which
gave the appearance of an ap-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
9
*
*
’
9
*
9

necessary to put on the street
lights, but offices and stores were
obliged to burn gas or electricity
for an hour or two extra , leading
to a wild rumor that Supt. Blodgett had a hand in arranging the
eclipse. When the shadow was at
its maximum it was very cold on
the street.
A record kept by
George F. Barbour at the Corner
Drug Store, showed that the ternperature rose only one degree
while the eclipse was on. Ordinarily it would have moderated
considerably moro under the
bright sun. The mercury registered 5 below while the eclipse
was at its height.

*
*
*

I Ih

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*

One For Phillips
Team No. 1, captained by Harry
Phillips, rolled a big fourth string
Wednesday night, and it was enabled
thereby to put one across on Per
ry’s No. 3 boys.
Culhhertson car
ried off the single siring honors with
128 plus, but Cap’ll Phillips won the
endurance race with a total of 4'K).
The boohy prize went to Cuthbertson
with a 76.
The score:
Team No. 1
Phillips ..... 96 83 89 124
Milne ......... 79 85 79 92
Powers ....... 98 85 108 93
I’elcrs ......... 87 87 80 101
Stevens ..... 83 86 94 89

*
Totals ..... 443 438 443
*
*
Team No. 3
* Perry ..... a... 83 97 92
* Howard ..... 99 98 70
* Cuthbertson 79 129 92

494
100
83
76
88
92
—
441

• 99*

At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
church Sunday morning the pastor
will speak on "America's Greatest
Need."
In the evening the topic
will be "The
Day that
Never
Dawned". Music by tlie chorus choir
conducted by Mrs. Eleanor C. How
ard.
Sunday school at 12 with
classes for every age.
Epworth
League at 6.15 with Mrs. Knowles as
leader, subject, “China's Women.
There will be a cross word puzzle
Evening service at 7.15 begins with
song service followed by the sermon
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7.30.
9

Old Fashioned Dance
Friday Evg., Jan. 30

DANCE
TONIGHT

9

9

Marked Down

25 Per Cent Below Regular Prices
We have a few

BOYS’ LONG PANT SUITS
Ages from 15 to 18, that we have sold at from
$ 1 5.00 to $20.00 each. We shall close out at

$5.00 a suit

INFW ENGLAND GLOTHJNG/HOUSE

“ SPRING ”

alleys Thursday night when the
teams captained by Cobb and Thomas
came down the home stretch neck
and neck.
The decision was not
reached until the last box of the last
string when Jacobs came across with
a 16-string lead over his opponent
and nullifying Ramquist's big string.
Sunday at the First Baptist church
The score:
will be observed as the Fourth An
Team No. 2
niversary Sunday of the pastor. The
Cobb ........... 108 88
104 95 488 topic at 10.30 will be “The Unrecog
There will be a duet
Brewer ......... 94 91
86 90 436 nized Christ.”
Connqrs ....... 98 85
87 82 431 by Mrs. Rachel Browne and Winola
Rumqulst .. 78 96
82 119 471 Richan, “The Lord Is My Shepherd,”
sing
Speed ..............77 68
89 92 407 Smart, and the choir will
— — — “Christian the Morn Breaks Sweet
Sunday
Totals
448 478 2253 ly O'er Thee," Shelley.
School is at the usual hour. Chil
Team No. 4
dren's Happ y Hour at 4 p. m., and
Thomas ...... 88
91 121 481 Christian Endeavor at 6.15.
The
Sprague ....... 77
80 95 424 topic at the evening service which
Tarr .......... 104
83 85 433 begins at 7.15 wifi be “Take the Sun
Holt ............. 102
84 9 1 454 shine Route.”
Special music will
Jacobs ......... 90
77 108 468 include a trio, violin, 'cello and or
gan by Dr. I. E. Luce, Albert Marsh,
413
226Q and Miss Elsa Hayden: a duet by Mr.
and Mrs. Browne and “The Golden
Nevln by tlie choir. The
BASKETBALL RESULTS Threshold."
topic at prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7.30 will be "Lessons from
Rockport High continued its tri the Spow.”
The quarterly meeting
umphant march toward the Knox & of the Lincoln Baptist Association
Lincbln
Basketball
championship- will lie held all day Wednesday in
last niRht by defeating Lincoln Acad the Baptist church at Thouiastun.
emy 27-21 In Newcastle. Following
closely the defeat of Camden by the
Did you know that in the Mid
Rockport quintet it makes prospects
[die West there is much of
look exceedingly rosy for the Goose
small pox?
Have you been
Itlver boys.
vaccinated?
ft**
Rockland Red Cross.
Rockland High Swamped Booth bay Harbor High at the Arcade last
night 58 to 21.^ The Rockland Stars
1924
1855
defeated the Thomaston Sophomores
(boys) 28 to 0 and the Rockland
Memorials**
Freshmen girls defeated the Thom
aston Freshmen 10 to 2. Detailed ac■cour.ts will he given in the Tuesday
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
piper.

HERE

ALMOST

IS

—AND—

<1 We have a fine stock of high grade used cars.
Storage free until spring on any car bought now.
A deposit will hold a car for you and you will
have the advantage of the present low prices.

1923

Hudson Coach ...........................$ 875.00

1923

Hudson Coach.............................

Many extras; new paint; overhauled

850.00

Low mileage; guaranteed condition

1924

Essex Coach.................................

575.00

A fin* closed car

1923

Oldsmobile Sedan.......................

975.00

New Balloon Tires; many extras

1923

Dodge Panel Truck....................

725.00

Just overhauled; in perfect condition

9

Rev. D. W. Stuart will continue the
series of sermons on "The Sign3 of
the Times,” at Littlefield Memorial
church Sunday at 10.30, subject
"Things the Rlhle Says About Our
Times.”
The choir will sing an an
them and a mixed quartet will render
“Christ Returncth."
Bible school
meets at noon; Christian Endeavor
at 6.15, and evening service at 7.15.
Mr. Stuart's subject will be "The
World's Great Question, or Why
Sickness. Trouble and Death?" The
music will include a selection by the
church orchestra and special selec
tions by young people's choir. Cot
tage prayer meeting on Fridnv even
ing at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Erickson, 139 Camden street; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Walsh, 12 Trinity street;
and at the home of Fred Harden at
the Highlands.

Ramquist .... 81 80 77
At yesterday's Rotary Club lunch
* Shapiro ....
eon Principal Allen of the High
82 mt 96
— — —
School spoke upon some of the feat
ures of work connected witji the
*
Totals .... 424 488 427
High School, things he felt that wer
♦
capable of being improved and
Twai “A Hard Struggle"
toward which end effort was being
Fl'lie fans were on tiptoe at the Star
directed. Our pupils on graduation,
he said -were not fully fitted for col
*
lege, but must take an additional prep
Three prolonged blasts of Perry’s
school course. Parents, he said, are
Laundry whistle, on Llmerock street,
partly to blame, for many of them
late yesterday afternoon, mystified
do not know what their children
nearly everybody who heard. Those
are doing at school, many do not
In tfio secret, however knew that
Calvin Austin. President of the
care. Many pupils elect to take the
“Hnooky” had become a daddy.
It
Commercial Course, which is an easy Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., ac
proved to be an eight-pound girl.
one. The past year he recognized companied by Mrs. Austin, sails on
Will Be Held
“Snooky" was so tickled that he for
as having been a hard one on the the S. S. Aquat&nia Feb. 21 for Eng
got all about the eclipse and every
pupils because of the scattered con land, where Mr. Austin will place
thing else that was engaging the av
ditions, in spite of which fact the contracts for building a new passen
erage mind.
He did not really get
winter attendance had registered ger ship to go on the BostonrYarback to earth until he had nearly run
Chas.
Woodcock
’
s
Orch.
increase over the fall term, a per mouth. N. S., route. Thespians and
over the fire department, hurr^tng to
Come and Have a Good Time
centage of 94' The pupils must have specifications which have already
last night's fire.
a proper social life, which he feit been made call for a ship 365 feet
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
would 'be afforded them when the long, 265 staterooms witli bath and
HALL
CARO OF THANKS
new building is occupied, and gym toilets and every other modern con
11-13
We wish to express our sincere thanks to
our friends and neighbors who have helped
work and socials ane possible undfer venience, and
many
innovations
i>« in our sad bereavement nf husband and
the best conditions. He plead for which cannot yet be made public
I give special thanks to Thurston Bros., H. B
greater co-operation on the |«trt of The new ship will be of staunch con
Bowes and Dr. Plumer
’Mrs. Baltic Davis and family.
parents, to the end that pupils may struction. sufficient for her to make
South Union, Me.
attain the best results. Thfr presen a round the world cruise if neces
tation of boys work by Chairman sary. The specifications call for
CARO OF THANKS
Wood is noted in tlie editorial col speed of 18 knots. Immediately after
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympathy dur
umn. His associate memliers of the contracts are placed work will be
ing our recent bereavement; also for the
committee. Dr. Bickford and A. C. started and rushed through to com
beautiful flowers sent us.
McLoon, made highly interesting re pletion in order to lirimg her out in
Mt. and Mrs. Edward Thornton, Mr. and
Mrs. I. J Crousf, Mr and Mrs. Fred Huntmarks, the former laying emphasis the spring of 1926. The cost- of the
TEMPLE
HALL
ley,
Mr and Mrs Arthur Johnson, Mr. and
upon the importance of care of the new ship will be approximately
Mrs. A B. Huntley.
teeth and referring to the good work 81,250,000.
: : Music by : :
the dentists of the city were doing
in clinics for school pupils. Mr. Mc
IF YOU WANT a good Job done in Automo
bile painting come to STEVENS' Paint
The Ladles Guild of St. Peter’s
Loon spoke upon athletics, noting the
Boomn
Wnrk done by llmer & Stevens.
great advance made since his youth church will hold a public supper In
Peed
STEIteed can for sale at your own price.
Dean’s Orchestra
j 111 the variety and quality of sisals'the Parish room Tuesday. Jan. 20, at
R.
Tel.
YENS GARAGE. f»T I’aclflc Rt
1P13
Sr the young ot the city.
j i o’clock.
8-9

POSTPONED!

SUITS,
OVERCOATS, MACKINAWS,
SHEEP LINED COATS

• • • x
The Salvation Army, Capt. and
Mrs. George Simons in charge, will
hold these Sunday services: Holiness
meeting. 11 a. ill.; Salvation meeting
8 p. m.; Company meeting (S. S.l, 2
p. m.; Young People’s Legion, 6 p.
ni. with good music and singing.
Wednesday will be the welcome meet
ing of Lieut. Doris Pickup from
Woonsocket, R. I.
• • * *
The young people Will conduct the
Sunday morning service at the Universalist church.
Program: Ser
mon, (original) by Raymond Perry,
subject. "The Keynote to Happiness:"
Scripture reading, Sidney Bird; re
sponsive reading. Barbara Wigginf
prayer, Angela Fossett.
Kindergar
ten will be held during the church
service Sunday School at 12, Y. P. C.
. at 6 o’clock.
* • * .
Sunday School ip the Saints room,
471 Main street will he held at 1
o'clock noon and a social serviefe at
2 p. m. The evening service will be
at 7 p. m, led by Pearl Billings.
Service of testimony and prayer at
7 o'clock Wednesday evening and
Doctrine and Covenants Class at 2.3P
Thursday afternoon.
The Religion
Class meets Friday evening at 7
o'clock.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

1923
1922

425.00
750.00

Overland Sedan..........................
Buick Coupe...............................
In perfect condition

1923

Ford Sedan.................................

325.00

All of these are closed cars and are away beyond
the average car in regard to condition
"We guarantee all used cars to be as represented”

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

TEL. S96

ROCKLAND

Protect Your Feet and Ankles From the
Wintry Blasts by Wearing

ZIPPERS
(the new overshoe)

Nothing to hook, lace, but
ton or tie—all sizes
"Zip" and they open or close

o09

On account of had traveling condi
tions the hockey game which was to
have been played between Rockland
High and C burn Classical Institute
in Waterville today has been can
celled. The Rcckland team goes to
Camden -for a practice game with
Camden High. The contest will be
gin at 2.30. Chase who played such
a brilMunt game at halfback on the
Rockland football team, will be tried
out in the net, where he has made a
fine showing in practice.

Bt H. Copeland of Thomaston
hands The Courier-Gazette a cop\
of the Old Union, which was issued
Sept. 10, 1863, on the eve of the
State election.
The paper was rad
ically Democratic In its politics, and
urged the Democarts of Knox County
to rally in the defence of their lib
erties. "which an unscrupulous and
fanatical party is endeavoring to de
stroy.” Bion Bradbury of Eastport was the Democratic candidate
for governor, Edtfard K. O’Brien of
Thomaston »nd Elbridge K. Knight
of Camden were candidates for State
Senators, while Oliver I,. Kallocli of
Warren, Ezekiel Ross oR Rockland
and Benjamin W. Lojnrop of Rock
land were candidates fur county
commissioner, clerk of courts und
county treasurer, respectively.

« • « •

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “The Expres
sion of Religion in Organization,
Doctrine and Rites.” This will be the
third sermon in the series on “The
Ascent of Religion." Church school
at noon. The Fellowship League will
meet in the vestry at 6 o'clock.

,

i

Writing from Jacksonville, Fla.,
under date of Jan. 12 Mrs. Maude
Barnes says: Strawberries, 45 cents
a basket: Aroostook spuds, 3 cents
a pound.
Hope to see Maine ad
vertised in the Florida papers this
w inter.
The Chamber of Commerce
ought to be able to do Itooking for
each other? “Let’s go.”

♦ • • 9
Episcopal Church notices for Sun
day: Conversion of St. Paul's Day.
Holy communion at 7.30 a. m„
morning prayer and sermon- at 10.30,
school following.
Evening prayer
and sermon at Thomaston. 7.30,
school at 6.30.

To out of town customers: “Select your coat from the list and we will
send it for your apprtJval and pay all express and parcel post charges."

,

BOTH SERVICES

Yesterday, with the wind blowing
a gale and tlie mercury 50 degrees
lower than it had been 12 hours pre
viously. we did envy those folks who
have been hitting the trail for Flor
ida and California.
We confess it.

The Gospel Mission services will be
held Sunday afternoon a.t 2.30. con
ducted by Herbert Elwell,'and in the
evening at 7.15 conducted by Edward
Rawley.

Before we take our inventory February I st we have listed and re-priced most
of our winter stock of coats.

At 7:15

SPECIAL MUSIC

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Sale from Saturday, January 24
to Saturday, January 31

Monday afternoon after school
King- Solomon's Temple Chapter
conferred the imst and most excellent there will be a party for the chil
degrees upon Fred A. Snow, Jr., at a dren of the Congregational parish at
the church, given by Mrs. Moran’s
special meeting Thursday night.
class. All the children are asked to
Much work and a heap big supper attend.
are included in the plans for the
meeting of King Hiram Council
Those who saw “The Covered
Wagon” at Park Theatre some
which will he held Feb. 6.
months ago, ail’d “North of 36“ at the
The ladles in charge of the ice same theatre this week, are doubtless
cream booth at St. Bernard’s coffee airing their views as to which they
We are going to
party are giving a baked bean sup considered better.
vote for "North of 36.’
per at K. of P. hall tonight.

Law.

I

“

neighborhood events
Special- meeting of Ruth Mayhew

Ian. 20
Tent.
.Ian. 27 (8 p. ni.) 13th annual meeting of
Past Matrons and Past Patrons Association,
Masonic hall. Warren
Jan 28—Conference of American Legion (
pox officers of Knox and Lincoln coun
ties in American Legion hall, Rockland.
Jan. 29—Midwinter meeting Maine Federa- j
tlon of Women’s Clubs at Watervlllfe. »
Jan 30—Public auction party at Copper ,
Kettle auspices of B & P. W. Club.
Feb. 2—Monthly meeting of the City Cor- |
eminent.
Feb. 2—Regular meeting of Lady Knox '
Chapter, D A. R.
Feb. 0— Address l».v F. I). Cumfliinga of I
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who
Doesn’t Want It,” at Methodist vestry.
Feb. 7 Rummage sale given by B. &
P. W. ( lub
Feb 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets in
West Rockport
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday
• Feb. 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly- .
ceuni course. High School benefit
X Feb. 18—‘Month? meeting of Baptist Men 8 |
League.
Feb. 22—Washington's birthday.
Feb 2x 28—Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb 23—Lent begins.
March 13 —Child Guest day, Rubinstein !
Club
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March 21—First day of spring.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches In Augusta.
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Every-Other-Day

f
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Sold exclusively by

ROCKLAND RUBBER COMPANY
ROCKUAND
440 MAIN STREET
iflNI
OPOSITE WAmNG
STATION

TELEPHONE 259 J

SAW

Have you heard about that opening night
program at COMMUNITY FAIR? BayOh Boy ! It is some knock-out. All the
best kicks are there from the Isle O’
Smilos with a wallop cr two from the
best of ’em all back to “Oh Cynthia” and
“All Aboard.” Yes, Pat Flanagan’s the
chairman.

UH

WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Perry—Koekland, at Britt Maternity Home
Jan. 23, to Mr. und Mrs. Lawrence U. Perry
a daughter —Mary Frances Cowl.
Dearborn- Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity
Hospital, Jan. 1«», to Mr. and Mrs Stanton
Deat burn of Gamdcn, a daughter.—“Hazel
Delia
Thomas—Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity
Hospital, Jan 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Georgo H
Thomas of Camden, a daughter—Margaret
Caroline.
King Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity Hos
pltal, Jan. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. George King,
a son. Harry Everett.
Stephens-•-Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity
Hospital, Jan. 23, to Mr and Mrs Herbert
Stephens of Camden, a daughter Cora Em
meline.
Foley—iRoekland. at Sllsby Maternity Hos
pital. Jan. 22, to Mr and Mrs. Edward Foley,
of Waterbury. Vt., a daughter.—Dorothy
Manning Sllsby Maternity Hospital. Jan
11. to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Manning, a
daughter.
Thornton Sllsby Maternity H<»pltal. Jan.
9, to Mr and Mrs. James Thornton, a son.

MARRIED
Morria Tracy—'Tenant's Harbor, Jan. —,
Forrest Morris of Tenant’s Harbor and .Mltra
Norma Tracy of Port Clyde.
Davls-4'ook—Port Clyde. Jan 18. by Rev.
W. M. Brewster. Earl B. Davis and Miss Elvlo
Cook, both of Port Clyde.

DIED

King—Rockland, Jan. 19, Harry Everett,
Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. George King.
Cook—Gardner, Mass , Jan 1, Miss Ruth
Wincapaw Cook, formerly of Friendship, aged
25 years.
Howard—Warren. Jan. .22, IL W. Howard

IaLerment in Rockport.

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND,.................MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

Saturdays, 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

BIG DANCE

DANCE

TEMPLE HALL

TONIGHT

Monday, January 26
Saul Polisner and Orch.
MOONLIGHT AND NOVELTY
DANCING
8:30 to 12:00.
Popular Price*
A GOOD TIME GUARANTEED

11-lt

at
Community Hall

Spruce Head

Smalley’s Orchestra

S78tt
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Twain’s Description of
Missouri River Water

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When (he correct letters nre placed In the white space this pussle
I will spell words both vertically and horizontally. The first letter In each
| word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
below the puzzle.
Thus No. 1 under the column liendetl “horizontal**
I defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the first block
( square to the right, and a number under •'vertical” defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go in
I the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forma
are Indicated In the definitions.

In one of his return trips to the
state of his boyhood, Murk Twain
wrote a friend lie hail found one
thing that had not changed—the
mulatto complexion of Missouri
river water—and probably a score
of centuries would not change it.
"It comes out of the turbulent, bank
caving river," he explained, "and
every thimbleful of it holds an acre
of laud in solution. I got this fact
from the bishop of tlie diocese, if
you will let your glass stand half
an hour you can separate tlie land
from the water as easy us Genesis,
and tlien you will tied them both
good—tlie one to eat, tlie other to
drink. The land is very nourishiflg, the water is thoroughly whole
some. The one appeases hunger,
tlie other, thirst. But the natives
do not take them separately, but
together, us nature mixed them.
When they l.nd an inch of mud in
tin? bottom of the glass, they stir it
up and take a draft as they would
gruel. It is ditticult for tlie stranger
to get used to this batter, but once
used lie will prefer it to water."—
Pathfinder Magazine,

COLDS

HIS WAR RECORD

T MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Odd

Customs

Scott’s Emulsion

fine opportunity for practical helps,
I John Pierce has recently installed
Mrs. Emily J. Watts spent Thurs
five tube Chelsea radio set,
day in Thomaston with Capt. and
ought from Alfred Condon.
Mrs. Frank Watts.
I Harry L. B. Smith has been apMuch interest is being manifested
ointed to take the farm census in
in the Grange this winter and several
towns of South Thomaston,
new members have been taken, in re
Iwl's Head, Thomaston and St,
cently.
leorge.
Mrs. Emily Watts was an all day
G. C. Putnam with a crew of seven
guest cf the Morgana Tuesday.
|ien filled his ice house this week.
Teams ar e as busy as bees just
B. Smith is filling his from "Hardgetting out ice and wood while
I wabble Quarry,” owing to a leak in row
the getting is good.
|te dam at his own pond.
Friends of Miriam Crockett will
Eugene Harrington who has had
,
, _ ..
, be pleased to know that she is gainnplovment
in
Waldoboro
the
past
.
........
.
5, .
npu.iu.v
__
1._ has employment
now . ° and that shc will soon be able to
I ---iree ---weeks
sit up in a chair. She la now havII Port Clyde.
ing two pillows to bolster her up in
If all the men were as public bed and can turn herself unaided.
oirited as Louis Fogg the town
I. N. Morgan who is harvesting the
ould be a model.
In addition to
ice crop of the Central Ice Co., Is sev
eeping house fqr his aged father
eral weeks earlier than usual. He
nd himself, he attends to the street
has completed the Samoset. the
ghts free and keeps the sidewalks
Twin house ar.d the Sprague house
•om thO Postofflce as far as the from Chickawaukie Lake and is
Zessaweskeag cleared from snow,
now filling the quarry house which,
| Iso gratis. In order to accomplish if weather permits will be completed
public service he has invented
by the middle of next week. The
i species of snowplow run by man quality of the ice this season is ex- j
bwer which does an excellent Job
cellent,
ut requires a lot of strength and
Bug bee whisperings are afloat and
erseveranoe to oiverate. He is alall are wondering who is going to
ays willing and. anxious to be of
•.rvic/ta1 anyway hTcam Onptf£ be ?he first
speak rlght out and i
c demand he has become an expert I lr‘ak’‘ U.a r!a“ty’
,
Frien-ds of Miss Emily Watts who
I ign painter as Well. All this is has a position in the office of a Ma
loroughly appreciated by the com| unity, although we may be slow sonic Home in St. Petersburg Fla.,
will be pleased to learn that she is
i expressing our appreciation.
improving after an attack of grippe
Mrs. Helen Rackliff and Mrs. with complications, and has resumed
I harles Graves have been confined
work.
| > their .homes by illness.
Forget-me-not Chapter, O. E. S.,
The January planning meeting of
holds its annual Installation of of
I le Farm Bureau Extension was
| aid at the home of Mrs. Charles ficers at Masonic hall this Saturday
evening. Mrs. Charles Crowley of
'atts Wednesday afternoon and the
Ash Point has been delegated as in
Blowing officers were chosen for
stalling officer and the affair bids
>25: Chairman. Mrs. A- F. Sleeper:
fair to be, as usual, a pleasant one.
-cretary, Mrs. I. N. Morgan; cloth| ig leader, Mrs. F. K. Thorndike:
Philadelphia North
American.—
>ods, Mrs. L. O. Hanley; houseThe Soviet is naturally enraged be
jld
management,
Mrs.
Annie
cause the United States left a brass
mith. Following is a list of the
plate on a Siberian rock. Goodness
eetings for the year which memknows they’ve made no secret that
;rs should clip: Feb. 24. Selection
what they expect from us is gold.
1 clothing and dress finishes. Re■cca Thorndike, Helen Rackliff and
lalre Herrick helpers; March 24,
Winery. Nellie Waterman, Claire WE BUY
errick helpers; April 29, footwear
id good posture, Claire Herrick,
ader; May 28, house furnishings
fid good pictures, Annie Smith and
11a Watts, helpers; June 25. master
; cipes, Bertha Hanley and Bernice
! eeper, helpers; Aug. 13, basketry,
•anne Morgan and Flora Baum,
dpers; Sept 10. vegetables, Bertha
anley; Nov. 5, Christmas suggesAND DEER SKINS
'□ns. Jeanne Morgan, with ail the
If convenient brine 'em in. tr^de
'embers bringing' suggestions. A
face to face and get your money on
1 ithing school Is to be arranged for
the spot; or ship your accumula
tion.
All shipments of furs held
possible for sometime in October
aside for seven days.
Satisfac
hich will last for three days with
tory Prices guaranteed or furs re
Miecca Thorndike, Bernice Sleeper
turned.
We pay cartage expenses
both ways.
13G-Tu-Sat-9w
>d Bertha Hanley as helpers.
One
more county and state leaders will
present and a great deal of beneRockland
can be derived from these ses- Rear 456 Main Street.
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
ons. The Farm Bureau meetings

I

One or more ships will be fitted
out with a complete laboratory and
equipped with the latest scientific
apparatus for the first cruise. Tlie
sea bottom will not only be mapped,
but the composition of the water,
its density, temperature, and cur
rents which affect the distribution
of marine plant and animal life, will
be studied at all depths.
Five-sevenths of the surface of
the earth is covered by water. This
water area can produce more food
than all the land can ever be made
to yield, and one of the purposes
of the expedition will be to take an
Inventory of such food possibilities.

Unharmed by Long Falls
Among the classic English falls
may be mentioned that of a steeple
jack, who fell from the top of the
church of St. George In Bolton-leMeors to the ground, the whole dis
tance traversed being some 120 feet.
The man’s skull struck some sheet
lead upon the earth and left its im
pact upon it, but though this fall
was quite unbroken tlie man was
only slightly injured and resumed
work in a few days. Not long ago
a man with his shoes on fell from
the top of a ellff at Dover, tlie
height ‘ of which was afterward
found to be 400 feet. He was picked
up floating insensible in some five
feet of water, but his shoes were
off, which proves that he must have
retained sufficient consciousness on
reaching the water to enable him to
draw his shoes from his feet.

New Palindrome Found
New palindromes are rare, but a
western newspaper writer lias re
vealed several especially good ones.
A palindrome is merely a phrase
that spells backward and forward.
A classic example of the palindrome
Is the speech put Into the mouth of
Napoleon: “Able was I ere I saw
Elba.” Among the new ones sent
was the following purporting to be
a sign which a store manager
placed over a rat-catching prepara
tion composed of Dutch cheese and
tar: “Kat trap made a la Edam,
part tar.” Years ago when “red
root” was popular us a cure-all, a
druggist's sign ran: “Red root put
up to order.”

------------- 7----The Bitter Truth
She (pouting)—You don't tell me
you love me half as much as you
did before we were married.
He—Well, If I did teli you I loved
you half as much you wouldn’t he
pleased.—Boston Transcript.

tlie corn, being grown in open
Epaces, was often trampled down
and spoiled by wild mares. In Dev
onshire t(ie last handful was called
the Nack? and the “crying” consist
ed of one word Arnack. This was
supposed to signify “our nag," and
hence owes its origin to the same
idea as “Crying the Mare.”

Norse Gave Name to Ship
The word “smack" in fishing
smack is of Norse origin. The Danes
and Norwegians called their vessels
“cliekka” or shake. These were long,
lean galleys, and the resemblance
was further suggested by the
dragon’s or snake’s head which
often formed their figure-head.
Later on in history, when the Dutch
became the great seafaring people,
the word passed into their language,
slightly altered (to suit their
tongue) to “smak." The Dutch boat
was of different build, being fat
ami broad-beamed. We In turn
took the word from the Dutch, and
turned It Into our own smack, us
ing It at first for tiie small sailing
cutter which used to act as a sort
of passenger tender for sea going
ships. Now, when steam Is almost
universal, we confine the word al
most entirely to the fairsized
open sea fishing boat which works
by sail.

Curiosity and Fire
If you were to get a letter in
the mail with one corner of the en
velope burned off, wouldn’t it
arouse your curiosity? One day
not long ago about 4,000 people in
a certain community all got letters
which came in envelopes that bore
marks of fire. The lower left-hand
corner on each had been burned
away. This unusual little thing
attracted much attention. A mer
chant about to send out circular let
ters to the 4,000 people on his mail
ing list wanted to be sure of get
ting people to, notice the letter.
Scorching the envelope did tlie
trick.
“It Is our belief that on all the
circulars we have ever mailed we
have never bad anywhere near so
large a percentage of them read.”
states the dealer In discussing the
outcome of the experiment.—Good
Hardware.
------------ x----------------

Another Receiver

The woman who stood before the
window in the bank was beginning
to get a little restless. She bad
been standing in front of the receiv
ing teller for a quarter of an hour
and he seemed to be quite unaware
of her presence—at any rate he
took no notice of her.
Marion Star.—"Well, one will hove
j
At last she became too Irritated
to say this for them, Great Britain, to keep quiet another moment.
France and Italy have saved the
“Why don’t you pay attention to
League of Nations an awful lot of mer
“I’m sorry, ma’am, we don’t pay
time and trouble by settling their
anything here,” was the short but
"own affairs” without calling upon polite reply. “Next window please.”
it for assistance.

many children and adults need
to help sustain the body in
normal strength and vitality.
A very little Scott’s after
each meal helps, to vitalize
the deficient diet. Scott’s
Emulsion promotes growth
—builds strength.
Scott & Bownc. Bloomfield, N. J.

24-30

Estate of George A. Miller
KNOX COUNTY —
ki Court of Probate held at Rockland on
he 20th day of Jan. A. D. 1925.
Lester (’ Miller, Executor on the estate
of'George A. Miller, late of Rockport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first
iccount of admilnistra.tlon of said estate for
allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof he given,
hree weeks successively, in The Courier-Oa.ette, a newspaper published in Rockland, 1«
aid County, that all persons interested may
ittend at a Probate Court to be held at
tockland, on the seventeenth day of Feb
ruary, next, and show cause, if any they
ave, why the said account should not be
iHowed.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate,
k true copy,—Attest
11-8-17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Edna Banks Murch

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX, SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
Hid for sai<l County of Krtfix. on the 2”ili
lay of January, In the year of our Lord one
housand. nine hundred and twenty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of
D H. . Glldden, as administrator on tlie
date of Edna Banks Murch, late of -Vinalaven. in^sald County, having been presented.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
ill persons interested, by causing a copy of
his order to be published three weeks sucesslvely in The Courier-Gazette, a news>apef published at Rockland, in said County,
hat they may appear at a Probate Court to
>e held at Rockland in and for said County,
n the 17th day of February, A. D. 1925, at
■line o’clock In the forenoon, and show
•ause, if any they have, why the prayer of
he petitioner should not be granted
EDWARD K COULD, Judge of Probate.
V true copy—Attest :
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Regbtcr.
Estate of Ellen K. Vose

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
ind for said County of Knox, on the
wentleth day of January, in the year of our
';ord one Tliousand nine hundred and
wenty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of
ithel V. Grover, as administratrix on the
state of Ellen K Vose, late of Thomaston,
in said County, having been presented.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
ill persons interested, by causing a copy
if this order to be published three weeks
uccessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newstaper published at Rockland, in said Cetin*v.
hat they may appear at a Probate Court
o be held at Rockland in ' and for said
ounty, on the seventeenth day of February
V D. 1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
ind show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of tlie petitioner should not be
granted.
EDWARD K COULD, Judge of Probate.
L true copy—Attest:
11S17
HENRY II PAYSON, Rgrtotcr.
Estate of Sarah M. Hodge
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
tauuary 8, 1925, she was duly appointed
euaervator of the estate of Sarah M. Hodge
»f Union, in the County of Knox, and on this
Ute was qualified to fill said trust by giv
.ng bond as the law directs
AU persons having demands against the
•state, are desired to preoent tlie same for
ettlement, and all Indebted thereto are remtfed to make payment Immediately to
ANNE F SNOW.
Rockland, Maine.

January 8, 1925.

Janl7-24-31

M. L. HARRIS.

D. C. DOUGLASS,

9-28-24 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gcn’l Passenger Agt.
|<----------------------------------------------------------------

Grip Left You a Bad Back?
S winter time your backacha time ? Are you lame,
stiff and achy; tortured with constant backache and
sharp stabs of pain ?
Look, then, to four kidneys! Grip, colds and chills
weaken the kidneys and prevent them from properly
filtering the blood. Then follows nerve-racking back
ache, sudden stabs of pain, headaches, dizziness and
annoying kidney irregularities. You feel weak, tiredall worn out.
Don’t wait! Delay may prove serious. Use Doans
Pills. Doan's have helped thousands. They should
help you. Ask sour neighbor I

I

Puzzle to Scientists

11

t

Augusta, A {7.00 a. m., t7.3O a. m., I1.10 p. m.
Bangor, A§7 CO a. m., |7.30a. m . fl lOp.in.
Boston, A{7.00a. m., t7.30a.ir.. fl 10p. «n.
Brunswick, A§?.00a.m., t7.30a.m.. fl.10 p.m.,
15.30 p. in.
I Lewiston. A §7.00 a. m., f7.30 a. m., tl.lOp. m.
New York, f 1.10 p. m.
1 Portland. A{7.00 a. m., f7.30a. in., fl.10p.in.,
15.30 p. m.
Waterville. A 17.00 a.m., t7.30a.tn., tl.10p.ni.
I Woolwich. A{7.00a.m., t7.30a.m. tL’Op.m.,
|5.30 p. m.
s
t Daily, except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own lerriage Bath to Wool
wich.

Break a Cold Right Up with

Opal
for Small

lllen.

Trains Leave Rockland for

How Former Governor Bax
ter Answers a Lewiston
Critic.

Percival P. Baxter former gov
ernor of Maine, answered by an
open letter the section of a letter
“Pape’s Cold Compound”
by T. F. • Callahan of Lewiston re
garding Mr. Baxter’s war record.
Take two tablets Dx-Oovemor Baxter said:
“A citizen'bf Maine in an open let
every three hours
until three doses ter published In several of tlie
are taken.
The Maine papers has asked for my War
Record. Since retiring to private
first dose always
life I hoped to be spared the neces
gives relief. Ihe
sity of answering such communica
second and third tions. but this has been given such
doses completely wide publicity that I feel a state
break up the cold. ment is necessary.
Pleasant and safe
“The War started in April 1917
to take. Contains while I was a member of the State
no quinine or opi Legislature. At that time I was in
ates. Millions use my 42d year.
Immediately upon
“Pape's Cohl Com the adjournment of the Legislature,
pound.” Price, I took steps to enter the military
Druggists guar- service. Just as I was about to do so
thirty-five cents
antee it
one evening I took up tlie paper and
found that Governor Milliken had
appointed me Chairman of one of the
Sky Problems That Are
Portland Draft or Exemption Boards.
I had not been consulted about this
Diggers Work Hard
and felt that the work would be very
Scientists
have
weighed
the
plan

Remuneration
distasteful. I was willing to go to
ets, the sun, and the moon; we know War myself, but did not want to
01 all the rough “outback” jobs
tlie distance of stars whose light send others.
in Australia, digging for opal is takes centuries to reach us, and we
“I talked with Gov. Milliken by tel
about the worst. Coober Petty lies cun even measure accurately the
in the heart of tlie Stewart range, minute amount of heat given by dis ephone and told him of my plans to
170 miles from the nearest sta tant stars. For all that, the sky enter the Service and asked to be retion on the East-West railway, and is still full of puzzles which astron Leved cf the draft appointment.
The Governor, however, urged me to
Its whole population ot between 70 omers nre attempting to solve.
accept and I replied that I would let
and 80 diggers fives underground in
Take, for instance, tlie problem him know’ shortly. After consulting
burrows scratched out of the hill of dark stars. Possibly it lias never
side. A tin shanty, in which the occurred to you that there are such with several of the best informed
diggers keep their tools. Is the only bodies, yet for every bright star public men. civilian and military, in
sign of life showing above ground. you can see on a clear night there asking them where 1 could render
Every morning the diggers come must lie thousands which have gone the greater service, they, without ex
out of their holes and set out for cold and are therefore invisible. ception, advised me to do the Draft
(£> by Western Newspaper Union.)
the opal fields, to aut patiently Yet, dead as they are, they are still work and so I accepted the position.
“The Board work was continued
through the rock in the hope of plunging througli space at appalling
Vertical.
Horizontal.
from May 1917 to March 1919, and cf
finding the beautiful black dia
1— A color
Il—-A color
monds lying beneath. Between them speed,
all the civilian war work there was
5—-Hurts
2— Shown the way
2, 1901, there blazed none
they have dug many thousands of out(ininFebruary
more exacting, more necessary,
3— Total
-Another color
the
constellation
of
Perseus
ollars’ worth of opal in the last a star of amazing brilliance. It or more unappreciated than that of
4— Recognizes
|0—Boy’s name
four years, though they have was not, of course, a new star. the draft boards.
5— Muddle
-Branch of learning
3—Queer
6— Article of wearing apparel
worked only a small area of a field What had really happened was that
“As Chairman of the lx»ai'd I re- ’
7— Before (poetic)
-Elderly
said to be 40 miles long. In nor- | one of these dark stars had either ccived a total salary for the entire
8— Guide
-Small mound of earth
mal
times
opal
is
worth
about
$15
11—Nickname of eastern university
another, or, perhaps, struck one period of my service of approximately J
-Kind of ribbed cloth
an ounce, but now that there is hit
10—Inclination in certain direction
-Approaches
of the big gas clouds which hang $2,200, every dollar of which was con
practically
no
demand
for
the
gems
tributed by me to the various War
17—Having little weight
|1—Kind of dnek
the diggers have opal, but no in space. The result was an ex activities such as the Red Cross.
1U—Consume
-Period of years
plosion
on
a
scale
we
cannot
even
!
money.
20
—
Past
time
-Young woman (coll.)
Young Men’s Christian Association.
imagine.
-Pebble
22— Twenty-four hours
These dark stars and gas clouds Knights of Columbus, Jewish Welfare
-No longer considered necessary
23— Tree
nre among tlie greatest of sk.v puz Work, etc. In this way my services
26— Land bordering water
to poetry
Almost Evened the Series
27— In plenty of time
-Support for auxiliary boat
zles. It is only three years ago were donated to the Cause.
Mrs,
Smith
wanted
to
go
to
the
“For my work as chairman I re
-Native metal
2S—Raised strip of ground
tlint a Dutch scientist discovered
i
movies.
Mr.
Smith
said
he
had
put
20— Artist's standard
-Free
a mystery cloud 140,000.000,000.000 ceived the thanks of the United
1
in
a
hard
day
at
the
office
and
wns
31—By way of
-Source of newspaper publisher's
War Department and that cf
tired and would rather sit at home miles in length and twice that dis States
Sit—Curved bone
revenue
34—self
and smoke. Knowing the Smiths, tance from the solar system. It may Gov. Milliken, and aa for my decis
-Vehicle
rTrnil behind
30—Deed
! anyone could have predicted that be gas, it may be dust. \V® io not ions on the board, 1 leave it to the
know and probably we never shall. citizens of Portland as to whether or
-Hint
37—Two
, they would go to the movies!
not 1 was fair .and just.
|1—Black wood
"Let
’
s
sit
down
near
the
front,
”
The solution will appear In next Issue.
-Praise
“Wnen the men of my age were
said Mrs. Smifh.
Harvest
called to register, I waived all ex
"But I don’t like to rlt near the
Observed in England emption even the valid one of chair
front,” Mr. Smith protested. “When
Solution of Puzzle No. 16.
j I de that the pictures hurt my
SOUTH THOMASTON
In speaking of harvest, It must man of the board, and was prepared
eyes.”
he remembered that “wheat" Is to go if the War Department would
ISiTlAlLlKtS
"Nonsense!” scoffed Mrs. Smith, called “corn" in England. Some allow me to do so.
I
t
e
n
a
n
t
R'A.GG E Dj
“I am glad cf the opportunity to
I Mrs. I. J. Putnam went Saturday
“I like to be down close so I can times the prettiest girl of the vil
A T|
10 L
> spend the weekend with her
j watch the musicians.”
lage was allowed to cut the final give my war record for I have never
M l 3|
Iace
i CTO B EJ
aughter, Mrs. S. L. Jackson at
Soon the two were seated within handful of corn. This was then done so before. I am not ashamed
|pruce Head and returned Monday.
I K E
comfortable seeing distance of the tied up and trimmed to represent a to^place it beside the record of any
ft H ET
ASP:
Mrs. Lottie Crowley who has been
orchestra.
RST
doll, and was called the “Corn- citizen of Maine.”
S'H A I
"Oh, don’t you Just love to hear Baby.” It was brought home In
ery ill with an attack of the grippe ;
much better.
the rumble of the kettledrums?" triumph, and set up In a conspicu
AP
In e t|
VITAMIN QUALITIES
^Lrs. Smith gushed.
1 At the regular meeting of Wessaous place at supper, and often kept
GRE
And then the worm turned, albeit in the farmer’s parlor for the rest
reskerg Grange Wednesday night,
Many
people, young and old, get
;
E
E
p
[O T H E
MOP
ever so slightly.
|i spite of almost impaseable streets. 1
of the year. In other parts of the
EL L
___AR
“Yes,” Mr. Smith replied. "Keep country the doll was supposed to Hjenty of food but the vitamin
REED
I? members assembled and conferred
E R.T'l I E
eg
quiet!’’—Kansas City Star.
lie first and second degrees upon
be a representation of Ceres, the qualities out of which come the
Ifiss Lempe Makenin and lire.
U SfiE AVE L A RDfP A
goddess of fertility. In Hertford powers of resistance, are minus,
J arry Smith. Mrs. Hattie Mahoney
Jr*R' I B E jo
shire the final handful was called
and malnutrition and weakness
PE B B L E
Surveying
the
Seas
lad Mrs. Itinnie Leavitte were also
a "Mare,” and the reapers would
P ESP I ,S E
T Ft E B IE
Plans for the most complete sur throw their sickles nt It, crying: ensue.
'instated. Next Wednesday night I
vey of the ocean ever attempted "I have her, I have her!” “What
|ie regular harvest feast occurs and
have been Inaugurated by a con have you?” the others would say.
short program.
are very interesting and helpful and ference
representing
scientific “A mare! A mare!” was the an
Mrs. Lilia G. Coombs spent last
a good start has been made in mem branches of the United States gov
swer. This custom, called "Crying
laturday. Sunday and Monday here,
bership and it is hoped that manythe Mare,” refers to the time when is indeed the plus-quality that so
lie guest of her sister. Mrs. Belle more will avail themselves of this ernment and allied institutions.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 17

Every-Other-Day

Here is Rockland Proof:

Doan’s Pills
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
a box.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH MA
VEN. STONINGTON ANO SWANi
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to ehange witheut netiee)
IN EFFECT 3.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
8. 1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,

Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M. for
Vinalhaven, North Hates, Stonington and
Swan's Island.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agant

Rockland. Maine. Oct. 6. '924.

Mrs. M. W Enter), 5 l.lsle 8t.. mix: “My kidneys were Io had
shape and my. hack nearly kllle d me with pain.
Tills broke my
rest and the next morning 1 Te’.t nurr tired than before going to
bed.
My feet ar.<l ankles swelled awfully
I had dizzy spells,
too.
I used Doan's Pills from Kittredge’s and I wasn't long in
getting entirely over the trouble.”

At all dealers, 60c

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Foster-Milburn Co,, Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y,

IDDIES'COLDS

K

Children liave very deli
cate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much
“dosing.” Treat croup
and all colds “externally”
by applying—

VICKS
VV
R
ub

apo

Over / 7 Million Jan Und

Estate of Isadore D. Prince
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at RwRlatid in
and for said County of Knox, on the twen
tieth day of January, A I). 1925
J. Morris Studley, Administrator, having
presented his petition that the actual mar
ket value of so uiucJi of the estate of Isadore
1). Prince, late of Warrtn. Me., in said County
of Knox, as Ls subject to the payment of the
State Inher'.tarce Tax, the persons in teres ed
in the* succession thereto, and the amount
of the tax thereon may be determined by the
Judge of Probate ;
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
the State Assessors and all persons inter
ested in the succession to said property, by
causing a copy of this Order to be pubfijlied
once a week, three weeks successively in Tlie
Courier-tiazette, a newspaper published at
Rockland, in said County, that they may apinar at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in and for eaid County, on the seven
teenth day of February, A. D. 1925, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon and be heard in ref
erence to the determination of said tax or
any question that may ari*e in reference
thereto.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Profcate
A true copy,—Attest :
USB
HENRY H PAYSON, Renter.

Yaarftf

Estate or Isidore I). Prince
KNOX tXM'NTY —

In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 20th day of January. A. 1). 1925.
J Morris Studley, Administrator on the
estate, of Is ad'ire D Prince, late of Warren.
In said County, deceased, having presented
hh first and final accouut of administration
of said estate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
three weeks successively. In The Courier-Ga
zette, published in Rockland, in said County,
that ail persons Interested may attend at a
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, <wi
the seventeenth day of February next, and
show cause, if any they have, why the said
account should not lie allowed.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge.
A true copy,—Attest:
11-817
HENRY H PATRON, Register

Estate of Carrie B. Quinn

KNOX COUNTY —
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 20th day of January, A. D. 1925.
Willoughby W Quinn. Executor on the es
tate of Carrie B Quinn, late of Hope, in
said County, deceased, having presented his
second and final account of administration
of said estate for allowance :
Oidered. That notice thereof be given,
three weeks successively in 'Pie Courier-Ga
zette published in Rockland, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a
Esta*e of Vedie I Williams
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
STATE OF MAINE
the 17th day of February next,, and show
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in cause, if anv they have, wiiy tlie said account
and for said County of Knox, on tlie twen should not be allowed.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge.
tieth day of January, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twen A true copy,—Attest :
11-8-17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
ty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Estate ef Ellen K. Vose
John R Williams as administrator on the KNOX COUNTY.
—
estate of Vedie I Williams, late of St.
In
Court
Probate held at Rockland on
George, in said County, having lieen pre the twentiethof day
of January, 1925.
sented and application having been made that
Alton C. Grover, Guardian of Ellen K.
no bond be required of said administrator
Vose,
of
TtiM&aaton,
In said County, having
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
ail persons Interested, by causing a copy of presented hb final account or guardianship
of
said
ward
for
allowance
•
this Order-to be published three weeks suc
Ordered, That noiice thereof he given,
cessively in Tiie Courier-Gazette, a newspa three
weeks
successively.
In
The Courier-Ga
per published at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Piobate Court to zette. a newspaper printed in Rockland, in
said
County,
that
all
persons
interested may
be held at Rockland in and for said County, attend at a Probate . Court to
be held at
on the seventeenth day of February, A. D. Rockland, on the seventeenth day of
February,
1925, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and
and show cause. If any they have, why
show cause. If any have, why the prayer of next,
he
said
account
should
not
be
allowed.
the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate A true copy—Attest
:
A true raj>, a*-.- •:
11 S-17 HENRY H PAY80N. Register.
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Reciter
Estate of Austin L. Kirk

Estate of Edwin D. Wiley
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX, 88
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the 20th day
of January, in tlx* year of our Lord, one
tliousand nine hundred and •wetpy-flve.
A certain Instrument, purporting to be
the last WEI and Testament of Edwin D
Wl’.ey, Rate of St. George, in said County,
having been presented for probate, and appli
cation having been made that no bond he re
quired of the executor named in the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
this Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published at Rockland, In said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at Rockland in and for said County,
on the 17th day of February, A D. 1925, at
niae o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of the pe
titioner should not be granted.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate
A true Copy,—Attest :
11 -8-17
HENRY II, PAYSON, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
and for said County of Knox, on the twen
tieth day of January, in tlie .tear of our
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twentyfive.
A certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Mill and Testament of Austin L. Kirk,
late of Warren. In said County, having been
piesented for probate, and application having
' been nude that no bond be required of the
executor named in the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks succes
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Rockland in and for said County, on
the seventeenth day of February. A. D. 1925,
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and sh-iw
'•ause, if any they have, why the prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
A true Copy,—Attest:
11-8-17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of Edna 8. Porter

Estate af Sarah F. Leadbattar

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J
130-tf

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MAINS
Tataohonoa—Offica 468: Houaa SflB-W
Spacial Attention to Probata Matters
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
complete

drug

ano

sundry

LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEVELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor te A. J. Erskine A Co.
417 MAIN 8T.................ROCKLAND
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C.M. WHEELER,D.GPh.C
Chiropractor
400 Mein Street, • • . Rockland
Grsdutts Palmar 8ckaal at Cklrasrsatla
Ofllaa Haora;
Maadaya, Wadnaadaya, Fridays, 11-12: t-Sl
7-t. Tueadays, Tfeuradayi, 10-12: 2-0;
Saturdays, IS-12. Tai. OM

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
TalsFkeai IM

STATE OF MAINE
31 UNION ST- ROCKLAND, ME.
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
KNOX. SS
Graduate of American 8chool •*
At a Probate Court held at Rockland Ir.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
,
Osteopathy
and for said County of Knox, on the 20th day and for said County of Knoj. on the 20th
of January, in the year of our Lord, one day of January. In the year of our Lord, one
thousand cine hundred and twenty.five
thousand nine hundred and twenty five.
A certain Instrument, ptirportlnir to he
A certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Edna S. Porter, the last Will and Testament of Sarah F
late of Rockland, in said County, having Deen Leadbetter, la-e of North Haven In mid
presented for probate, and application having rounty, having lieen jireaenled for prebat-,
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
bem made that no bond be required of the and apt.lieatlon Iwvlng bwn made that no
bond tie required of the executor named In
The Feeiene Sheet Metis yea see adver*
executor named in the will.
Used In all the leediei ateulee*.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all the will.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to
persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Over
22fi
seleetlens—seed
ter
all
persona
interested,
by
causing
a
ropy
of
Order to be publlslied three, weeks succes
•ataletee
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper this Order to bo publLshed three weeks micMAINE MUSIC CO.. Roekland. Ma.
published at Rockland in said County, that eeaalndy In Tlie Courier (hizette. a newspaper
they may appear at a Probate Court to be published at Roekland, In said t'ountv, that
they
may
appear
at
a
ITobate
Court'
to
he
held at Rockland in and for said County, on
the 17rh day of February, A. D 1925, at held at Rueklatid In and fur said County,
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, on the 17th day of February. A I). 1923, at
If any they have, why the prayer of the pe- nine o'clock In the foreno.m. and show cause
If any they have, why the prayer of the pe
1 titloner should not be granted
OSTEOPATHIC PHY8ICIAN
EDWARD K. COULD. Judge of Probate titioner should not lie granted
BIiUARII K GOVLI), Judge of Proba’e
[ A true Copy,—Attest :
Telephone 323
11-8-17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register. A true Copy,—Attest :
11 S-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register
38 Summer Street, . • Roekland
Estate of Luella Wilham
58-tf
tsta-e af Maynard W. Carver
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX COUNTY.—
KNOX. 88.
Court of Prohate held at Roekland on
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in theIn20th
day of Jan. A I) 1923
and for said County of Knox, on the twen
Addle Carver, Administratrix on tJte es
tieth day of January, in the year of our tate
of
Maynard
W Carver, late of North
Ofilte Hours: I t* 3 ted 1 to 2 P. H.
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twenty- Haven. In aald County,
deceased, having
five
presented
her
first
anil
final
aeeoiuit
of
ad

Reeldsesi
uatll 9 A. M. aed by AepeletsMb'
A petition for the confirmation of Arthur
Guest. Trustee under the will of Luella ministration of aald estate for allowance:
Telethon* 194
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
he
given
Wlthant, late of Thomaston, having been pre three weeks suceesalrely, In The Courier-Ga
THOMASTON. ME.
sented.
zette
published
In
Rocklalid.
In
aald
County,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
all persons Interested may attend at a
all persons interested, by causing a copy of that
Prohate Court to be held at Rockland, on
tills Order thereon to he published three the
day of Fehruarv next, and show
weeks successively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, eauee.17th
If any they have why the said account
a news|ia|»er publlslied at Rockland, in said should not be allowed.
County, that they may appear at a Probate
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
108 PLEASANT STREET
Court to be held at Rockland, in and for A true Copy,—Attest
:
said County, on the seventeenth day of Feb
11-8-17
HENRY
H PAYSON. Register.
ruary A D. 1925, at nine o’clock in the’foretoon, ind show ca'iese. if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not
Eatats of Patsr Prsck
TEL. &44-W
lx) granted.
NOTICE
EDWARD•!< COULD, Judge of Probate.
Tlie subscriber hereby glres notice that on
117-tt
A true copy—Attest;
January 8, 1925, he was duly appointed Con
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Register. servator of the estate of Peter I’nock of Roeliland. in the County of Knox, and on this
Estate of Susie Mary Heald
date was qualified to fill said trust by giving
.
STATE OF MAINE
bond as the taw directs.
KNOX, 88.
All persons haring demands against Ihe
At a Probate Court he’d at Rockland in
estate,
are desired to present the same for
and for said County of Knox, on the 20th
settlement,
and al, Indebted thereto are re
day of January, in the year of our Lord one
quired
to
make payment immcrilatelv to
407 MAIN STREET
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
FRED R. SPEAR.
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I t* * P. M.
A petition for the confirmation of Albert
Roekland,
Maine
P Heald. Lilia B Elliot and Arthur J.
Rnidence, 2l Fulton Strset. Tel. 991*1
January 8. 1925.
JanlO-17 24
Elliot, Trustees under the will of Susie Mary
Office Telethon* 413-W
lfeaid. late of Thomaston, having been pre
Estate
ef
Philip
M.
Burns
sen ted.
NOTICE
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
January
3.
1825,
he
was duly appointed ad
tills Order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette, ministrator of Ihe estate of Philip M. Burns,
late
of
Rockland.
In
the County of Knox,
a newspaper published at Rockland, hi said
County, that they may appear at a I’rebate deceased, and on tills date was qualified to
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
fill
aald
trust
by
giving
bond as Ihe law di
Court to lie held at Rockland, in and for
said County, on the 17th day of February rect*.
All persons haring demands against the
A. D. 1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are re
prayer of the pctlilonef should not be
quired to make payment immediately to
granted.
KALPR L. BURNS.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Probate.
Roekland. Maine.
A true Copy Attest :

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

HEATING

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

HS17

HE*KY U. PAYSON, Regis’.er.

January 3, 1923.

JaslO-li-Zl

876 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MB.

n:

HOME OF ASPHALT

town In Trinidad the Sup
ply Seems Inexhaustible—
“Spooky" Effects.

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 24, 1925.

Every-Other-Day

rCascarets" 10c
if Constipated,
Dizzy, Bilious

-

Sweethearts
Reunited

MOTOR TRIPS ABROAD

A Question

By GEORGE ELMER COBB

At Shakespeare’s House

SUFFERED AFTER
BIR1H OF BABY

Is it wise to experiment with some
thing else when you are sure of a
"He’s n comer, sure!” declared
HRST OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS
Mr. Earle, manager of tlie furniture
doctor’s prescription that has been
Trouble Caused by Getting
wonderfully successful for over 100
section of the Famous department
“The pavements of city streets cry
Up Too Soon. Relieved by
store at Rockton.
Shakespeare's House
years? »
lo the cloop of horses' hoofs and the
"Yes. they say he’s a crackerjack 1
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
tvhlr of automobile tires, 'Trinidad.' [
now, and as
Going to double up trade in a month
rlbute to the Isold's aephalt de- j
Vegetable Compound
and ruin all business rivals."
tn, Radio and telephone wires i
These two townsmen casually
•^ssifLIiihient
rberate the refrain. Even the
echoed what was constantly current
of houses shut out these
Talcville.Nev.'York. — ‘I thought it
Feel fine! among the excited and expectant
has been helping humanity for more
da, as well as the cold, with the
would interest you to know what bene
Let “Cascarets” employees of the great mercantile
than a century. The dangerous
Id-famous product of this err.erfit 1 have derived
_____ ___
=> clean your bow- establishment under general discus
Grippy or Bronchial Cold—the
from taking your
lsland of the southern <’arib—els and stimu- sion.
threatening
Sore
Throat
—
the
ter

medicine. A few
says a bulletin from the
=. l*te your liver.
The proprietor of the Famous,
rifying Cramps—the treacherous
daysafterthe birth
hington. I). C., hlhdquarters of
f-'r'P'nK 01
n. -»
I
/<= =\
»•
Ira §tein, was a plunger. He had
Chills—all yield readily to the faith
of ray third child I
National Geographic Society,
•'*> overacting. Mil- Inherited some money and had start
ful use of this famous old family
got up too quick.
he most southerlj' island of tho
ions of men ed the biggest department store ever
remedy. 25 and 50 cents. All dealers.
Then just before
it Indies and tlie latgest of tho
women, and known In Ihe district. Already
my fifth child was
Internal and External Use
lsh Islands in the Caribbean
children take there was the Enterprise, which
born I had inflamthe exception of JanialA, lying
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SOMERVILLE
FROZEN WHILE YOU WAIT
($). 1924, Western Newspaper Uplon.)
It I Just thought I should read It.
shore, its green trees towering on his grandmother. Mis. Evander Newbert.
North
Waldoboro.
but that’s too much of a Job,” and
the sky line from far out at sea. On
E. il. Phllbrick of Rockland was in
Tlie gasoline driven smack "Alert’’
Mrs. Sadie Black and Miss Jessie
thanking the girl very sweetly,
his third voyage Columbus saw its
of Mouhegun. Capt. Brackett, with town last week.
tripped out of the building, leaWng
ILIOUSNESS
three mountain peaks, which gave it Black were in Rockland Sunday.
We have added to our nervics
Mis. Irma Pratt visited Mrs. Caro
her hold full of pollock went into
The Social Club met with Mrs. Ivan
a faint trace of perfume and a
Inactive liver, sour stomach,
its name, rise out of the sea on July
equipment a complete
Boothliay Harbor Tuesday after Turner recently.
Scott Jan. 15 with eight members-and
sick headache, costivenees, wide-eyed librarian behind her.
31. 1498. At the foot of these hills
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner were
noon.
The pollock are quite uni
live visitors present. Roll call, dip
BATTERY STORAGE AND
destroy both mental and
•aJryjfpri’-ei
clusters the group of buildings which
form in size, about 11 inches in Sunday callers at H. C. Brown's.
p ng;; and Items of interest were read
physical efficiency.
REPAIRING OUTFIT
forms the capital city. Port of
Musical
Instruments
Miss Leona Boynton of Whitefield
length, and jvere caught In a seine
The program included quotations
He
doesn't
Stand
for
Much,
does
the
Spain, a 'rather nondescript modern
TAese disorders tatiljr yield to
Certain musical instruments are Quick-Tempered Man. and when He off Monhegan. The problem of re lias been visiting Mrs. Fannie McWhere we can take care of your
readings, Mrs. Martin and Mrs.
town which has grow a tip on the
used almost entirely by one sex, gets Steamed Up. all hands Rush f v frigeration was very simple, since Gown for several days.
battery needs.
Studley and Vlctrola seieetlcns. Two CHAMBERLAIN’S
charred ruins of the old Spanish city members were added. Refreshment
others by both. The harp is large Cover. The Quick-Tempered Man is the fish had only to be spread on ihe
A. R. Colby Is lumbering on his
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
TABLETS
“Though the Island has been Brit
ly a woman’s Instrument, but when a pretty good Ole Scout at that, aside wharf a few minutes to be frozen lot in China.
were served.
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
ish since 1797. It is as polyglot as
Pleasant and effective—only 28 cents
men do take It up they show from liis Hasty Temper, and nobody stiff.
Weston Brown of Gardner, Mass.,
Seventy barrels of thes fish
Zanzibar; negroeh, mulattoes frost
marked ability to master It. The takes his Ll’l Brain Storms seriously. were shipped by rail to New York.
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
is visiting his relatives at tlie Corner.
THAT PROOFREADER, AGAIN !
high yellow to ginger, French Span
piano Is very evenly divided be
PARTS
Ralph l’ratt has been working for
iards, Venezuleans, Chinamen, East
tween the sexes. Brass instru
F. A. Turner in the woods.
Sy adding this equipment to our
Indians, Tamils, Americans and ling
ments are played malnbr by men,
"What do you mean by implying
People in this vicinity arc harvest
service station we have the most
ukuleles by women. The banjo is
1 sh loiter in its streets or hang over that I have dishonestly covered my
ing their ice which is of very line
complete and up-to-date service
a
man's
Instrument,
while
mando

self with the people's money?" de
its balconies.”
quality.
All the Latest Song Hits
station this side of Boston.
lins ure well divided between the
manded the city treasurer, as ho
sexes. The saxophone, the most pop
We do everything
rushed into the office of the local
That's What They Say About
An Old Family
ular of all instruments at the present
but paint your car
PORT
CLYDE
paper.
AS A PREVENTATIVE OF
Doctor's Favorite
time, is played by both men and
“What's 'the trouble?” casually
Specials
Preecription.
GRIPPE
women.—John Howe in the Ameri
Rev. W. M. Brewster will preach
queried tlie city editor.
can Magazine.
at the Advent Christian church, Port
Keep the bowela open and take
"Here it- is." indignantly contin
A time-tried Family Emerg
Clyde Sunday. At the morning ser
ued the public official, pointing to a
ency Remedy, best for Coughs,
vice at 10.30 he will talk on “Great
news item.
Colds, Colic, Cramps, Croup and
Change In a Young Fanner’s Lite.” ; 587 MAIN ST.
Know the tremendous pull
TEL. 333
all sudden attacks. A Foe to
The item began: "YVilliam Binns,
and in the evening at 7 o’clock, sub
ROCKLAND ME.
Inffammation. Keep it in the
who is encrusted with the public
ing power of Courier-Gazette
on rising and retiring.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
ject, “Escape For Thy Life For God
11-S-tf
House. Sold everywhere.
funds. . . .”—From Everybody's
125Stf
Will Destroy This City.”
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.
ikii£
ads.
Magazine for February.

A
Question
?

Johnson's

N

BEST

COLDS

fatherV

1 ' Johns

BUILDS YOU UP

THE LORRAINE

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

SHEET MUSIC

20c and 25c

BROWN’S RELIEF

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

“NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.
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THOMASTON
Tlie
:c’< & (lay Canning Co. have
closed their factory for a few weeks.
They»have d-ne a
large business
through the year. Their goods have
a high reputation.
Batteries E. F and G of the C. A.
ar^ waging basketball warfare. Tues
day night at lit ckl ind Battery F de
feated Battery G, 26 to IS.
At
Thomaston Battery F defeated B.itPery E 18 to 16—two games to the
credit of Thomaston.
Russell Gray built ten boats at bis
plant in the southwestern part hf
the town in 1921.
The Meeting House Hill Club will
meet with Mrs. Herbert Prescott
Tuesday evening.
Drop in to the Senior Class cooked j
food sale at the Pillsbury Dry Goods j
St re Saturday afternoon. It takes a '
1 )t of sweets to keep you warm this
weather.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
w.th Mrs. H. S. Kilb rn Monday
evening.
Mrs. Arthur Elliot who has been
away on official business for a few
days will return tonight.
Silas Hyler of Cushing was in town
Thursday.
II. B. Sliaw went to Cushing
Thursday. Mr. Shaw has planned to
get out quite a quantity of lumber
this winter.
Mrs. Mary Maxey is reported to be
ill at the In.me of her son Joseph at
Walker’s Corner.
Mrs. Marie B. S^iger is expecting
to take her son John to Boston Mon
day for examination.
John G. Alden of Boston, yacht de
signer; Brooks Simpson his consult
ing engineer and Capt. Pennington of
Boothbay Harbor are frequent guests
at tlw^-Knox Hotel. Mr. Alden is
having a number of.boats built by
C. A. Morse & Son.
Messrs. Cooper and Holden, bank
examiners, rna^e a visit to the local
banks Friday.
Eight < r more Baptist ladies braved
the cold winds and Rpent the aftern >on Friday in cleaning the church.
Their motto was: “Cleanliness is next
td Godliness.”
Services, at St. John the Baptist
Episcopal church third Sunday after
Epiphany. Church school at 6.30 and
even son*' and eermon at 7.30.
William Piper is said to be recov
ering rapidly from an operation at
Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ireland went
Heston Fr.'day for the benefit of
Mrs. Ireland’s health. -They will be
the guests of their daughter. Mrs.
Elvira Lyman. Mrs. Lizzie French
of Cambridge, Mrs. Ireland’s sister,
accompanied them.
Hid you see the eclipse this fore
noon? Better write it in your diary
f r the benefit < t your grandchildren.
That new tractor plow in Rockland
hasn’t anything on Thomaston’s vet
eran snow shiveler, Samuel Helen.
lie las always made a practice of
cleaning sidewalks at night.
Ellston Luce is prepared to do ill
kinds of electrical work, prompt ser
vile and prices right.—adv. 10*12

WARREN
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ELSTON LUCE

Annuities Were Issued in Primitive Customs in
Cornish Fishing Town
Early Bpbylonian Times

Historically annuities tnntedate
life insurance by far. It Is thought
ttiat tlie great development of bank
ing facilities in Assyria and Baby
Graduate of Hawley School of
lonia must have provided annui
Engineering
ties. Tlie first definite mention of
Electrical Work of All Kinds.
them, however, was 40 B. C. in
Cleaners and Irons Repaired.
Rome, anil Is of such a character
as to Justify a belief that they had
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
been long In use:
In tlie Middle ages, kingdoms,
45 Main St, Thomaston municipalities
and hankers ob
TEL. 52-11
10*12
tained money by set Ing annuities
for life or term of years. It Is said
that England’s national existence
during tlie war of William of Or
MEGUNTICOOK POACHERS
ange was largely maintained
It lias been reported that certain through the money obtained by sell
persons have been catching sglmon ing annuities. At first the values
through the ice at Lake Meguntleook. of such contracts were determined
Those who have done so are advised without scientific calculation; after
that this is strictly against the State a while tlie Northampton mortality
law. as this is the pawning seas in, table was compiled and used as a
and the closed season for the lish. basis, nnd later the Carlisle table,
Tlie catching of salmon ut this time lint both these bases were far too
besides being unlawful is also un- favorable to the annuities.
Several British companies took
sp rtsmanlikc. as it spoils the spring
fishing. Fish wardens will likely 1 c advantage of the very low price
nt which their government granted
put on duty at the Lake if tills prac
annuities and purchased ninny on
tice is continued.
the lives of sturdy farmers, hut
payable to their corporate selves,
and thus made large profits. In 1S19
CAMDEN
an English actuary warned tlie gov
ernment that it was losing £S,000 n
It is “Go to church" Sunday for the month, lmt he wns not heeded until
Methodists tomorrow with special 1827. when another actuary an
music and other features.
nounced ttiat tlie government was
There will be work at the Tues losing £4,000 a week, and then the
day night meeting of Mt. Battie sale of annuities was stopped
Lodge. 1. O. O. F.
after an estimated total loss of
“Classes in Home
Hygiene and £25,000,000.—World's Work.

ELECTRICIAN

Care of the Sick" are being organ
ised by the Red Cross. The classes
will meet in the High Schoo! audi
torium Friday nights lieginning Feo.
6. There will he no expense/ beyond
the cost of text hooks.
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters, will
hold a public installation Tuesday
night.
A dance will follow the
ceremony.
Marriage intentions of Alfred
Clarence of Glenwood .ini Miss
Phyllis McRae of Camden hav> been
filed.
Under the auspices of the District
Nursing Association, the comedy “A
Pair of Sixes.” will lie present t at
the Opera House for two nights,
sometime in February
Following
will he the cast:
Geo. B. Nettleton.........V. F. Beverage
T. Boggs Johns...........Joseph Emery
(Business Partners)
Kronie, bookkeeper ...................-a ...
..............................Joseph L. Brewster
Miss Sally Parker, stenographer ..
■.............................. Gladys Fcrnald
Thomas Vanderholt, lawyer ...........

Why Blinks Had to Reach
Home on Schedule Time
Promptly as the office clock
struck five Rlinks, with unusual
rapidity, prepared to start for
home..
As he hustled into his overcoat
and made for the door his desk
mate raised a surprised head.
"What!” lie said. “In a hurry again
tonight? It's six nights now you’ve
rushed home like this and haven't
waited for a soda at the old stand.
I'm beginning to think I’ve offend
ed you. or something like that.”
“No." Blinks laughed.
“Yon
haven't hurt my sensitive soul, but
the fact is this, we’ve got a cook
up at the house now. and while the
missus didn't mind my rolling In
late, the cook won't stay unless I
arrive every evening on time.”

The Old Almanac

A place where grown men play
marbles with tlie zest of schoolboys
and where cuts cutch live fish
among tlie rock pools when the tide
is out. Such a place does exist, and
in the quaint old fishing town at St.
Ives, in faraway Cornwall, these
things may he seen.
In the cool of the evening, along
the broad roud bordering the shel
tered harbor, numerous groups Of
he;4y fishermen, with sea and sun•ginned complexions, ploy marbles
for hours at a time, surrounded by
many interested onlookers, remarks
London Tit-Bits.
Grizzled old mariners, many of
whom preserve tlie old < mish custom of wearing small gold earrings,
pace the quayside in purties of
three and four, following the “walk
four steps and turn,” which is all
they are able to do on the clear
space on the decks of their luggers.
There is a legend about the cats
of St. Ives, but there was surely
never another fishing town with so
manj- cats. Each morning, when the
night's catches of mackerel, dog
fish and skate are brought ashore,
the fish are cleaned on tables
placed near the water’s edge and
scores of cats have a glorious feed
on the offal.

Failures Caused by
Lach of Initiative
One of the greatest improvements
of the automobile Is the self-start
er. now found on all but the Cheap
est kinds of cars, which need to be
cranked by hand.
The device suggests the reflection
that a very large proportion of the
human family require something
of like nature.
They lack initiative, voluntary ef
fort ; they need cranking in the
form of orders or directions before
doing anything worth while.
The men and women who succeed
best In life and get the mojt out of
it are of the selfetarter r<pe. They
don't wait to l" told or advised
what to undertake, but proceed of
their own .‘cord to do things.
The great inventors, such as Edi
son, are all of this sort, says the
Sacramento Bee. They are origi
nators. not mere followers or imita
tors, nnd they rank among the chief
benefactors of the world.
So it is in business, literature,
art, the various industries, and, in
fact, all occupations. Success In
each is dependent chiefly upon
originality or initiative.

Advertisements was not always
the chief function of almanacs.
......................... Marcus Chandler
The Unity of Nature
They were first of all, -calendars
Tony Foler, salesman .......................
of the days and months, the 1
Nature can only be conceived as
.............................. Stephen Gujhee
changes of the moon, nnd of other existing to a universal and not a
Mr. Applegate .... Clanince Pendleton astronomical happenings.
They particulr.r end; to a universe of
Office Boy ................. Charles Dwinal supplied a widespread demand for
ends, and not to one—a work of
Mrs. George It. Nettleton .................
weather lore. Its truth or untruth ecstasy to be represented by a cir
........................................ Edna Smith
being of minor consideration. To cular movement, as intention might
Mi s Florence Cole ........ Lucilf Hull
that were added literary and In be signified by a straight line of
Coddles. English maid of all work
formative features. ‘Tonr Richard” definite length. Each effect strength
......................................... Cora ('alder enjoyed wide popularity and was
ens T?very other. There is no re
Watch for the date.
famous hv reason of his homely volt in all the kingdoms from the
wisdom. I.ast, hut not least, it held common weal: no detachment of an
high place as tlie family Joke book,
Individual.
Hence the catholic
ROCKPORT
the excellence of the witticisms be character which makes every leaf
ing often proved by their longev an exponent of the world. When
In many a backwoods pio we behold tlie landscape In a poetic
Mrs. Emellne Abbott of Bungfr has ity.
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. neer home the annual almanac was
spirit, we do not reckon indlwluals.
the sole literary refuge, taking the
Nature knows neither palm nor
Arthur Berry this week.
place
of
all
other
bonks,
and
never,
oak, but only vegetable life, which
Miss Marieta .S bibles left Friday
perhaps,
was
any
other
book
or
sprouts into forests and festoons
for Mount Vernon. X. Y.. whefe «he
the globe with a garland of grasses
has a position as teacher in the High periodical so read, reread and di
gested.
and vines.—Emerson.
School.

Warren Grange Circle met Wed
nesday afternoon at the Grange hall
with about 50 present at the 6 o'clock
supper served by Olive Peabody, Ha
zel J tease and S. V. Weaver.
The
i:sual pleasant evening \yas spent
with cards, music and dancing.
The M and H Club met with Mrs.
Have to Let Himself In
Several cases of tonsilitis are re (truce Raffa and daughter Giannina
Unique British Island
ported about town.
at their home on Chestnut street.
Bridget nnd Michael had been !
Most of Britain’s islands have
E. J. Cook has been ill with cold a Camden, Wednesday evening. Piano married barely three months, and !
few days this week.
selections by Mr. Raffa were very already Michael had nn two occa- j their story, which is sometimes
unique. Tlie most striking instance,
Residents on the western side of much enjoyed, also singing and sions arrived home in the early
the village have been deprived of the dancing by the club. A delicious hours of the morning. This did not j perhaps, is Sunk island. In the
town water this week. A new elec luncheon was served.
suit Rridget, ns on each occasion i Humber—a little world that has the
peculiar distinction of being the
tric pump was hauled to the 'water
Maynard Overlock and Harold she had to come down to admit j
youngest Hit of Britain.
works Thursday for installation.
Fish have gone to Hoosick Falls, N. him.
It Is. in point of age, a mere bant
Michael wns looking forward to J
Rev. Ii. M. Purrington will speak Y.. where they have employment.
ling, having been formed in com
spending
the
evening
of
this
par

Sunday morning on the topic “Losing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner
paratively recent times of land car
Our Bible.”
At the 6 o'clock meet Mr.' and Mrs. Sherman Weed, Capt. ticular day in having a “few soried away by the sea from the
ing of the Christian Endeavor Societv and Mrs. E. O. Patterson and Mrs „ ciahle ones with the boys." and this
northeast coast. This land was
Bridget
knew.
the subject will be “Our Society, the K. M. Dunbar were guests of Miss
swept down to Spurn head and then
“
Now.
look
here,
”
she
said
to
her
Denominational Program”.
The 7 Marion Weidman Thursday evening
husband nt the breakfast table, "it up the Humber, where it lodged and
o’clock meeting will be an unusual at C o’clock dinner.
in time formed nn island. The
service.
A sermon story will be il
II. L. Withee left by boat Monday was two o'clock the following morn
process is still going nn. and as a
ing
when
ye
came
home
the
night
lustrated bv songs rendered by the night for Boston and is at the
result the island .Continues to grow,
after a hit since. It was two o'clock
choir and will be especially interest Massachusetts General Hospital for
’ The public is enriched without
the
following
morning
when
ye
observation. Ilia many friends in
ing.
knowing it; for this curious for
Earl Ingraham of Augusta was the this vicinity hope for-his speedy re came home lasg night. But I wnnt
mation Is the property of the
to
be
telling
ye
that
if
it
’
s
two
|
guest of Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Paul covery.
Crown.
o'clock
in
tlie
morning
when
ye
Thursday evening.
Harold Graffam while playing
come home tonight—or any other
Edward Oxton is doing some car the basketball team at the Y. M. C.
night in the ^norning—you'll have
Rowlinson Was Peeved
penter work for A. C. Peabody.
A. in • irr.den Wednesday evening
to get up and let yyourself in'."
A number of good stories center
Rev. C. D. Paul will speak Sunday suffered an injury to his shoulder.
around General Lord Kawlinson.
morning at
the
Congregational He was taken to the Knox Hospital
who for 40 years was connected
Insects Walk on Water
church on “A Crisis In the Life of and was found by X-ray examina
By virtue of their lightness, com with the British army in India. The
Jacob.”
A slereopticon lecture will tion to have a broken collar bone.
general was brought prominently
bined with a peculiar construction
be given at the 7 o’clock service with
before the British public eye by be
of the feet which keeps them from
beautiful slides on ‘ The Land of Sun- j
ing home on furlough. While he
becoming wet, water spiders and
TENANT'S HARBOR
shine and Thirst.”
was In command of a column dur
a number of other insects are able
Robert Packard and William Par
ing the South African war. Lord
Fullest Morris and Miss jtorma to walk readily over sheets of wa
tridge are wiring Mrs. Inez Libby’s
Kawlinson was constantly sending
ter,
supported
by
the
surface
ten

home for electric lights.
Tracy of 1’nrt Clyde were married
In demands for heliographs, with
sion
of
the
latter.
This
tension
arts
F. L. Teague has finished cutting last week at the home of the bride
no result. At last when drawing
ice at South Pond and is now cutting she graduated from St. George High practically the same as a stretched
near Kroonstadt. in wlint was then
elastic
membrane.
It
Is
sufficient

School in 1924.
The groom is the
on the river.
the Orange River colony, lie sig
John Teague was the recipient of a sun nf Mr. and Mrs. Frank Muxris of ly strong for these rrentures, hut
naled again to ask whether his
It
Is
practically
negligible
so
far
very line sample of the apple called this place, and has been employed
heliographs had arrived. Official
as heavier ones are concerned. So
Stark’s Golden Delicions recently at VVillardham granite quarries tlie
dom, however, was rampant, and
long ns the feet and other portions
sent him, most carefully packed past two years.
The bride wine a of tlie bodies of water insects re
wanted to know “What do you want
from Stark Bros’ Nurseries at Louis pink silk georgette gown and a'white main perfectly dry they are as safe
them for?” Back went the reply
iana. Mo. Mr. Teague has upward of ceil iltid carried sweet peas. ’After on the surface of water as they
with caustic brevity. “To fry kid
16 varieties of apple trees bearing on the wedding the couple left fut New would lie on terra firma. but let
neys on, of course!”
his pla<e now. besides two or three York on their honeymoon.
They them once get wet. and tills same
varieties of pears.
•
will reside at 37 Alain street, Port membrane will quickly prove their j
Line of Least Resistance
On Thursday morning occurred Clyde.undoing.—Pathfinder.
Janet’s husband was a simple old
the sudden death of 11. D. Howard
fellow.
who moved here lpst spring from
Every issue ot Tne Courier-GaMade Egg of Ivory
One day the good laundress
Massachusetts, having bought the nctte is a salesman. visi’in’6 ‘ three
A
London
jeweler
once
made
an
wanted her husband to paint the
home of Mr. Young on the Highland times a week the homes of this vi
Easter
egg,
a
foot
high,
of
the
mangle. Having told him what to
road.
Mr. Howard had been in ill cinity and soliciting business for its
choicest ivory. I’.efore the con do, she went out to buy tlie dinner.
health before coming to Warren. advertisers.
tents
were
added
tlie
egg
was
sent
On her return she could see no
Interment will be in Rockport.
to Calcutta, where native carvers sign of her husband in the cellar.
The joint installation of Crescent
engraved
on
It
a
series
of
pictures
“Joe, Joe!’’ she called. “Where
Temple and Georges River Lodge. K.
representing the various scenes of are you?"
of P., scheduled for Friday evening
tlie crucifixion and resurrection.
“Upstairs!" replied Joe from
has been postponed until the evening
This ”ork alone occupied four
above.
of Feb. 13.
For Military Band School Instruc
months. The egg wns then filled
"What are you doing up there?'
Mrs. Courtney Hastings lias sold
with Jewelry—diamond bracelets,
“Painting the mangle.”
tion cn the following instruments:
her Willys-Knight touring car to the
necklaces, and so on. The present
'What are you painting up there
Bass,
Trombone,
Baritone,
Alto,
Snow-Hudson people but has not yet
was intended for n lugky Easter for?”
decided what she will replace it with.
Cornet, Trumpet, Saxaphone and
bride, and wus valued at about
“Well, the paint was up here!
The chemical was called out Mon
$100,000.
Clarinet. Terms on application.
teplied Joe.
day when a chimney burned out at
Telephone 187-4 or write for ap
Bryan Robinson’s home on tlie South
Orange From Asia
Go Slow
pointment with
Warren road.
The
sweet orange is a native of
Professor—Why are you lata for
Boyd Leach of Pleasantville cut
eastern Asia and was carried to
class this morning?
H. E. KIRKPATRICK
his leg badly while chopping wood
India. Asia Minor, and the south of
Student — Well, a sign down
last Friday.
THOMASTON, ME.
Europe along tlie Mediterranean.
here—
Roland Wade of Camden was the
9-14
The early navigators of Portugal
“Well, what has a sign got to do
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cook
are supposed to have brought If
with it?”
Su nday.
home from India.—Nature Maga
“The sign said: “School Ahead;
zine.
Tonight’s picture at Glover hall is
Go Slow.”’—Pitt Panther.
a sea e-tory of intense inti host—
Thomas Meighan in
“Homeward
SOUTH THOMASTON
Bound.” a Paramount picture -di
The installation vf Forget-me-not 1
W.
P.
STRONG
rected *by Ralph Cunningham and
i Chapter. O E. 8. has been postponed
rilOGENES Looked For An
Paul Slcane
The usual two-reel
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER until Monday right.
Honest Man. If He Had
comedy is also on the program.
WALL PAPER
I The pastor's subject Sunday morn
Been Wise Enough to Adver
ing at the church will be “Uncle
tise He Could Have Sat Still
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Ellston Luce ss prepared to do all
Tom's Favorite." In the evening at 7
and Waited For Honest Men
SUPPLIES
kinds of electrirVl work, prompt ser
o'clock tin Illustrated lecture on Por
to Come to Him.
-w
THOMASTON. MAINE
vice ail.I prices jixiO.- adv.
lii't'
to Rico with 7(1 pictures will lie given.
TuAS-tf
Music ill charge of Mrs. Lula Allen.

BOYS WANTED

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Every-Other-Day

In Everybody’s Column

Dollars Work Overtime
—AT—

Stonington Furniture Co. Store
FOR EXAMFLE

SLIDING BED COUCH
Heavy construction, ful) size—
Gray iron;7 strong springs; Cot

ton Mattresses.

$11.75

Earliest Accounts of
Trade Among Nations

STONINGTON
•FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 Main St. Tel. 745-J
ROCKLAND, .... ME.

A GOOD DRIVER

I

Wanted
WANTED—Tn bu^a shoe or clothing store
nrefeiafry small stock and one wishing to
get out of business—-location Rockland, Warten. Waldoboro or vicinity. Address GEORGE
STILES. 139 Center St., Middleboro, Mass.

ll*lt

Here are TWO SPECIALS,
placed on rale for a limited
time at tho Special Prices
Noted. Sale opens

TODAY

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 rents
Additional lines 5
cents each fur one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words make a line.

WANTED—^Man to woVk on farm. MRS j
-I W ANDERSON, West Meadow Road. Te!ef.
4«-l
11 13

I

WANTED—Experienced and Inexperienced
operators to work In stitching room.
M.
SHORTKLL & SONS, Warren, Me.
10-12
flpo i

HANDSOME DAY BED
Ornamental—a comfort to any
home; a bringcr cf comfort and
pride. Cretonne covers in beau
tiful designs.

$16.75

For Sale
FOR SALE—Boy’s sheep lined coat, size 12
to 11 years, nevef wo.n, $5.
HOY RO
LAND, Lime Co. Store
11*13
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. 8. music
Tolls, w-lde range of choice.
While they last
only 25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
Music Department.
9-tf
FOR SALE—Set of light double driving
harness
Good condition.
DR. H. L. STk
YENS. 192 Llmermk St., Rockland.
9*ll

FOR SALE—Reo Touring in A-l condi
tion
Price $350.
Address P. O. BOX 113,
Brunswick.
y*i7
FOR SALE—Bungalow, 23 Chestnut street.
ing our highways safe, and solving
New last year.
(’all on premises.
M. W.
the problem of our increasing aqci- BILU.NGS
Tel. 101 -J
8-tf

denls. But even a knowledge \of
FOR SALE—Fitted, dry hard wood $9.00.
rules and regulations may be known Dry slabs. $2 oo.
Tel 188-6 Thomaston.
7*12
to a driver who cannot read and FRED L KILLERAN.
understand English. Such a driver
FOR SALE—Village farm, 65 acres, 11room
house,
furnace
heat,
garage,
ice
house,
may be perfectly willing to govern
firewood and timber, near school and
his driving actions by the rules he cistern,
church
Terms.
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
has learned by experience, but he fast, Maine
5-IT
Auto drivers, declares the A. L.
would be unable to know, only
FOR SALE—Pnulile tenement limine nt 5
A, may etisily be divided into groups throuh more experience, other rules Ihsle
SL
Apply to MBS F. H. SAXBORX,
5-tf
as lo their fitness and* ability to and regulations put Into force from 80 Pleasant St. Tel 9113-W
FOR SALE—Realdence of tne late Cap?
drive. But when we undertake this i time to time. Inability to read und
Cl
aries
E.
Kali.
Middle
Si
tleliihM
ARclassifying we I'ealize how impoesi- , understand English is also a hundi- THFB L. OHXE. 417 Main St., ltockUmt.
,, ,
,
,
,
cap in other of the qualifications be1-tf
ble is going to be the task to satisfy cailse beinR unab,e
r^d ,lp couW
FOR SALE—3 second fluid upright pi
everyone who sits at a wheel. If the not readily become acquainted with anos; 1 Brunswick cabinet* phonograph: 1
business of turning out auto drivers safety measures or warnings of d.in- music cabinet; 1 Victor; 1 flat back man
dolin.
V F. STUDLEY IXC., Music Dept
was a mathematical certainty, bur ger. and ignorance of a situation does
rtf
,
,
,
not always make a person cautious
FOR SALE—p-rootn nouse; not water beat,
ring a few natural and quite human b^t qulte a9 uften f>arlcss, and may
cement cellar; modern lmproremenis; targe
mistaken, ail would lie good one«; become extremely dangerous on oc- Carden
Sew grocery buslneas well storkad
M G. GURNEY. 3 Park St . Camden.
1-tf
but we have not vet arrived at that easion.
_
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and in junks,
Hence a lack of the knowledge of
stage and we are not lively to for
delivery
Tel. 169-4 Thomaston
English should well nigh bar one quick
i some time to come if ever.
or write R J. COGAN, Tliomaston, Maine.
150*16
Grouped an to their general char from receiving a license. So on
FOR SALE—\Ye have a parlor, library*anu
acteristics, we find that the one pon- through the list. A driver of a car
qualify under such a test would. bed room set, Including mattress and spring.
I nenering most of tho qualifications to ...
quality of used modern furniture winch
and consequently the one containing l^eed' bc a So<xl 0,16 and lf >'(IU fwl Best
we will sell or exchange for antique furni
the most drivers may he designated that you are able to meet it the A. ture. COBB & DAVIS.
as good drivers and listed as No. 1. L. A. extend congratulations. We
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’s
As opposed to No. 1. we have No. 2, have op’.y touched here on the quali Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
location close by shore.
Garage and out
fication
of
being
able
or
unable
to
the drunken and the reckless driver.
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
Group No. 3. the heedless, the cure- read and understand English. Later of land. Fine place for summer home. At
the
others
will
be
taken
up
and
di)
a
burgalo.
Addreaa
DR
I.
B GAGE, Ath ss. and the inattentive. Group No.
BTM
t. the timid, uvei -cautious and the CUssvd in the varJoU!’ R,oui’s ot dr,v- 1*",'c'
nervous.
Group No. 5. the dte- efs "ho ilre a mcm'cejo automobileourteous and the road hog.
Group ,hs and who are «><'«<>eiit ia one or
Used Cars
C. the mentally unfit and the physl- molt of th,,se 'lualities which go to
1921
AMERICAN
SIX, just overhauled and
eally unfit. Group No. 7. the purely mak* ,hc rea,!> K,,od drivcr"
in first class condition—tires practically new
Ignorant and well meaning.
meantime it is not too late —A bargain Jt sold at once. BERT ANGEL,
What we can do and what is daily rest
the >1ear and ,he A U A Grav Gull Restaurant, Liiuerock St, Rock
144*tf
becoming a necessity is to use more 10 make a B°od >e-‘«’lt"‘on for the land.
Loaded
Spelled
care in granting licenses.
suggests that none can be better
With few exceptions a man (iriv- thaa a resolve t0 lrtmme as ntarl>' a
of
Miscellaneous
ing a car acts about the same, in re- B0°l drlver as is Po^ble.
Until the loaded shotgun shell
$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
was developed shot was sold to the paid to his consideration of others
item.
Booklet free lis-tlng this and old ma
terial wanted—broadsides, pamphlets, sta;ni>s,
“STEPPING ON IT”
jobbing trade throughout tlie en as when he is not driving. This does
prints, etc
G. A JACKSON, 105-6 Pern
not
mean
that
the
few
exceptions
tire country packed in hags, which
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*21
rx • 1
in turn were purchased liy tlie man are the only drivers who are not im- *«
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given that de
bued
with
the
habit
of
safety
and
iVleanS
3
v^UlCK
Ciet3W3y,
having a muzzle-loading shotgun.
posit book No. 32560 has been lost and the
wJSo was obliged to reload Ills gun proper consideration cf others, bogut Qh Lawdy, Think of owner of said book asks tor duplicate in
accordance witli the provision of the State
with powder and shot whenever rinse many drivers who do not
Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, by A
the gun was fired at game or tar change much in their attitude tow
the Gas It Uses!
B. Biackington, Asst. Treas.
Rockland,
get, says tlie Detroit News. The ard others when they become drivers
Maine. Jan 24. 1925
11-8-17
„This car
gas>..
ob.
loaded shot shell and tlie breeeli- of tars, are already badly equip,Mid
REDUCTION IN PRICE OF WOOD Very
loading shotgun sounded Ihe death mentally to have control of such a
best dry mountain rock maple and birch
serve to the filling station attendant, defied hard wood per ft fitted $2.15; crl
knell of the old type of shot tower. vehicle
birch edg. per ft fitted $2 25;
cd.
Wlrit then, in general, constitutes aH
screws the cap on your gas $7.50;
The business of tlie ammunition
$8 50; soft wood slabs per ft. fitted $1 75;
concerns manufacturing shot shells a good driver? asks the A L. A. Is tank after putting in five gallons, cd $6.HO. Some extra nice fire place and
grew by leaps and bounds so ttiat be one who never has an accident? Then you pay him, step in, slam the furnace wood. All wood under cover free
from snow and ice—(why pay more). Free
the shot consumption of the coun Is he one who is mentally, morally .
,
delivery.
SOUTH END WOOD YAKp,.C F.
try centered at the pointy where and physically fit as well aS mechan- door' step <,n 11 and dash awa>'Prescott. Mgr
Tel. 462-J.
S’lO
these shot stiells were inaniifa--- ically inclined? Is he cautious, is he
you know that when you
NOTICE—To whom it may concern—where
tnred, notably in New England, afraid to take a risk or assume re- step on it or s|$eedy getaway one- as my wife, Hazel S. Fiasette, lias left tuy
and in tlie course of events these sponsibility? Just how complete fourth of your g<^iine «UppJy van- home without just cause, this is to notify all
persMis that after this date I shall not bo
Ammunition concerns began to man should be his education and does h s . . _
,
responsible for any bills or obligations con
ufacture their own siiot. thus com ability to be a perfect driver. If such ;aaus' Of ct>uls<: you dldn <' fur tracted by her. (Signed) T. C. FISSETTE,
9*11
pletely destroying The business of there be. depend upon the degree of
fact has just been established in Rockland, Jan. 19, 1925.
the many shot towers located his education or otherwise? Should the laboratories at the University of
FARMERS TAKE NOTICE—WANTED—
Eggs, Poultry, Round Hog and all kinds of
throughout tlie country.
a college professor, by reason of Illinois as a by-product of an In- Vegetables at tlie NARRAGANSETT HOTEL.
such. tie given preference over a
.
9-11
,
.
,
i
u
.
vejjtigaition
to
determine
the
umount
of a grammar school, other
*
GLASSES TO FIT YOUR EYES—$3 45
Picturesque Whitby Abbey graduate
things being equal or should it be
a:r an^ pow.T required to ventil- Will call at your house. II. LEVY, 226 Main
Other of the ruined churches of ,-.-Hilled that h:s education alone cn- ate the Hudson river vehicular tun- St.. Rockland
8-tf
England Imvc a more picturesque Sitles him. without other considcra- nc'- The tests also show that it is
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge,
magnificence, but none a more an ti< ns. to he passed as a driver.. ' ,ht' wasted gasoline that forms th' covered
buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLcient- fame than Whitby abbey,
MAN MORSE, 359 Main St Tel. 868 M
It has been said by em<iloyers who deadly monoxide gas.
1-tf
Henri I’iekard writes in tlie Cin have
had long and varied experi"Perhaps you have never thought
cinnati Inquirer. There tlie first cnee with help that they wouldn't »f it Just that way, but in order to
TRUCKING.
MOVING ANO
ERRANDS
lone promptly.
Go anywhere
C. 0 HARrude poetry of England was writ
Te!. 156 M or 629-J.
1-tf
ten more tlqin twelve centuries give -a' 'hang' for a man who never have the average ear get Laway ADEN
—Reliable stock of, hair goods at
ago. There, earlier still, was held made II mistake in his work, their quickly when you 'step on it' you theLADIES
Rockland
Hair
Store.
3X6
Main
St
Mall
Ihe synod which decided that the argumoHt being that through mis- must waste more than a fourth of orders aoUrlted. HELEN C. RHODES
Britisli church should keep Easter takes we are taught: but there is a ,hc Kusoline you buy,' declares i’rof.
1-tf
at tlie same Time as tlie rest of wide difference^ between men who A. C. Willard, head of the I . of I. SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds or
Christendom, a choice which meant make a mistake and who profit by department cf mechanical engineer Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
that Christendom should tie united, it. and mc,n whose chief aim in life ing. who revealed the automobile gas
nnd Britain remain within the In seems to tie continually making mis- findings.
lo Let
'The explanation Is simple,” he
fluence of tlie civilization of Italy take- either in acts or in Judgmei.t.
and Gaul. But tlie modern travel A good driver is not beyond making continued. “In order to burn gasoTO LET Two furnished healed rooms for
er wild elimlis tlie many steps a mistake and a fair definition of a fine in an automobile engine, the liuirt iHHiaekeetilnR. all modem. Call for
1|»1.|
which lead from tlie river to what good driver, in the opinion of the A. g i-svline must first lie mixed with ■Mils KXOWI.TOX. It OAK XT
TO LET—K,Kinta for lisjlit housekeeping,
was “high Whitby’s cloistered pile" L. A. would read something like this: air in the carburetor, as everyone
12 EIM XT.
9-tf
1— education sufficient to read and knows. This mixing business in car- all modern eonvenlenees
has seen nothing of the Abbey of
''led on to suit the driver who ileSt. Hilda. In the mins on tlie" hill to understand English.
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street.
Inquire of MBS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle
2— A fairly Cull knowledge of road mands 'p»p.' The greatest pep or St.
there wns no fragment older than
Flantagenet times. But discover rules and car operation, and a will- maximum power is obtained from the
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street;
ies of great interest have now been ingness to use them.
average automobile engine when the eaeh
has it rooms and hath.
Apply to F. P.
made.
3— Physically fit to drive and men- mixture of air and gasoline is in the KNIGHT. Whatsor House. Tel 614-W. 5-tf
; tally alert >6 act.
ratio of about 12 pounds of air to 1
TO LET—Office centrally located, steam
4 A due consideration of the l*iund of gasoline.
Unfortunately h>at. Apply to VKMPKR A. LEACH. 4-tf
Only an Antique
rights of others.
for our po-ketliooks, this is not the
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main Rt,
Lponin, a colored maid, had a
",—A sense of personal responsl- most economical mixture we could alt modern conveniences. I’. L. HAVENER
taste for lofty Ideas anil liigli- bllity toward all users of tho streets use. since there ia not enough air Tel. 792-11.
146-tf
sounding words, tine of tlie mem ind highways.
■ present to burn all the gasoline. The
bers of* tlie family in which she
To these may lie added a sixth, most economical mixtures, or Ihe one
served was a tall elderly lady of that would tend to create in most which dies burn all the gasoline, is
imposing figure and fine carriage. drivers a still greater feeling of re- -in the ratio of about 16 pounds of
Ofle day after Leonia had for sisinsibility, to wit:—an understand-, air to 1 lsiund of gasoline, hut such
perhaps tlie hundredth time ex ing «f the meaning of sa,t tv firs' a mixture is too slow in burning to
pressed to the lady her great ad
and this would include a suit the average driver. • Therefore.
miration for tier handsome figure work
L 12 to 1
tbe object of her prais&i exclaimed: knowledge of the large number.i of he sets his carburetor inforrtile
exhaust
exl
and accidents due to au'.omo- ratio and throws away
“Why do you Fay so much about deaths
niioriitinn
cmsKPia
’ (»>
gasses nvor
over 25
25 npi
per
qpnt of the heat
Write us giving the
my apiiearanee, Leonia? I am only bile operation.
Any person possessing these quail value of his gasoline in the incom
have with dcscriptior
an antique."
bank references givor
“What Is tliat?" asked Leonia In locations, all reasonable, could not pletely burned products of combus
help being a good safe driver, and tion.
astonishment.
accidents, now due to careless op< “But mere extravagance is not* the
S. CLA1
Tlie indy explained to tier.
“Well,” Leonia hurst forth, ‘If orations, less those due to “the per- j end of it, as these partly burned exKENNEBUNK,
tliat Is what yon are now, you versity of inanimate things”—would, haust’gasses are made up principally
of the deadly carbon monoxide gas
shorely is a powerful indication of lie surprisingly reduced.
It is safe to say, however, that not which has caused so many deaths. A
what you lias been.”—Youth's Com
more than 50 per cent of all drivers, study of the exhaust gasses from
panion.
CRNDENSED STATEMENT
pei haps even not that much, could' over 100 actual automobiles, which
qualify under the live above rules— was made i n order to determine WARREN FARMERS'OFMUTUAL FIRE INS.
In Something of a Hurrj
■ nd surely not ifwe add the sixth, the amount of carbon monoxide fti
CQA
W«-r«ii, Me.
Every trade has its stock of web- At the same time we recognize, the such gasses, supplied positive eviASSETS DECEMBER 13. 1921
known yarns, hut occasionally a fact that 95 per cent of all the driV- dence to back up the statement in Cash on hand .................... ................$
41 »•
new one lines
dnys occur,
ffi*cur. only, nltu
nlas, in 1 ers iwssess most of these attributes! tbp first paragraph.
Cash In bank .....................................
283 42
time to lieytne a classic. A cer- | of a good driver, and that all of the
This study, which was carried on
Cash assets ...................................
)3M 64
tain well-Known newspapef
vspaper mint 95 per cent are imbued with good in-1 in connection with the ventilation of Premium
notes subject to assess
was holding forth to a group of tentlons.
the automobile tunnel under the
ment ............................................. 12.426 00
writers, among whom was a rather
Unfortunately, however, good in-, Hudson river at New York City,
Total assets ...........................
$ 12,752 64
famous novelist. Tlie journalist tentlons do not prevent accidents showed ‘hat the exhaust of the avLIABILITIES
was saying that lie bad recently and any driver lacking one or more erage automobile carries approx! Borrowed money .....................
251) 09
been engaged in revising (lie oliltti of the live qualifications is on the ma.tely 6.3 per cent by volume of
Total available resources
. .$ 12,502 64
urles lield in readiness by his pa wronff side of safety.
carbon monoxide gas. This condi
A V MelNTYRE. Sec.
per. Turning to the novelist, lie
What then, under the above rules, tion corresponds almost exactly to a
8-8-1t )
added jocosely: “I've just been may we expect of a good driver? The 12.4 to 1 air to gasoline ratio, which
writing you up.”
first and foremost and the most im provided the quick getaway but
rtof Tne
But the novelist, apparently, had portant thing, is for the good driver wqetes at least 25 per cent of the
■lakman, vit
visiting threo
not been following very closely, to put into effect in all his driving, j heat value cf the gasoline by pro- zette is a saldkman,
and waking up witli n start, he liis knowledge of the traffic rules anil during the fatal carbon monoxide times a week the homes of this vi
asked eagerly: "When 4s it going regulations; when lie lias done that I instead of in roinparalively harm- cinity and soliciting bu/lncss for Itt
to be published?"
\
lie has gone a long way toward mak- less relative, carbon dioxide.”
advertiser*.
---N.
X

From the time t^at men began
to live iu cities, trade, in some
shape must have been carried on
to supply tlie town-dwellers witli
necessaries; but it is- also clear
that international (rude must have
existed, and affected to some ex
tent even the pastoral nomadic
races, for we find that Abraham
was rich, not only in cattle, but iti
silver, gold, and gold and silver
plate ami ornaments (Gen. 13:2;
24:22, 53). Among trailing nations
mentioned in Scripture, Egypt
Rids in very early times a promi
nent position, though tier external
trade was carried on. not liy iier
own citizens, but by foreigners—
chiefly of the nomadic races. Tlie
internal trade of tlie Jews, as well
as tlie external, wus much "pro
moted, as was tlie case also in
Egypt, by the festivals, which
brought large numbers of persons
to Jerusalem, and caused great
outlay in victims for sacrifice ami
in incense (I Kings 8:63). Tlie
places ot public market were, then,
ns Dow, chiefly the open spaces
near the gates, to which goods
were brought for sale by those who
came from tlie outside (Nell. 13:15,
16; Zecli. 1:10). Tlie traders in
later times were allowed to intrude
into the temple, in tlie outer courts
of which victims were publicly sold
for tlie sacrifices (Zecli. 14:21;
Matt. 21:12; John 2:14).

Six Points That Need To Be
Considered In the Auto
mobile World.

Shells
Doom
Shot Towers

30XB0ARDS AND
OTHER LUMBER
WANTED

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles

Dogs Need Frequent
Release From Chain

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

Tlie following humane .nppeal
made liy a correspondent in the
Hog World shows pointedly how
dogs are the victims of a cruel prac
tice; how their dispositions may be
spoiled, and their lives rendered
unnatural and unhappy:
L------------------------------------------------------“May I plead through your col
Maurice Hill Is home from Pitts
ton. with the expectation vf remain umns for the better treatment of
dogs who are continually chained,
ing until early spring.
sometimes for weeks and months,
The Sunshine Society wiU meet without being liberated from their
with Mrs. Minnie Miles, Monday imprisonment? The other day a
afternoon. There are two comfort man staled in a police court that
his dog bad not been off the chain
ers to tack.
for twelve months; from its puppyThe Chummy Club was entertained hood, It had been fastened up with
Tuesday by Mrs. Ernest Carnage the out an hour of liberty.
“As a lover of dogs I hold that
occasion being a birthday party for
Mrs. P. M. Look. The afternoon was every dog Is entitled to regular ex
spent in the usual social manner. ercise, and that It Is unjustifiable
At its close a delicious lunch was cruelty to Imprison a dog for life.
served. Mrs. Look was given a pair Such treatment makes a dog hope
of hand painted ^amflesticks and less nnd miserable; be becomes de
jected and often savage, and bis
candles.
health suffers seriously.
“A young dog can be trained to
The Shakespeare Society will be a guard without chaining, nnd
meet Monday evening with Mis. the best watchdogs are those which
Walter S. Rounds. 35 Beech street, nre not chained. Chains are a heri
leading the “Winter Tale," Act 5.
tage of bygone days and should be *
abolished.’’
•
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury went
The best way to keep a dog that
to Portland yesterday to attend n needs restraint is to put him in a
social function given by one of the yard with a high fence. If tills is
clubs of which they are members.
not practicable, fasten a wire across
any yard; on this put an iron ring
Mrs. W. C. Thurston ot South which, when attached by a cord to
Union, who has been receiving treat the dog’s collar, will allow him to
ment at Huntington Memorial Hospi run backward and forward the full
tal, Boston, is now the guest of Mr. length of the wire. The yard should
and Mrs. Albert T. Thurston, and is have shade ns well as sunshine, to
making very gratifying recovery.
protect the dog from too great heat
of the sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Dolliver and
Make your dog your companion
daughter Louise have returned from nnd friend. Treat him kindly and
Waterbury. Conn., after spend ing a he will respond.
It is' cruel to tie a dog under a
month with their nephew, Wesley
Saddler.
Mr. Saddler, who is a wagon or allow him to follow nn
former Rockland boy, is otlice mana automobile or bicycle. Let him ride
ger and paying clerk for Swift & with y‘ou.

In addtlonal tn personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by mall or telepboue will be gladly received
TELEPHONE ............................................ 770

We Have For
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The Owaisa Camp-Fire Girls held
their regular meeting Thursday even
ing at the home of Mrs. H. D. Crie,
Talbot avenue, with a good attend
ance. Miss Sawyer. Red Cross nurse,
was a guest and explained to the
guardians and girls the course of 15
lessons which she will be jble to
give them, in connection with her
work here. All were very much in
favor of the cotlrse and the lessons
will begin as soon as proper equip
ment can be procured. The guardi
ans, Mrs. Pickett and Mrs. Crie. as
well as the girls, feel That this is a
wonderful opportunity and appreci
ate very fully Miss Sawyer's gener
osity.
Mrs. Obadiah Gardner entertained
the Charity Club at the Thorndik>
Hotel Thursday afternoon.

Mrs. Frank C. Knight suffered an
ill turn yesterday, lfer eondition was
reported unchanged this morning.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Spear leave
on the Monday train for ten weeks'
sojourn in California. It will he
their second erans-continenlal visit
Miss Annie Frye entertained the
Methebesec Club at her home Friday
afternoon. After the usual order of
business the afternoon was devoted
to a Joseph Lincoln program. Mrs.
Louise Ingraham gave a sketch of
Lincoln's life and his works, also hn
outline of one of his latest books.
“Fair Harbor.” Mrs.-Ruth Ellingwood read poems from Lincoln’s
Cape Cod ballads. The program was
much enjoyed. Mis. Clifford Perry
was admitted to membership. The
next meeting will lx- held with Mrs.
Suella Sheldon, Fell. 6.
One of the prettiest parties of the
■ new year was held Thursday evening
• at the Country Club. The affair
took the form of a —cabaret an/
dance. The rooms were prettily
decorated, the color scheme being
violet and gold; the hostesses wear
ing dainty caps and aprons in cor
responding colors, while the gentle
men were works of art. as ail who
were present will testify. The efficient
corps of “colored" waiters was under
the charge of No. 13 whose beauti
ful titiaji hair was the envy of all.
It is understood that the aforesaid
head waiter was borrowed for the oc
casion from Hotel Brunswick, lint
V'this is not authentic." The cabaret
artists, Misses Mary Wasgatt and
Adelaide Cross, with Miss Marion
Marsh at the jiiano. were most
charming in their song and dance
numbers. Two of the artists who
volunteered their services, Miss Pat
Flanagan and John. J. Perry capti
vated the assembly with their songs
and eccentric dance numbers. One
of the special dances was an elimi
nation waltz, the winners being Mr.
and Mrs. Albert C. Jones, whose
is ize favors were a couple of young
sters of ebony hue. The splendid
committee headed by Mr. and Mrs.
Homer E. Robinson deserves un
stinted praise for its work in pre
paring such an evening of pleasure
for the members and their guests.
Gwing to the very large number be
ing present, at times it was hard fir
' the orders to come through ns quickly
as the committee members would
huve liked, and they are very grate
ful for the indulgence and co-operation of the members in making the
affair-'lltch a success. The music
was furnished for the cabaret and
dance by Marsh’s Orchestra.
THE HURRYING CROWD

(For Tlie Courier-Knr.cttrJ
Whom the gods would destroy, they first
bake mad.
Take time for thought—*
'Why all this Idle speeding?
Why do jve blindly rushing
On warn go?
What need to trample
Over hearts that’re bleeding?
What will be gained?
Why need we hurry stT?

There Is no grace
In breathless, headlong rushing,
And lie who travels slow
May travel far:
Why not take time
To see the morning sunrise?
Or view the splendor
Of the evening star?

Why press and push
With wild distorted faces
Set ever forward
Toward the setting sun? ?
Death crouches there
Amid the empty spaces:
’Tls him we haste to meet
Upon the run.
IWhy not repose awhile
On Barth’s fair bosom?
A little time
To laugh and love and play,
And give the smiling heartsease
Time to hlos'oin,
, Along life's rugged way.
ttoclclaad, Jan. 23.
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Nana Huntley.

Fought to Establish
Jewish Independence
The Maccabees was the name of
a family In Syria, which during the
Second century before Christ, re
sisted the persecutions inflicted up
on the Jewish nation by the Seleu-

VOC.VB- AT WUStt

-

a«<i eutaiwW*“tlw

cidae.

After the death of Mattnthlas.
the leader of the revolt, In ICC B.
C., Ills son Judns Muccahaeus, de
feated the Syrians in three battles,
reconquered Jerusalem, purified the
temple, and restored the worship of
Jehovah, says the Kansas City Star.
He wns slain In ambush in lCl^B.
C„ nnd was succeeded by his broth
er, Jonathan, who was raised to the
dignity of high priest, but was af
terward treacherously slain at
I’foleninls in 144 B. C\ by Tryphon,
the guardian of the young prince
Antiochus Theos.
His brother, Sinton, then succeed
ed to the leadership of the common
wealth, and completely established
tlie Independence of the Jews. After
seven years of beneficent rule, he
was murdered, together with his
two sons, by his son-in-law,
Ptolemy, who vainly hoped to be
chosen his successor. John Ilyrennus, son of Simon, wns the next
ruler. He renewed the alliance with
Itomc. conquered Idumaea, nnd took
the title of .king. 107' B. C., Syrtn
became a Roman province in 63
B. 0.

Wellesley College girls have virtu
ally discarded the flapping golosh in
favor of the dapping coat collar and
any cold day the visitor strolling
across Wellesley campps can see evi
dence of the latest and fast growing
style.
v

Our Motto
ALWAYS FIRST WITH THE LATEST

FLAPPER-COLLAR
SHEEP - LINED COATS
Sizes 36 to 42

$10.75

Palladium in Legend
The Palladium was a famous
wooden Image of Pallas (Minerva),
said to have been hurled from
heaven by Zeus, nnd to linve fallen
near the tent of Ilus, while he was
engaged In building Illiunt (Troy).
The oracle 'of Apollo having de
clared that the city should never
he taken as long as Palladium wns
retained within Its walls, the statue
was placed in a sanctuary nnd care
fully guarded. It was, however,
finally stolen by Ulysses nnd Diomodes about 1184 B, C„ nnd thus
victory was secured to the Greeks,
According to some accounts, Troy
contained two Palladia, one of
which wns stolen nnd conveyed to
one of the Greek cities, while the
other wns taken to Italy by Aerens
and secretly guarded by the Ro
mans In the Tetnple of Vesta. The
word “pr.lladiuni” Is sometimes
used nt the present day to signify
a pledge of security and protection.
—Kansas City Star.

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY
346 Main St.

Different Things Entirely
“Yes,'it’s dreadful for the poor
thing. You know, her husband run
away with the cook.”
“How shocking, toy dear I And
cooks are so scarce, too!”

< Caustic
“He'en thinks she has a match
less face.”
“I agree with her. She’ll never
make a match as long as she has
it.”—Bost ou Transcript.

The Biggest Family
In This Town Is^the
Family of Readers of
----------THIS PAPER---------

Phone 288

Rockland.
MAIL ORDERS

STYLE AND FASHION

CLD SOCIAL DAYS

Community Fair Will Give When Rockland Militia and.
Firemen Joined In Giving!
Them Full Sv,ray On the
a Grand Ball.
Opening Afternoon.

The subject of style and fashion
always holds a charm for women
folks and naturally has been given a
high place in the list of attractions
at Community Fair, the big spec
tacle scheduled for the Arcade the
• Timber Well Protected
Outright theft of timber Is rare week of Fell. 23-28. The first after
in the national forests. Each year noon. Tuesday. Felt. 24. will bc fea
there are some cases of timber tured by a style and fashion show
trespass, but usually these tres second to none ever attempted in this
passes happen through no criminal section of Maine.
In the first place a special setting
Intent. They are frequently due to
Imperfect title records on the part has been worked out whereby the
of private operators. The govern models step from a golden frame di
ment maintains a corps of rangers rectly onto a pedestal stage where
and forest guards on the national they may be viewed to best advant
forests, who In the course of their age by the seated spectators on the
daily Work ore constantly travel main floor and in the balconies as
ing through the forest areas under well. Tho stage itself will lie very
their jurisdiction. This patrol pre carefully carpeted and every possible
ITort made to avoid the extreme an
vents deliberate theft and discovers
nnd corrects unintentional trespass.* noyance of dust which has hampered
The penalty for deliberate trespass similar exhibits in the past. Every
Is severe and is applied rigorously. effort will be made to cater to the
interest and advantage of the spec
tators. The exhibitions will bc un
Everything in Order
hurried and following the hour an
The name of the prisoner was opixirtunity will be provided to inGunn.
spe< t the exhibits and discuss them
“And what Is the charge?’’ In with trained and courteous demon

quired the magistrate.
“That Gunn was loaded with
drink, your worship," answered the
constable.
“I wish to he let off, sir,” pleaded
the wretched man.
“Gunn, you are discharged,"-the
magistrate told him.
And the report was In the pa
pers next day.—London Tit-Bits.

The Wellesley girls borrowed the
idea from their big brothers. The
comfort of the great high-collated
jackets appealed to some Wellesley
girll’s practical mind, und since the
first one appeared on the campus
many others have been added to al
ready generous wardrobes.

strators.

An ancient reminder of old-time!
social life in Rockland comes to the 1
desk of the curiosity editor in the
form of an invitation that reads:
“Military, Firemen’s and Civic
Ball, will be given on New Yeti’s
vening. January 1. 1857. at Phoenix
Hall. The company of yourself and
ladies is respectfully requested.’’
The committee of arrangementwas made up of these names, which j
are printed here foi? the recollection |
of older readers of dur paper:
Adjt. Gen. G. M. Atwood. Augusta: |
Col. G. J. Burns, Maj. Jona Spear,
('apt. S. B. Perry, Capt. W. A. Nor
wood, Camden; Lieut. A. J. Erskine,
tfgt. J. C. Hilt. Private Wm. Farrow.)
Foreman J. Lindsey. Hon. N. A. Far-1
well. Geo. W. Kimball. Jr.. Wm. F. •
Lovejoy. Maj. Gen. W. S. Cochran.)
Waldoboro; Lieut. Col. W. T. Brown,
Newcastle; Lieut. Davis Tillson.
Capt. L. L. Kennedy, Waldoboro;
Lieut. G. K. Perry, K&t. C. C. Ingra
ham, Private It. C. Brann, Foreman
B. B. Bean, Foreman. E. B. Hinckley,
Thomaston; Hon. I. K. Kimball, John
T. Ames. W. G. Sargent, esq.
The “floor managers” were Lieut.
A. Litchfield, J. T. Ames. Lieut. John’
Richards, G. W. Kim'ball, Jr. Falesquadrille band supplied the music
and officers and members of military
and tire companies were desired to
appear in uniform. This meant that
the red shirt of the volunteer firemen
of that period would add to (he
brilliancy of the occasion.
Phoenix hall was in the thirft story
of the “Wilson and White Block.’’
above the store now’ the tailor shop:
of A. P. Richardson, then Wilson & j
White, lime and groceries. The
Courier-Gazette wonders if any of!
its present readers took part in the)
festive occasion. Every man whose
name .appears above has long ago
passed out of life.
The invitation is addressed to Asa
Crockett, and is sent this paper by
Clifford IL Crockett, cf East Dedham.
Mass., his grand-son.

The range of the exhibition will ex
tend through ladies’ and misses'
gowns, eoats, wraps and s)ieciaHies,
millinery, hosiery and shoes. Indi
cations now point to representation
of practically every firm in this city
and surrounding towns. Several out
side firms have registered a lively
interest. The use of live models is
a decided aid in displaying the arti
cles to advantage.
An interesting angle on this exhibit
and the Fair is the proposed instal
lation of special heating devices dc
signed to eliminate the discomfort
from cold which has marred the fairs
of past years. This new heating plan
will be particularly appreciated dur
ing the fashion show, the bird show
and the afternoon the babies are in
command.
The Fashion Show is ti niter the
auspices of the Parent-Teacher As
sociatlon with Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury
----- T------- e.2----as chairman of the day. She has al c------ready lined up several attractive en
tries and will welcome all communi
cations on the subject.
You can buy rubbers when it rains
but you can’t buy Life Insurance
wh^n you are sick. Do it iww. Call
524-R and Wish it on Walker—adv.

u&vttobeiiv.

jfoiarei'Vtfulqf

t*£ddj5jg Stationery
THE COURIER-fiAZrr.E
ROCKLAND
KAINE

PRINTEDBUTTER
PAPER PRICES
REGULATION SIZE WITH
NAME ANO ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets.
For Pound Size
Pottage 15 Cents Additional

Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

Cullers at the library are often
puzzled, as everybody is, with the
matter of pronunqiation of the names
of writers. The following helpful list
is taken from the Literary Digest.
Readers of The Courier-Gazette
should cut Jt out for reference.
• . • •
John Ayscough—Ask-ew.
Plo Baroja—Pee-o Bah-roh-yu.
Hilaire Belloc—Hilary Belltxk.
.1. D. Beresford—Ber-ris-ford.
Blasco Ibanes—l’las-ko E-ban-yeth.
Johan Bojer—Bo-yer.
Van Wyck Brooks—Y In middle
name is long.
Heywood Broun—Rhymes
with
spoon; he himself says with loon.
John Buchan—Buek-un.
James Branch Cabell—Rhymes with
rabble.
Benjamin De Casseres—De Cas’ser-es.
Willa Cather—Cath-er as in Cathnollc.
Maria Chapdelaine—There is no full
sounding of the p. but it nsust not
be ignored altogether.
Padruic Colum—Pnhd-rlc Colm
(two bites and one gulp).
Royal Cortissoz—Cor-tees’-os.
John Dos Bassos—Dos Pas’-sos
both o's as in toss, a as in hat.
Lord Dunsany—Dun’-sany.
St. John Ervlno—Sin’-Jun Er'vyne.
John Galsworthy—First syllable
rhymes with hauls.
Richard Garnett—Accent on the
first syllable, like color garnet.
Katherine
Fullerton Gerould—
Jer-o*.
Louise Imogene Guiney—Gi’-ney,
first syllable to rhyme with He, hard
g.
Arthur
Guiterman—Geeter-man,
hard g.
Knut Hamsun—Knool Hom'-sun.
Joseph
H ergesh ei mer—Hergesheimer, hard g.
Ralph Hodgson—'First name pro
nounced Rayfe.
A. K. Houseman—First syllable like
house.
Ford Maddox Hueffer—Hew-fer.
Janies G. Huneker—First syllable
to rhyme with bun; second is an un
ostentatious e; third to rhyme witli
her.
Dean Inge—Rhymes with sing not
singe.
John Maynard Keynes—Rhymes
with pains.
Vachel Lindsay—Rhymes with Ra
chel.
Arthur Macken—Mack-en.
Percy Macka.ve—Accent last syl
lable rhyming with high.
Lucas Malet—Mal'-u, second a as
in ray.
lion Marquis—Mar'-kwis, not niarkec.
Don Marquis iA real name not
pseudonym.
Somerset Maughan—Mawn.
Alice Meyneil—Men’-ell.
Oliver Onions—O’Nigh'-ons.
Baroness Orezy—Ort-sy.
F. Ossendowskl—Os-sen-doffske.
E. C. l’eixotto—Pa-sho-to, a as in
ray; o's as in jow.
Samuel l’epys—Peeps according to
11. B. Whcalley the great authority of
l’epys.
Though I'eps is the usual
pronunciation today.
John Cowper Powys—Po'-is.
Michael Peupln—Pu-pen.
< leorge San tayana—San - tn-ya’ - na,
all a's broad.
Lew Sarett—Accent on last syl
lable.
Molly Elliot Seawell—Sow'll to
rhyme with howl.
Sheila Kaye-Smith—Sheela KaySmith (accent as ill locksmith.)
Lytton Strachey—Stray’-chee (eh
as in church).
John Addington Symonds—Slm’monds.
Arthur Symons—Slm’-mons.
Albert Payson Terhune—Ter-hunc’
as in tune.
Eunice Tietjens—Teet'-yens.
Joseph Patrick Tumulty—Accent
on first syllable which rhymes with
hum.
Louis Untermeyer—Which rhymes
with higher.
Hendrick Van Loon—Rhymes witli
lone.
Alec Waugh—Wau,
Gluyas Williams—Long accented u,
short a<
William Butler Yeats—Yates.

PIANOS.
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
Accordions, $4 to $100
Auto Harps, $7 to $1 2
Brief Cases,
$3 to $7
Clarinets,
$35 to 85
Chinese Gongs, $4.50
Cornets,
$15 to $100
Drum Traps $30 to $100
Harmonicas 1 5c to $2
Harmonica Holders. 50c

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c

V. F. Studley Inc.
Tel. 713.

jtPARK3t
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

I “THE NARROW STREET”
LASTT,ME

-With-

1

j Dorothy Devore, Matt Moore

TODAY

PARK SCENIC

! COMEDY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Cl Quramount picture
*pi!E druma of a man who
had

to

starving to death or ruining
the family of the girl he loves.

Based on “Jungle Iaw” by
I. A. R. Wylie. Directed by
Paul Sloane;

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

“BORDER LEGION" with

Ifs
At

HARRY CAREY m “ROARING RAILS”
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Would You Want
«Your Husband

MARRIAGE
CHEAT
—With—

For Half Pound Size
Postage 10 Cents Additional

LEATRICE JOY
ADOLPHE MENJOU
—Also—

Postage 10 Cents Additional

But that ahow Monday night at COM
MUNITY FAIR is a humdinger. It’s all
right to toil about Bob Ott and Jimmie
Evans’ chorus and about Betty Compson
as a bathing beauty—But—me for home
talent !

Back

THE

a

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets

*----------

of
Course

TODAY

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, J4.00 and 10
cents‘postage for each 1000,

Rockland, Maine

h^ene^cha^w^k

The Strand

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

Pottage 10 Cents Additional

THE
COURIERGAZETTE

Comedy
WANDA WILEY
—In—
“SWEET DREAMS”
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

decide between

EMPIRE

$2.75 per 500 Sheets

For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

283 Main St.

ROCKLAND

Last Time Today

$2.'50 per 500 Sheets

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $ 1.50 to $20
Music Stands $ I to $2.75
Music Rolls $1 to $3.75
Saxophones $85 to $100
Strings, all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

Last Episode of

“Wolves of the North”

Monday-Tuesday

“IT IS THE LAW”
BAKED ON THE STORY BY
HAYDEN TALBOT
A
just
one
you

big special screen melodrama,
filled with mystery, thrills and
of the most startling climaxes
ever saw.

—Also—

“Ten Scars Make a Man”
WED.-THUR. PRISCILLA DEAN
in “A CAFE IN CARtO”

if you knew as Mrs. Paramor knew, when she left

\
>THE

LOUIS B.
MAYER.
pestnu

him, tliat he had laughed

merrily at

RobertProduction
G. Vignola

MARRIED
FLIRTS

his freedom,

and had gone to see—

A W man Doesn’t Have To
Bo

In ehiger.t To Get a Man

In Lcve With Her—Just Un
scrupulous.

wilk

Pauline Frederick
Conrad Nagel
Mae Busch
Huntly Gordon
Adapted by Julia
Crawford Ivers
'from (he novel “Mrs.
Paramor” by
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Afternoons 25c;

Evening 25c, 35c; Child "n 10c

Every-Other-Day,
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THIRTY-ONE

Speaks to Young Mothers

SCHOONERS

To Be Sold Ey Commissioner In Bankruptcy—Also
Thomaston Shipyard.

ONLY PACKARD CAN

Will You Heed the
Danger Signal?
A c?u?h en the lungs, or sore lungs

with difficult breathinn are the dan
ger signals which must NOT be
ignored for they are the first symp
Sale of 31 schooners, w holly or par is listed as worth $1,000, subject to a toms of approaching pneumonia.
tially owned by the Atlantic Coast real estate attachment in favor 01
There are the warning* which na
This plant is east, ture provides and it is the height of
;’o.. in bankruptcy, in Portland Feb. \Y. G. Washburn.
of Knox street and south of the rail
3 by Nathan \V. Thompson trustee in road. There are land and buildings fully to ignore them. These condi
tions are quickly overcome and danbankruptcy, is to be the most exlen- a! Boothbay Harbor, used ns a repair ger
averted by the prompt use of
IO
>‘v<? pnierprire » f that nature ever station, a marine railway being lo
r* o m
ALLEN’S LUNG HEALER
cbetuned in tie United <4 tales coded there also on the property,
Hundreds in New England will tes
'ourt there.
As a maritime sale It valued at >2.00o hy the appraisers.
Is it worth while—the endless search
;s in n class by Lself and there uc I A number of claims are pending, tify to the truth- of there c alms.
For what is poorly termed “ success”?
Price
60c
and
$1.0J
n addjtion to the vessels listed sev- GI
,
or.e against the Woodstock Lumber
•ral p. : els of real estate, machinery’, I
Sold In Rockland hy tilt- Kittredg.
Is it wortli while to concentrate
mpany of 131 State street, Bos
ools, book ac'ounts. suits pending ton. for demurrage on the schooner Pharmacy.
On artificial happiness?
*.nd 3. MM shares of Crowell & Thur- XI. Vivian Pierce in Augusta, 1923.
The frenzied urge that drives men on
ow stock.
claim being for >1,600.
Another for
This corporation owns 22 vessels like amount runs against C. Ernest
In sordid striving after gold—
“For that Tickle in your Throat
u; right und shares in nine others. Hill of 200 Devonshire street. Boston,
I
wonder
if they find in it
\ very conservative appraisal on the for demurrage on the schooner A. and to Ease your cough we rec
The
satisfaction
life should hold.
••ntire pre,•,-rty shows minimum value • ErnMl
in xay 1)”
ommend ALLEN’S BRONCHO
.if $135,000 and the schooners are
Schooner .Mary Bradford Pierce is
THROAT
TABS.
”
[
.ated from >100 on the least valuable clalmant i.galn8, the H!ea,nshlp Or- '
I wonder if each day for them
to >5.500 for the best one.
Even lanfl for , 100w) und s(.hooner AugUfI. '
MRS. HELEN SPECHT
with shipping held ut the lowest ta O. Hilton is claimant against the
Contributes something truly grand.
Paterson, N,J.—"I ant always glad values ever known, these prices are
OUTFLOWING GOLD
Can man whose hearts are slaves to greed
Vo speak a good word for Dr. Pierce’s regarded as ultra conservative so steamship George Washington for a
Favorite Prescription, because it was a that actual sale is expected to t>e at similar sum. Another libel is against
And selfish purpose understand
the Old Dominion Steamship Co. for Gives Warning To Us That
reat help to me in young motherhood. higher figures.
The
great abiding peace of mind,
collision damages between the Jef
took it during expectant periods und
Appraisal was made by Philip <1. ferson and the schooner A. Ernest
We Should Get Out of
nt no time did I suffer any of the dis
Tlie
priceless ecstasy of soul
tressing conditions that so’ frequently Clifford of Portland, Albert E. Dyer Mills, >560, and a balance Is claimed
Debt.
That
are
the glorious reward
of
Cape
Elizabeth
and
Peril
C.
Baker
occur at that time. My health was
on account of the William H. Harri
Real estate l« man from the Virginia Tie & Lum
Of those who seek a higher goal?
good and I was able to keep on with of ('oiiioid. Mass.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ruy housework in comfort, and had Worth >13,000 anil personal property ber Co. of Staunton, >400.
At the close of the war there were
comparatively no suffering. I always >121,000 in tlicir inventory.
A voluntary petition in bankrupt
Is it worth while? Will any man
There are 22 four-masted schoon- cy was tiled several weeks ago in many who predicted that readjust
had line, healthy babies and 1 give4)r.
Fierce’s Favorite Prescription credit e,H- ’he oldest less than eight and ihe V. 8. District Court when ment would come sooner or later.
Confess that he believes it pays
for strengthening them also while ben the young.-s, less than five years old, ihe stockholders were confronted
To
sell for things material
At
a
Held
meeting
held
by
the
Grange
ue
ily
all
in
commission,
seaworthy
efiting me."—5lrs. Helen Specht, KM
with the situation, liabilities being
A life of precious nights and days?
and in goad state of repair.
There >1,337.066 and the conservation of as at Union, several years ago. State
Liberty St.
Obtain Dr. Pierce’s Prescription now, are few •'lame ducks" in tlie fleet. sets fur Inadequate to compensate Master Thompson said:
We know such plan is not worth while!
in liquid or tablets, from your druggist Tonnage v: t ies from Ml, tlie A. the creditors, seemed imperative
“When readjustment comes, prices
We know that men are richly blest
cr send 10c for trial pkg. of tablets to Ernest Mills, to 154b. the Elizabeth through the medium of bankruptcy.
will not stop falling when they get
l)r.Fierce’s Invalids’ Hotel ini
’
i Buffalo,
Pi ee.no n.
Alone when they begin to learn *
A petition was tiled and Xathan W.
K. Y. Write for free advice.
These vessels comprise tlie fleet: Thompson was appointed trustee. back to where they were before the :
That wealth of character is best
A. Ernest Mills. Atlantic Coast, Au- The schooners have been chartered war, but will 'go lower.”
gusta G. Hilton, Bradford E. Jones, as tlie business has wananted and
Brother Thompson judged the fu
GEN. AMES PLAYS
Eliza belli Freeman.
Ella
Pierce sale of the entire fleet as a going
he builders of the Knox & Lincoln
ture by the history of the pas:. Af
LIBERTY
Thurlow, Frances L. Taussig, Free concern is possible.
Railroad were in some years ago.
Distinguished Son of Rock man. Gladys M. Taylor, Herbert I.. Two forms of sale are provided for ter the Civil War the price of labor After the road was built deflation Arthur Overlock is hauling lumber
Rawding, Ida S. Dow, James W. under the provisions of the order of and commodities dropped below nor followed and the towns that owned
land Hobnobs On Golf Howard, Jessie G. Noyes, Josiah B. John
to the Turner & Jones mill.
II. Hill, referee in bankruptcy, mal. but 1 don’t think they will do the road found that they had an ele
Ross rinkham is going on the road
Chase, Lucia P. Dow, M. Vivian confirmation by the court being an- so in the future crisis.
phant on their hands.
Course With ‘‘John D.’’
to take orders for S. T. Overlook,
During the past few weeks nearly
Pierre. Mary Brailf.iril Pierce, Paul other provision
It
is
a
deplorable
fact
that
the
peo

Flrst each sepa
axe handle manufacturer.
II. A. Daniels sends us from Mi E. Thurlow. Sally Persia Noyes, rate item on the list of assets is to 50 million dollars of gold has been ple get in debt more extensively when
John Overlock called on S. T.
Velma
L.
Hamlin,
William
II.
Harri

ami, Fla., a copy of the Daily Illus
be disposed of by separate sale. exported to Europe, which means prices are inflated than they do when Overlock Monday.
Good sound
trated Tab. published bv Cornelius man and Doris Hamlin.
Then the entire schedule will be of that the predicted readjustment is they are deflated.
Joel Overlook is working for Ar
at hand. If the outflow of gold judgment demands that debts, es
Small maritime liens are pending fered as one lump.
Vanderbilt, Jr., and known as “the
should continue there will be a de pecially public debts, should be con thur Overlook.
millionaire’s new toy." With the keen which will be assumed by the pur
Roth transactions will be reported
Mrs. Janies Overlock called on Mrs.
There is also part owner to the court for confirmation of one flation of currency, and a < »i resj>ond- tracted when prices are ai the lowest
eye of a newspaper man Ms. Daniels chaser.
R. 11. Sukeforth Tuesday.
glimpsed an article which he knew ship in the following schooners: Cal or the other ns seems to the interest ing reduction in the price of labor point, and paid wiien price have .ad
S. T Overlook Is manufacturing
vanced.
would interest
Rockland renders umet 2-«4. Edna M. MeKni^ht, 1-64. of the creditors. A deposit of $5,060 and commodities.
Before the war I think the per
Ellen Little 2-64. Gardiner G. Deer or its equivalent. Is required of each
While those with small means axe handles which he sells to the
Here it is:
trade or any one in want.
Xo or
Ormond Beach, Fla., Jan. IS—The ing 1-64. James 1*1 Newsom 1-64, Jen bidder in advance ar.d $25,000 addi capita circulation was about $25, and should practice economy and keep
To mt of debt, those with ample means ders too large, none too small.
daily appearance of John D. Rocke nie Fiood Kroger 1-64, Mabel A. Frye tional is 'required should the entire the price of labor $1.50 a day.
Reported 3k degrees below Mon
feller at the Ormond Beach goll' 4-64, Maude M. Morey 1-64 and Or property be Bold to any bidder.
A day the per capita circulation is $44 -hould buy all the things they need, day.
May get some winter yet.
course Tor his customary eight holes leans 3-64.
surety bond must be filed for the bal and labor $3 a day. The increase in and spend their money for improve
Ross Rinkham has started a board
A shipbuilding plant at Thomaston. ance and ___
This would tend to help
with Gen. Adelbert Ames, has been
finalr payment made not the price of labor has been greater ments.
than the increase in the per capita business and give laborers employ ing house.
discussed at length in a previous ar together with tools and machinery, later than June ,1
circ illation.
ment.
ticle. hut only slight mention was
I think the high price of labor is
When the price of farms, labor and
made of General Ames.
DUTCH NECK
SMOKING AT VASSAR
largely the result of big protits. Big commodities are deflated 30 percent,
FIRE DESTRUCTION AFFECTS
Those who marvel at the strength
profits added to the cost of goods the value of bonds, bank deposits,
EVERYONE
Several from this place attended
and vitality of Mr. Rockefeller are : Nearly One-Half Of the Girls
Go
makes the cost of living high, and to pensions and fixed incomes are ap the I. O. 6. F. and Rebekah installa
doubly amazed at the same charac
Equipped With *,Cig*.”
When a serious fire occurs, partic- 171661 th<? higli cost of living the la- preciated 100 percent.
In other tion in Waldoboro Wednesday even
teristics displayed by General Arnes
ularlj- if It involves a
business borer has t0 hav<? bis pay'
A’ords, the poor man’s loss is the rich (ng.
who w * 90 years old last June anu
Vassar girls to the number of 521 structure its
..i
.
Evidently big profits mid the gold man’s gain.
It is the duty of those
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Winchenbaugh
who apparently is much stronger
ted they did n* t use tobacco, s.ructure. its ram.BcaUons are al- standurd system are the , , ,t of all .vho are benefited by deflation to do nf Back Cove spent Sunday at (J,
than Mr. Rockefeller despite the live .
If the per capita circulation ill they can to help those injured bv A. Burns’.
but 433 admitted they liked to puff a most endless. Suppose, for example evil.
year handicap^ age.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner of
No character in American history cigarette in a questionnaire recently that an enterprise constituting the should lie reduced to >35 the ■ ine as t.
e of la
This would smooth the wav. and North Waldoburo speti Sunday at
presents a more picturesque career circulated at the college and tabula major support of a whole town is before ,he war- and if the
bor and commodities should lie re- he transition could be made without Mi-r. Renner's old home here.
than does Gen. Ames, multi-million ted Wednesday.
wiped nut hy the flames and ipecause
dueed at the same rate, it would •. serious labor crisis.
New let us
Frank Winchenbaugh and family
aire
ammunition
manufacturer
Only 21 of the smokers use tobacco nf various reasons the plant is not mean that labor would lie bout $2 ill prepare for the worst, and with a
of Friendship were Sunday guests of
whose summer home is in Lowell, without the consent of their parents,
rebuilt.
Employes
’
wages
are
at
a
day.
and
that
there
would
lie
a
restiff
tipper
lip
hope
for
the
besff
his
mother. Cora Winchenbaugh anMass.
Gen. Ames was Lorji in the tabulation showed.
Some\ Iftd
Hope sees a star and listenir g love Mrs. E. E. W. Cook.
Rockland, Me., in 1835, and received old-fashioned parents registered dis once cut off and it becomes irr.pos- 'ductlon of about 30 or 35 percent in
hears the rustling of a wing.”
I’. A. Mears of Winslow's Mills was
his-education in that city.
He en approval. while 302 parents approved Bible for them to find other work in ,he prlce of commodities,
that town. They must fail back on
After the Civil War the dedatiop
a recent caller in this vicinity.
C. A. Miller.
tered West Point in 3 857 and was smoking.
Union,
Me.
their savings accountsand money be- "as morc than 50 percent, lumce the
.Mrs. Relle Poland und grandson
graduated in 1S61 shortly before the
The referendum was undertaken
_ht not
Donald French were recent callers of
outbreak of the civil war.
He was largeiy to ascertain whether the gins to flow-out of the bunks und from coniinK bu«lnena depression
as that of the 70's,
Alice French. West Waldoboro.
wounded at the battle of Bull Run girls wished the present rules barring the treasuries of the buildings and ,o be s°
APPLETON
and served with distinction at Mal smoking on or off the campus to be loan societies. Cheaper living quar- The tab°rers, farmers and n: .11 busiters must then lie sough; and the ness ,nen are ,he ,,nes wl”> suffer
SEA COAST MISSIONARY
vern Hill.
He was made a colonel made more lenient.
On this ques
deflation. If they were wise
for bravery’ at Gettysburg, Antietam. tion the vote was 589 in favor of storekeepers begin to notice that mMt
Miss ^.Charlotte Simpson of Cricwould send men to Congress haven. who has Isen visiting at J. Former Deer Isle Pastor Will Con
Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville and • tore lenient rules and 278 for contin their salea are failing off. The
tinue ths Work on the Sunbeam.
Petersburg.
He was brevetted a uance of the present blanket prohibi amusement business drops to al- "*10 "ou*d legislate to have green- L. Clark's, has gone to Augusta. Kli most nothing and church contri-bu- ’>ae^s issued to take the pku e of the has a position in a hospital there.
major-general of volunteers at F<»’t tion.
The opinion that the college
Rev. OrvilleGuptill now preaching
Fisher in 1865 and was provincial should set apart a place for smoking tlons decline. Soon there begins a exported gold, and thereby prevent
Mrs. Lizxie i’liillirook is in very
general exodus to other cities where deflation.
But they are
wise, poor health.
in Concord, Jf. H., has accepted the
governor of Mississippi from 1X66 to was expressed by 183.
jobs are to be hud. Families are up- an<1 lt looks as if they would have to
I860.
Jllss Dorothy Bean spent the position as missionary pastor, with
The no-smoking rules are mado
duties on the islands off the coast on
lie was appointed commandant ol and enforced by the student govern rooted, children taken out of school suffer f<>r Iheir Ignorance,
weekend with friends in Liberty.
and in a few months the place is
During the past few- years Thomas
the route of the Sunbeam. He will
the fourth military district in 186'.’ ment.
A. D. Fish was in Rockland
College authorities have re only a shadow of its former prosper- Edison and Henry Ford through tlie
begin the work here on April 1. Mr.
and was a United States senator from fused to comment upon the referen
husinc- s recently.
ous self. Every factory fire has a preBS and iwniphlets have broadJ870 to 1873.
He was elected gov dum or its results.
Bernard Diiman was at his fa- Guptill was formerly pastor of the
similar effect in a lesser degree.
casted
the
greenback
doctrine ther’s last week.
C mgregrtienal church at Deer Isle
ernor of Mississippi in 1873 and
Of course, insurance against fue ri'rv>uKhout the country, and there is
served until 1876 when he resigned tc
Mrs. X^llie Johnson is in Rock and vicinity and was for a time in
HANCOCK SENATOR
Ellsworth Falls. He has held im
and business interruption can pre- no sood reason why the lieople should land.
defeat
impeachment
proceedings
vent such disastrous consequences *'e ignorant on this most vital ques- I The dairymen were fortunate in portant parishes and ©one Import
started hy the Democratic State leg
*-s of greater imercst to •ecuring tlieir ice before the heavy ant work in building up the organisa
islature.
The impeachment pro Percy T. Clarke of Stonington Mak and is doing it every day. but insur- tioning Good at State Capital.
tion in various parishes.
ance does not restore: it simply re- ,*>e farmers and laborers than any snow fall.
ceedings grew out of the Vicksburg
The Kunheam is notv tied up at
place* destroyed buildings and com- othei’ matter.
race riot of December 7, 1S74,and Gen.
Isaac Meservey has returned from
Under the caption ’’Who’s Who In modifies; property that has gone up
Possibly there may be no deflation, 1' Augusta anil is working for L. M. Isleford and the news that she will
Ames agreed to resign if the legisla
be on duty again with a missionary
but 11 ** more likely to come than lohnvon.
ture would remove the impeachment the$2d Legislature” the Bangor News In smoke is forever lost to society.
pastor on board is good news not
- ■- - 1
not and It is well to lie prepared.
charges.
He removed lo Lowell, has the following to say about a
mily to the directors of the work but
A CREED FOR 1925
During the war nearly two billion
from Mississippi and was made a 1 Senator in a neighboring county:
THE
APPLE
MARKET
“After serving two terms in the
also to tlie island people off the coast
____
dollars of gold was shipped into this
brigadier-general when the SpanishI will vote at every iiubiln election. pol,ntrT from Europe, and when nor Fresli Receipts Cleaning Up Fairly of Maine who take such interest in
American war broke out. He served House of Representatives Percy T.
the outside world from which they
with distinction during the war with Clarke ot Stonington. Republican, is trying fast to inform myself on the malcy shall have been restored there,
Good—Baldwins Lead.
are isolated by their work.
ii is quile iikely that this s hl will-1
Spain and returned to Massachusetts now one -of the senators from Han
Rev. C. W. Turner whom Mr. Gupwhere he became affiliated with some cock county, and considering that he candidates and the questions to be How back to Europe,
Jloston, Jan. 20.
till succeeds was obliged to resign on
To lie prepared,' those wish small
of the largest ammunition manufac has r.o-t l eached his 40t-h year, is get voted upon.
With modcratc'X’eceipts, the apple arc .unt of ill health which necessi
I will try to buy stock in some lo , means should keep out of debt, and
turers in the world.
He became a ting along well. .Mr. Clarke Is a nafriend of Mr. Rockefeller more than i ‘J?’? 1,1 I r-i.-iklin. graduated from the cal industry or rrtility serving m.v l^Xe'tL‘pric^o'f S'.rt’cu,1 " I market holds steady with prices un tated his living away from the sea.
changed.
The weather has been
20 years ago and it is said his efforts 1 niversitj of Main? College of Law,
were largely responsible for bringing servcsl five years as superintendent own locality, sind help it to build up laborer who is owing $300 and gets cold and movement has been rather
of
schccls
in
his
home
town
and
also
payrolls and values and sobriety in $3 a day for his labor, can pay ihe slow, but all fresh receipts are clean
the “oil king” to Florida each win
on tihe board of selectmen.
my home town.
debt with 100 days’ work.
After ing up favly good at very fair prices.
ter for the last ten years.
“
Since
his
residence
in
Stonington
I will obey the laws as they are the price of labor shall be deflated, 1 A few of the best Bald ins n re exGen. Ames’ home is in Ormond
on the Halifax liver, almost directl? he has been moderator of the t<nvn- written; it may be as offensive to.it will take 150 days or more to pay ceeding top quotations.
Before it has a chance to develop
across form “Casements,” the Rocke meetings, is tax collector and the my neighbor for me to dodge taxes the debt.
lia’dwlnc. No. 1. bills............
to $5.00
only lawyer in the place. He is a or make booze or exceed the speed
I notice that the State of Mi^snuri Hahiwhi-t, No 1 b:.s.............. . 1 no to 1 75 Into croup or something dangerous,
feller home ut Ormond Beach.
get
right after that cough of your
j
Baldwins,
une
’
.
assitie<l.
bbU.
to
4.
on
2
7
”
•
»
Gen. Ames is almost us punctual Ma.<>n ar. 1 Sir Knight <-f Blanqtie- laws, as it in to me for him to rob has authorized the issue of $6o.iio<».000 Ru'.dwiiut. unclasshkxl, bts
child's. No use to dose with ordinary
. . 7 5 to 1.25
bonds for the construction of roads ; NiMihcaiD. bbis ..................... . 2 on to 3 50 cough syrups. At once give Kemp's
in his habits as is Mr. Rockefeller f«.:-t <’r.m»nnndery of Ellsworth and or burrt or violate my home.
Balsam—a fine old-fashioned tried and
I will work at my job as though I and bridges.
When the t .xp.iyers Odd Vurieties, bxs................. . .?"• 10 1
and frequently after playing the eight also belongs to the Odd Fellows and
proven medicine safe for children. It
. . 1 ”, to 1.2-5
Varieties. bx<..................
pay this debt they will probably have i Odd
holes in the morning, returns for an Knights of Pythias Lodges of Ston believed in it.
To'.man Su\—ts. lib's................ . .3 (Ml to 5.00 | heals the throat and prevents the cold
T will try to make my street the to pay 20 or 30 million dollars more Greenings, bbls.......................... . 2.50 to 4.50 , from going through the whole system.
afternoon session at the golf course, ington.
Only 30 cents at all stores.
“He served on the committee on bdkt street in town.
tibia............................. . 2.no to 1 5.1
than they should.
If the State of
either alone or with any par y whiofc
. 3 no to 4 50
Mils................................
I will practice the belief that pros- Maine should issue 12 million dollai-s Kings.
happens to be short a player.
His j legal affairs in the last House and
Starks, bb's.............................. . 2.50 to 3 50
game is excellent, club attendants1 his b-gislari\e experience makes him perity and good government and of bonds and build a bridge, in . few !k-n Davis, bills........................ . 2. on to 3 00
say, and he has little or no trouble a good man for Hancock County to neightorly love is here now. and t> years the people might And themKingman & Hearty, Inc.,
have in Augusta.”
stay, if I w ill but accept und live it. selves in the same predicament v hich
defeating Rockefeller.
“The House Built on the Apple.”
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Stop Child’s Cough
Quick—To-day

QUALITY CARS
AT LOWER PRICES
It is interesting to note that the remarkable price
revisions recently announced on all enclosed
models of the Packard Six were made in the
midst of one of the most prosperous years the
Packard Motor Car Company has ever enjoyed.
The

Revised Prices, at Detroit

Five Passenger Sedan

Seven Passenger Sedan

(wfZTjEPCE WH wn PETe <.

| Mr.PiCAL ATTENTION TO TOOK
, JjsAHjjEDqETcoMy pah
z ( /'Ahi’S SILL EXHOR&FROVS

If

/POME HA0 LUMBAGO AM all DE
fboCTDR DID WAS TO PAlMT Hl5 BACK

3

Four Passenger Coupe

I

.

2885

....

2585

($690 reduction)

Five Passenger Coupe

....

2685

($765 reduction)

Many will ask how such unusual price reductions can
be made without to the slightest extent sacrificing
anything in the car—beauty ot’ line, perfection of fin
ish or quality in either chassis or body.

SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.
710-712 Main St.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Tel. 896

PAC KAKD
SIX
A^K

THE

MAN

WHO

OWNS

ONB

BIRD’S ROOFS

Paroidf

uGood

Paroid Roofing has earned its enviable reputa
tion during a quarter century of use because —
1. It pays dividends in near and
satisfaction for years and years!

2. It is distinctive — has a hand
some, bright-gray surface.
3. It is extra heavy and pliable —
will not crack in cold weather.
4. It is waterproof and 6perk-proof—
gives complete protection.
Paroid Roofing is made by EirJ & Son, inc. (Est. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird’s Shingle
Design Roll Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and
Neponset Board. There’s a Eird product for every sort of
building.

V e arc headquarter; for Bird's roofings,
building insjwrs atul ual! board.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

» ONE PIPE FURNACE
PRICE SI7S.OO

PRICE S175.0Q

ONCE A KINEO, ALWAYS A KINEO
••

-»♦

TER TAlKTin’ A WHOLE

MADE IN BANGOR

©

2785

($790 reduction)

S7

5

.

•

Seven Passenger Sedan Limousine

Wlp A LrrrLE l0PlriE

7

2785

($640 reduction)

WHY Jtoqe,PETE 9OAM
/QET HALF OAT MUCH

'yessaii, but he acxed her
Tour OOLLARs ter DE UO0

....

Five Passenger Sedan Limousine

WELL WHAT OF »T

WELL WASNT
THAT ALTIIGBT

$2585

($640 reduction)

fTHE JUDGE:— The Difference Between Profession and Trade.---Mf.5TELL us why YOU THIMK THE
\COCTO9 CHAPqED MOO TO MUCH

....

(S790 reduction)

For that Cough'
KEMP'S BALSAM

THIS COMPLAINT ACA’.NST
< MAHPY SW5 THAT W REFV5F
i^TOPAY POCIOR 00PEMS BILL POP

BUILD A PACKARD

No Better'Furnace made
Than Kineo
No better Pig Iron used
Than Kineo
No Better cr Smoother
Castings Than Kineo
No Better or heavier gal
vanized Casings than Kineo
No Betther Fitted Castings
Used than Kineo
No Better Equipped with
Everything, even Special
j»Made Shovel, than Kineo
No Better Opening for Fuel
double or single feed door
than Kineo
No Better Ash Pit with
large door than Kineo
No Better Grates’ easier to
put in than Kineo
No Better to Operate as
they are separate
No Better Size Made for
low or high Cellars than
Kineo
No Better Cash or Pay
ment Plan than Kineo
No Better Guarantee than
Kineo
No Better Furnace Man to
sel them l|P than we have.

Let us call and see your home and tell you where
to set a Kineo One Pipe and the price it will cost.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
TEL. 713.

ROCKLAND, ME.

